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DVX8000 MULTIMEDIA HOME THEATER
Experience DVD movies, DVD-ROM gaming, even the
Internet with intense sound and graphics. DVX8000
manages and enhances your entire home theater set-up. Video

line doubler, 3-D graphics accelerator and audio technology
Dolby Digital is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories licensing Corp.

by Marantz® (including Dolby Digital'"). All integrated

with powerful multimedia PC functionality. It's entertainment to the extreme. Available at select dealers. For more info

on Philips Extreme Home Entertainment call 1-888-486-6272

or visit us at www.mmhometheater.com
©1997 Philips Electronics North America Corp.
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ADCOM's new GCD-750 single disc CD player was developed to satisfy the

needs of music lovers and audiophiles who want nothing less than the best
in audio CD performance and the newest decoding technologies of HDCD.
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Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.
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AUDIO
Although we saw many new products at
this year's Consumer Electronics
Show, it was, more than usual, a show
of the future. The biggest news was
digital television (DTV), set to begin a
long, long rollout late this year. But
there were also signs of progress on DVDAudio, which is unquestionably the most
important current initiative in the field of
high-fidelity sound reproduction. And given
the speed at which it now seems to be
moving, I expect we will be following the
subject closely throughout the year.
In January, John Eargle reported on the
Sony/Philips proposal for DVD-Audio. This
issue, we feature the first half of a two-part
article by Meridian's Bob Stuart on the

subject of high -quality digital audio codingspecifically, how to make best use of the very
large data storage capacity afforded by DVD
discs. He feels very strongly that DVD-Audio,
properly implemented, offers an
unprecedented opportunity for a music

distribution format that can guarantee
completely transparent audio channels for all
signals and all human listeners together with
much more realistic, three-dimensional
spatial presentation than is possible with
today's two -channel media. I very much
agree. The problem is getting everyone on
the same barge regarding how to do it.
DVD-Audio is probably the last important
new high-fidelity audio format that will come
our way for many years, so it's important to
get it right. Thus far, Bob's proposal is
the most sensible out I've encountered.
Unfortunately, it probably won't be
adopted-at least, not in toto. At CES I met
with representatives of the DVD Forum's
Working Group 4 (WG-4), which has
responsibility for drafting the DVD-Audio
standard. They outlined the proposal
the committee currently is circulating
for comment among DVD Forum
member companies. WG-4 hopes to have
a "0.9" version of the standard ready in
February and a final version 1.0 in May.
The committee proposes to mandate use of
as many as six PCM audio channels, which
could operate at sampling rates of 44.1, 48,
88.2, or 96 kHz using word lengths of 16 to
24 bits. So you could have a very long 16 -bit,
44.1 -kHz, mono disc, a relatively short 24 -bit,
96 -kHz, six -channel disc, or any combination

in between-including different sampling
rates and word lengths for different channels.
(There would also be provision for automated
multichannel -to -two -channel downmixing

according to parameters set by the artist or
producer.) Essentially, this would be a
superset of the PCM specifications for DVDVideo, which raises the possibility of limited
backward compatibility with current DVD
players. (And if a Dolby Digital version were
included along with the PCM, compatibility
could be guaranteed! It would be easy to fit.)
So far, it sounds pretty good, though as
Stuart points out, 24 -bit coding is both
wasteful and potentially inimical to sonic
integrity. And unless some sort of (preferably
lossless) compression is used, the high
sampling rates are real pit hogs as well. This is
where the disappointment sets in: WG-4 says
it will not specify any compression scheme.
The reason? Not politically feasible. What that
means is that the committee has no hope of
getting everyone to agree on a particular
compression system; everybody will pull in
a different direction, lobbying for proprietary
systems that they can charge the others
licensing fees to use. It's not a fatal flaw, but it
will significantly limit the format's flexibility.
A somewhat paler cloud over the
enterprise is what the committee calls the
disc's optional zone. Basically, disc capacity
remaining after a producer has fulfilled his
PCM requirement (which doesn't have to
amount to much) is up for grabs. You can put
anything you want in this slack area. It's
another big -tent strategy, designed to win
over those who would prefer something other
than linear PCM coding. But having had
a foretaste of this approach in DVD-Video's
provisions for optional audio formats, I'm left
uneasy. It opens the door to a lot of
unproductive dissension and consumer
confusion without yielding much of anything
in return except stray marketing
opportunities.
And what about a Red Book CD layer
for backward compatibility with regular
CD players? Also not required, says WG-4,
because the committee doesn't think anyone
currently can guarantee that such dual -layer
discs would work in all CD players. But it
could become an option if the technology can
be made reliable. I have to agree on this point.
Where do we stand? I think that at worst
we'll get a music medium much better than
any we've had before. It's hard to be too
unhappy about that, even if it turns out not
to be absolutely optimum.
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For the Cinema

Systems project,
Carver engineers

investigated,
tested and

evaluated every

meaningful

Get serenaded by violins or
trampled by dinosaurs.

technical and

material
innovation

Introducing the new Cinema Systems from Carver, each with powered
subwoofers utilizing Carver amplifier technology.
During the past decade, there has been tremendous interest in
adapting new theories, technologies and materials to loudspeaker
designs of every type. As a result, "stereo" two -channel systems have
been improved in accuracy and imaging, while multi -channel "home
theater" systems have progressed in dynamics and clarity. However,
the final evolutionary stage -where spectral, spatial and power aspects
achieve perfect balance in a single design - had yet to be realized. This
is the concept behind Carver's new Cinema System series - speaker
systems ideal for every form of recorded sound.
Carver's own amplifier research program provides the electronic

muscle for the subwoofers. Extreme bass presentation is further
ensured by the use of either one, two or four extended -excursion 10 inch woofers, depending on the system.

Each system element - drivers, crossovers and enclosures - was
evaluated and ultimately selected from the realm of "audiophile"
quality speaker components, to create systems that let you have it all -

superb music reproduction combined with the power and dynamic
range demanded by home theater.
Audition these new systems today - before the stampede.

P.O. Box E 7, Woodinville, WA 98072-0137
Phone (425) 482-3400 Fax (425) 482-3401
For author.zed dealer locations, call 1-800-521-4333
www.carveiconr

CINEMA SYSTEM 5.4x
THX Certified
500 Watt Lightstar-powered
Dual Diversity subwoofer
system utilizing four
Large -Displacement woofers
Focussed Vertical array with
center operating in line source mode
Dipolar surrounds
Constant Directivity tweeters
Nominal impedance 4 Ohms
Freq response 19Hz-23kHz

Tx

CINEMA SYSTEM 5.2
300 Watt Lightstar-powered dual
tower subwoofers with two
Large- Displacement woofers
Procressive Directivity array
Dipclar Surrounds
Constant Directivity tweeters
Norrinal impedance 4 Ohms
Freq. response 24Hz-22kHz

1

CINEMA SYSTEM 5.1
150 Watt powered Large -Displacement
subwoofer
Procressive Directivity array

Dipclar Surrounds
Constant Directivity tweeters
Norr inal impedance 4 Ohms
Freq. response 27Hz-22kHz
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Before you buy stereo for
your home, get this catalog!

LETTERS

Bluegrass Wine
Dear Editor:
Regarding Rob Patterson's review of Alison Krauss and Union Station's So Long So

FREE
Stereo Catalog
Looking for the latest in
audio/video components?

Wrong (September 1997), I liken a music
critic to a wine taster-notice the absence
here of the word "expert," as "taster" implies nothing more than something that is
to be tasted. It is at this point that every
taster is a critic, which implies nothing
more than deciding if something tastes
great, good, okay, not so good, or down-

with different foods. If the critic doesn't

who think they have bluegrass music fig-

Discover the convenience of
shopping from home

is a style of music and that they need to
make comparisons and base their ratings

Part catalog, part shopper's guide, the
Crutchfield catalog makes it a pleasure to
shop from home. You can call our wellinformed sales

on what is expected within this music

Sony, Kenwood, Pioneer,

NC, Bose, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Technics, Polk,
Carver, Yamaha, and more!

music for the sake of playing music, not for
the sake of pacifying the masses.
Mike Drudge
Class Act Entertainment
via e-mail
Dear Editor:
I read Rob Patterson's review of So Long

care for red wine, he might rate it an F compared to white wine; it's strictly an opinion
based on personal preference and has nothing to do with quality.

7 days a week with
any of your product
questions. Plus,
you'll get your order
in 2 days or less!
So what are you
waiting for? Get
your copy on its
way today!

mirable. It's time more musicians played

right terrible.
I don't recall a wine expert comparing a
white wine to a red wine other than to put
the two types in different categories to go

The Crutchfield catalog brings you hundreds
of top, brand -name components and
makes it easy to compare
them feature for
feature. Informative articles,
helpful tips and
exclusive comparison
charts guide you through
the maze of buzzwords.
You'll find exactly
what you need without
New! See why DVD
paying for more than
means movies at home
you want!
will never be the same'

(1/1advisors toll -free,

years, their vocal expression is every bit as
effective, and arguably more effective, than
Krauss's. Her sound has always been a band
sound, and the fact that she guards that aspect of her career is more than a little ad-

The same goes for music. If I happen to
prefer jazz to hard rock, I may have some
bias against hard rock and rate jazz higher.
And, likewise, with bluegrass. If I like coun-

try more than bluegrass or have a limited
knowledge of bluegrass, I might not be able
to give an unbiased opinion about it.
Critics have to remember that bluegrass

So Wrong, and I'm still quivering with
laughter! I never get enough of people

ured out. Sorry, Rob, but you are s000
wrong...so long!
B. Bierhaus
via e-mail

Divx-Free Zone
Dear Editor:
I

very much liked and appreciated

Michael Riggs's negative response to Divx
("Fast Fore -Word," November 1997). May-

be you could start up a "Just Say No to
Divx" update monthly.
Ron Hutchinson
Earlville, Ill.

genre. I don't know of any rules for how

Watts Up with the Sunfire?

many people have to be in the group or how
many people have to sing, nor is there any
restriction as to who it is that takes a solo.

Dear Editor:

Compare bluegrass players to other bluegrass players and then make your rating. If
you don't care for this style of music, you
shouldn't be listening to it.

True Subwoofer Mark II for Audio (Novem-

Charles G. Bockius

I was honored when I learned that Don
Keele would test and review my Sunfire
ber 1997). By reputation, I've known Don
to be a true scientist, gentleman, and scholar. Indeed, my own testing methods were
derived from his teachings, as evidenced in

via e-mail

Call now for your free copy!

the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society.
My favorite passages in the review were:

Dear Editor:
I take exception to Rob Patterson's char-

" 'Honey...is there a big truck in the driveway? Or are you just making that rumbling

1.800.955.9009

acterization of Union Station band mem-

noise?' (Nope, just a Sunfire True Sub woofer)"; "Its built-in amplifier is clearly

8 a.m. to Midnight (Eastern time), 7 days a week

or visit our Web site at

have the finesse and generic softness that

http://www.crutchfield.com

CRUTCHFIELD

L 1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. AU, Charlottesville, VA 22906

bers Dan Tyminski and Ron Block as undistinguished singers. Although they may not

the public has grown used to in recent

J
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capable of 2.5 kilowatts of continuous sine
wave power"; "The cone excursions and the
forces they produce are downright scary";

"a true world -class
surround speaker"
"one of the most versatile products
in the history of home theater"
Audio Video Shopper
Winner of an Audio Video Interiors
Excellence In Design award, the revolutionary SS-150nHx Tripole is the ideal

surround channel speaker for any sys-

tem. Desigred for 5.1 multichannel
Dolby Digital and DTS, this THX surround
speaker is also superb for Pro -Logic and

surround music modes. Dozens of pro

studios use it to mix multichannel sound.
Its grouncbreaking Tripole mode com-

bines the diffused, spacious sound of
dipole speakers with the immediacy and

imaging of the best direct radiators-for
an unprecedented consistency of sound

in the surround channels. It delivers

good imaging and spatiality to every
listener, regardless of room location.

How does it work? It operates as two
separate speakers: one a point source
direct radia_or with a 5 1/4" woofer and

1" tweeter, and the other a dipole with
two 3 1/4" poly mid -tweeters. It has two
main user -selectable modes: THX dipole

or Tripole, plus six custom modes to suit
the needs of any program material or

Visit your nearest M&K dealer to

room. You can even alternate be-

hear the ultimate surround speaker.

tween modes with a remote switcher!

Find out why M&K is consistently

Using M&K's exclusive Phase -

rated number one in head -to -head

Focused crossover (designed for 5.1

competition and is rapidly becoming

multichannel's unique requirements),

the standard for professioral multi-

the Tripole produces true uniformity

channel sound recording.

hilCMILLER a KREISEL

SOUND CORPORATION

the room, due to its extremely

web, or our toll -free fax back for more

coherent response over a wide and

information and the location of the

10391 Jeffe-son Boulevard
Culver City, 2alifornia 90232
(310) 204-2854, Fax (310) 202-8782
Faxback (8C0) 414-7744

tall listening window.

nearest authorized M&K dealer.

http://www.mksound.com

of surround channel sound throughout

Ccntact us by telephone, mail, the

and "Few subs produce louder bass than
the Sunfire, and none goes deeper." I could
not ask for any greater acknowledgment or
appreciation.

There are a couple of points that need
clarification. The results in Table I, which
showed my woofer as having almost 138%
distortion at 20 Hz, were derived when Don

drove the subwoofer's built-in amplifier
really hard (for a good reason), calling on it
to deliver 2,500,000 watts! Now, Bob's my
name, and amps are my game, but 2 million
watts? That's a bit much, even for one of my

amplifiers. I think Don meant to illustrate
the soft overload characteristic by overdriving it 30 dB. In any event, his intent wasn't
clear because it wasn't fully explained in the
table caption or accompanying text.
Regarding the Sunfire's slightly reduced
output above 40 Hz, the subs that I sent to

Don had their output above 40 Hz attenuated because I was just starting the changeover to the Mark II version and, for the life
of me, couldn't get the new Mark II drivers
to operate at full output above 40 Hz without introducing a terrible mechanical noise.

Because of Audio's publishing deadline, I
sent off the brand-new Mark II, but with its

a graphic equalizer can duplicate those

output above 40 Hz intentionally pulled
back. Within a matter of several weeks, I

cherish in tube amps. Berliner wrote, "Who
in his right mind would want to manipulate

identified the source of the trouble (a misaligned pole piece) and corrected it. Not a
single unit left this factory unable to deliver
full output above 40 Hz, except the units I
sent to Don. I goofed.
As I read over what I just wrote, I can't

the sound, to say nothing of introducing a
distortion and noise -producing device into
the system, with the effect of degrading it,
in order to make it sound more lifelike?"

help but be struck with how intense and
extreme I feel about this world of audio.
Perhaps someday I will, at last, become a
grownup.
Thanks to Don Keele for taking readers

on a truly remarkable journey into the inner workings of my True Subwoofer.
Bob Carver
President, Sunfire Corporation

qualities certain producers and end -users

Who indeed?

My compliments to Mr. Berliner for so
succinct a characterization of what, in general, tubes contribute to euphonious distortions. An inadvertently amusing quotation

aside, Berliner's stale condemnation of
post -nostalgic technology collapses under
the weight of contradictory evidence. Will
these sentimental bleatings ever subside?
Mike Silverton
Brooklyn, N.Y

Snohomish, Wash.

A Current Affair
A Good Bleating
Dear Editor:
In your January "Letters," reader Oliver
Berliner takes to task an earlier correspondent, George Nussbaum, for suggesting that

Dear Editor:

In Anthony H. Cordesman's "Auricle"
on the Cinepro 3k6SE six -channel amplifier

( January), he wrote, "The amp can work
quite well with the 15 -ampere 110 -volt cir-

cuits found in virtually all homes and

amp by Lexicon. Part of the ad copy reads,

apartments."
I highly recommend that any incoming
line voltage to your home or apartment be
tested by a competent electrician. This testing should be done prior to your electricity

"DSP runs Logic 7, the digital surround

the surround outputs can be set for more
extended high -frequency response than is
provided by standard Dolby Pro Logic decoding. The overall result is a more enveloping surround sound field and more
realistic panning of sounds from front to

you can call your electric company to find

technology the critics are raving about."
I am unfamiliar with Logic 7. Apparently,
it is much better than standard Dolby Surround processing. I must have inadvertently missed the issue of Audio that presented a
clear explanation of Logic 7 and its virtues.
Which issue was that? Do you intend to discuss the subject further?

out the normal voltage supplied in your
area. No supplier that I know of provides

Charles Willoughby
Naples, Fla.

round" mode and, in a system with both
side and rear surround speakers, can even
enhance the surround performance of discrete 5.1 -channel formats, such as Dolby

tuations will occur because of many vari-

Editor's Reply: Logic 7 is discussed briefly in

Digital or DTS. Finally, it can be used to decode Logic 7 -encoded material with direc-

ables, of course.)

Edward J. Foster's review of the Lexicon
DC-1/THX in the May 1996 issue. When
used to decode Dolby Surround -encoded

going through any power -conditioning
equipment that you may use, such as over-

voltage/undervoltage protection, etc. Or

less than the normal 120 -volt service. (Fluc-

Certainly, some old, small electric companies may still be providing 115 -volt service, but I don't consider them to be anything more than a major minority.
Rodney G. Williams
Pipe Creek, Tex.

Fuzzy Logic

back or back to front. Logic 7 is also the basis for the DC -1's very effective "Music Sur-

tional accuracy and spatial realism approaching that of the discrete -channel
surround systems. M.R..

material, Logic 7 provides independent
steering of the left and right surround outputs, effectively providing stereo surround
output from Dolby Surround's mono surround channel. The system also allows for

Mythogynist

use of one or two separately driven rear
speakers in addition to the usual side sur-

fact:

Dear Editor:

Charles Butler's list of 21 audio myths
("Letters," December 1997) establishes one

On the back cover of your December

round speakers, with full steering of signals

1. Charles Butler is not an audiophile.
Leland A. Beaman

1997 issue is an ad for a surround -type pre -

between the side and rear surrounds. And

Vacaville, Cal.

Dear Editor:
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He listens for a living. Mr. Don Was.
Winner, 1995 Grammy for Producer
of the Year. Here, he listens to his new
favorite band Orquestra Was on

.1P..1

_

JBL Pro Premium speakers and subwoofer,

part of his Compaq Presario 8712
personal computer (which he also uses
to fine-tune his liner notes). Once
again, one of the great companies of
Harman Interrational has provided
the world's finest audio equipment.

Car

Arena

Stage

Movie theater

Nightclub

H Harman International

www.harman.com

HEAR US EVERYWHERE.

IGITAL ARM R

VINAT'S NEW
Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoding

and luminescent controls for

and proprietary Tri-Field Cinema

reading in dim light. Price:

DSP Processing are handled by

$799. ( Yamaha.

separate IC chips in the RX-V793,

714/522-9105)

ROTECT .fR

When Compact
Discs are roughly

handled-say, in
a car-the risk of
abrasion and

Yamaha fl/U Receiver

scratches increases.

The CD Armor
Install kit consists of
a sandwich -like
applicator that fastens an
optically clear, polymer shield
to each side of a CD by means
of interlocking clasps, thereby
protecting both sides of the
disc. It is said to resist rugged
mishandling; should damage
occur, the shield can be

00

o[A

which has a total of 13 music

removed and replaced for 50c.
The shielded disc is claimed to
be compatible with most single and multi -disc players and
changers. The kit includes the
applicator and six shield sets.
Price: $19.95. (Digital Armor,

403/265-7225)

and movie theater ambience

modes. The built-in amplifiers
have low -impedance drive

capability and provide 80 watts to
each of five channels. Four AN
inputs (two with S -video jacks)
and four audio inputs are
included. and the AM/FM section

tunes and sets the 40 strongest

ARCANE
AUDIO LABS
MON
M
nitia

minimalist circuitry and
enormous filter banks.
The 3 -dB -down points

I,

a solid-state, single ended, Class -A

are specified at 0 Hz
and 200 kHz, input
sensitivity at 0.95 volt,
and input impedance
at 17 kilohms. Price:
$2,600 per pair.

monaural power am ',
is intended for lovers
of tube components

stations in your area. The

who are weary of

elaborate learning remote has

their maintenance
requirements. Rated at
30 watts into 8 ohms

13 macro -command functions

(36 watts into 4 ohms),
the amp is said to use

(Arcane Audio Labs,

919/848-3866)

WRIGHT INTGRAED AMP MONSTElt CABLE A/V POD
Because the 16-I
is a single -ended, low feedback, Class -A design
with just two tubes per
channel in the signal path.
Wright Audio claims it will
deliver exceedingly
transparent sound. Using
5881/6L6 tubes operated
in partial triode
mode, the
amp is
rated at

8 watts, peak, per channel
into loads of 6 to 8 ohms.
Matched -channel bass
and treble controls are
intended to compensate
for the frequency response
rolloff inherent in single ended amps. The 16-I
accepts two line -level
nputs. Price: $750. (Wright
Audio,
541/343-

As A/V s-istems become
increasingly elaborate, so
does the tangled nest of
cables behind them. The

Monster Home Theatre
A/V Pod, which
combines a pair of
stereo audio cables
and a video cable in
one unit, is intended
to help straighten
things out. The Pod's
stacking and locking
mechanism enables
multiple Pods to be
interlocked for better
cable management.
Interlink 203 A/V

1413)

Pod (1203 P_VP) is
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available in white or charcoal
gray. Price: $24.95 to $79.95,
depending on length.
(Monster Cable,
415/871-6000)

-

"Bravo, Bryston! A landmark...a reference...a triumph...a

steal!"Stereophile, May 1997

The remarkably compact, Bryston

If your requirements are for sonic

B-60 Integrated Amplifier provides

excellence in a versatile, convenient

60 watts per channel at 8 ohms and

package, without compromises in per-

100 watts per channel at 4 ohms.

6-60 Integrated Amplifier

formance, value and reliability, look

There are provisions for four high level inputs, (CD, Tuner,

no further than the Bryston B-60 Integrated Amplifier.

Video and Aux) in addition to one tape loop and a pre-

Call

out/main-in feature. A headphone jack is also provided.

product brochure, 705-742-5325, www.bryston.ca

us today, or visit our web site to receive

DGrj01_11 )C

a

free

WHAT'S NEW
CERWIN-VEGA SPEAKER
You can separately adjust
tweeter and midrange output
levels by using controls on
the front of the E312, a threeway ported speaker with
rated sensitivity of 98 dB. The
12 -inch woofer has a die-cast

Polk
Powered St><hwoofer
According to Polk.
impeding localization of
two important benefits
accrue from using a
downward -firing. 8 -inch
driver in the PSW 120:
The floor provides

aluminum frame for good

heat dissipation, and the
1 -inch E -polymer soft -dome
tweeter has a self -resetting

protection circuit. Power
handling is rated at 300 watts

and frequency range at
28 Hz to 20 kHz. Price: $365
each. (Cerwin-Vega, 805/

a large baffle close to
the driver for more
consistent, high -output
bass, and it dissipates
any residual midrange
information, thus

the sub. The frequency
range is specified as
35 to 150 Hz. Features
include an internal
90 -watt amplifier,
speaker- and line -level
inputs, a variable
low-pass filter, and auto
on/off circuitry. Price:
$339. (Polk Audio,
800/377-7655)

584-9332)

NHT SPEAKER

XuBracket, a custom
mounting bracket, is included
at no extra cost. The
SuperOne Xu is a two-way,
acoustic -suspension system
using a 61/2 -inch shielded
woofer and a 1 -inch soft -dome
tweeter. Price: $375 per pair.
(Now Hear This, 800/648-9993)

Said to be identical in specs and
sound quality to its wood/laminatecabinet cousin, the SuperOne Xu
(short for "Xtended use") has a
thermoplastic enclosure. A rubber
horseshoe base (the XuBase) enables
the speaker to be placed and angled
vertically or horizontally, and the

MIRAGE SPEAKER

The Lifestyle 8

Wide -dispersion tweeters placed
opposite one another, near the
shallow top of the OM -12's tapered
cabinet, are said to give the
speaker a uniform, cylindrical,
omnidirectional radiation pattern
with a sense of space and depth that
surpasses that of traditional bipolar
designs. A two-way vented system
standing about 40 inches tall, the
OM -12 uses two 1 -inch titanium dome tweeters and two 51/2 -inch
polypropylene -cone woofers.

Frequency range is specified at
32 Hz to 22 kHz. Price: $900 per
pair. (Mirage, c/o Audio Products
International, 416/321-1800)

provides a complete
home theater audio
system. Besides five
diminutive, identical
cube speakers (for
main-, center-, and
surround -channel
duties) and an
Acoustimass bass
module with built-in
amplification, the

system includes a
Lifestyle music center
with an RF remote that operates
through walls and floors.
The music center contains
a CD player, proprietary Bose
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Videostage steering ciruitry for
decoding surround movies and
enhancing stereo audio, and an
FM tuner. Price: $1,500, in black
or white. (Bose, 800/444-2673)

RESERVRTIOR5 REQUIRED

Digital Cirema Sound is one of the exclusive

features in the Scny Dolby Digital Receiver. It delivers the movie studio sound sought after
by today's top directors right to your home. A powerful 24 -bit digital processor contains the
acoustic characteristics of three state-of-the-art movie production dubbing stages. The result

is astounding. You'll hear movies the way these directors mastered them-from dramatic
sound effects that match stunning screen images, to :he subtle nuances of the whispered
word. It's just angther way Sony makes great Things

happen.sow"

ÍIRXIlTI U!1] TELEV1s10n,

OnLv

FROM Sons,
(mRXlmum TfLEVISII)u)

N./

01997 Sony Electronics Ir c All rights reserved. Sony. Digital Cinema Sound and Maximum Television are trademarks o Sony. Cclby is a trademark of Dolby Laborctories Licensing Corporation.

I also have found that cheaper electret condenser mikes tend to generate greater internal

AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

background noise than more expensive

Mystery Switch

the microphone on the grass. My only

QI own several Sony Beta VCRs that 1
believe have PCM [pulse -code modulation] digital recording circuitry. There is a

problem was a loud squeak that developed

switch marked "PCM," but I have no idea

mike.-LB.

what its purpose is. Should it be engaged during record and playback? Should it be used to
play tapes that were originally recorded when

Cheap vs. Pricey Microphones

the switch was not engaged? My owners'
manuals for the VCRs are of no help.-Bishop T. Hunt, Charleston, S.C.

AThe PCM switch enables your Beta
VCR to be used with external PCM
digital adaptors, such as the Sony PCM-F1
and PCM-F701ES, which were available

during the years when the Beta format
was popular. The switch, when engaged,
disconnects some of the VCR's video proc-

essing circuitry that isn't required in the
PCM digital recording mode. In essence,
it "purifies" the video pathway to receive

the PCM bitstream from the external
adaptor.
To my knowledge, no Sony Beta VCRs
had built-in PCM digital recording circuitry, although there were several Toshiba Beta
machines that included it. If you use one of
the PCM adaptors, the switch should be en-

gaged during recording and playback of
PCM digital audio recordings; turn it off to
play conventional Beta videotapes.

Recording Lectures

in one channel; I cured it by shaking out

the cricket that had hopped into the

QAbout 15 years ago, I began making
live recordings of community choirs.

I've always used good equipment: Revox
open -reel machines and, more recently, DAT
recorders. Until lately, I used battery -powered
electret mikes that were not very expensive.
My recordings sounded quite good to me and

to others. However, recently I upgraded to
very expensive and well-known microphones,
a mixer, and a professional DAT recorder. I've
found no difference in sound between the old

electret mikes and the new pro models. In
fact, the old mikes have a little brighter response. I can make them sound the same as
the new ones by using my equalizer to decrease the treble. Do you have any thoughts
on this? I have never seen anything in Audio
on this topic.-G. J. Hubbell, Lafayette, La.
AMost condenser mikes that I've used

in my work as a recording engineer
were "hot" in the highs. Typical condenser

mikes (especially inexpensive electrets)
tend to yield a rising high -frequency response with a peak in the region of 8 to 10
kHz. This gives the illusion of really good

mikes. This might not be evident in orchestral recordings, but it will be apparent when
you're recording soft choral music and other
quiet programs. Moreover, cheaper mikes are
usually unbalanced, which makes them susceptible to hum pickup and radio frequency
interference in some locations. (Based on my
practical experience, I recommend that you
never use an unbalanced mike in any venue
with which you are unfamiliar.)
It's no surprise that you see little written
about microphones; these days, only a few
dedicated audiophiles record live performances, because there are so many restrictions
on doing it. And that's a shame, as it has resulted in the loss of what used to be an interesting part of the audio hobby. To underscore
this, except for semipro and portable DAT
recorders, microphone inputs have largely
been eliminated on consumer tape recorders.
There was a time when no recorder would be
without them.

Unusual Receiver Use
QMy receiver's front channels are rated

it 100 watts each and the surround
channels at 50 watts each. My front -channel
speakers need more power, so I connected a
large separate power amp to the pre -out terminals for the front channels and bypassed
the receiver's built-in 100 -watt amplifier. I

want to use the main -in terminals of the
built-in amp (originally intended to drive the
front channels) to power the surround chan-

highs. In reality, such microphones' re-

nels, but the maker of the receiver says I
shouldn't. I understand that this is not the
usual use for pre-out/main-in terminals, but

In the March 1995 "Audioclinic," you gave

sponse may rapidly roll off above the peak.

advice on cleaning up poorly made lecture

More expensive condenser mikes com-

why shouldn't it work? If this idea proves im-

recordings. One reason lecture recordings are
often poor is that you rarely can put mikes on
stage or use stands. I have found that a single
PZM microphone right at the juncture of the
floor and the front wall of the hall, dead center, works wonders! Even though the mike is
on the floor, the recording sounds as though

monly exhibit less of this rise in the treble
than cheaper models. A microphone with
a smoother, flatter frequency response may
sound dull after you've been accustomed
to hearing the bright treble of less expen-

practical, all is not lost. I could still use the
built-in amplifier to biamp my front speakers. I can probably use the low-pass filtered
output from the receiver to drive the more
powerful separate amplifier, which, in turn,

sive mikes.
It's also likely your expensive mikes cover

would drive the woofers in the front speakers.
The original amplifier could then be used for

the mike were right in front of the lecturer.
When recording female lecturers, raising the
mike about a foot from the floor seems to
work a bit better. If you give it a try, I think
you'll be impressed.-Norman Strong, Seat-

a wider frequency range than the cheaper

tle, Wash.

how a smooth frequency response can improve the soundstage and open up the sonic environment!

I've also used PZMs successfully when
recording airplanes at an air show, placing

ones. For example, how well do your cheap-

er mikes record low organ pedal tones? Is
the midrange smooth and effortless? Is the

soundstage as good? It is quite amazing
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If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019, or
via e-mail at JOEGIO@delphi.com. All letters
are answered. In the event that your letter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,
please indicate if your name or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Limitations Dissolve. All Possibilities Emerge.
The New TheaterMaster Line.

TheaterMaster°
Encore, Ovation and Signature
ew

ra .' As the first company to introduce high -end multi -channel decoders, EAD

is proud to announce the next generation: TheaterMaster Encore, Ovation and Signature. Consider:
3rd Generation: TheaterMaster now offers 3rd generation technology. Up to 12 previously separate circuits

have been integrated onto cutting -edge IC's, enhancing performance, upgradability, and reliability.
Flawless decoding of Dolby Digital,`" DTSTMHDCD;p Dolby Pro-Logic®and audiophile stereo is now possible

al prices that will amaze you. You, the consumer, benefit most from this price/performance revolution.

Sound:

Extraordinary.

The original TheaterMaster was used by Hollywood to produce over 200 AC -3 movie

releases. New enhancements in EAD's award -winning AccuLinear' and Digital FlywheelTM circuitry achieve

even greater levels of sonic realism and emotional involvement. Purity that establishes a new standard.

Ergonomics: With a back -lit, touch -screen programmable remote and front -panel LCD screen, TheaterMaster

offers the slickest, most comprehensive user interface in the industry. Set-up, volume control, and

audio/video switching are accomplished effortlessly. Controls all components in your system.

Io(c-;i .
402

4/f )re(/ CJ/(/(() JI je.ii f/),IiJ

NORTH B STREET FAIRFIELD, IOWA

52556

515.472.4312

WWW.EADCORP.COM

the rest of the drivers in the front -channel
speakers.-Name withheld
AUnless there is some common -coupling problem in the power -supply
section of your receiver, I don't see why you
can't use what are normally the front -channel amplifiers to power the surround speak-

The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers

into clipping, a tremendous amount of
power may get through to the tweeter, possibly destroying it.
The fact that the problem always occurs

in the right channel suggests that your

tions as you increase the volume to the

amp's right channel is oscillating at some
ultrasonic frequency or, more likely, your
right -channel speaker's crossover is no
longer keeping low frequencies out of the

desired level. Such oscillations could be se-

tweeter. (Excessive drive near the crossover

vere enough to blow tweeters or speaker
fuses or to force the protection circuitry of

frequency is the most common cause of
tweeter failure.) Before you replace any

your equipment to shut down the receiver.
I do not expect any snags. I suppose that,
as the receiver ages and bypass capacitors
degrade, these problems could occur, but I
doubt they will.

more tweeters, find out which is the case.
To check the crossover, get a 1 -watt (or
larger) resistor that matches your tweeters'
impedance (e.g., 4 or 8 ohms), temporarily
wire it in place of one tweeter, and connect

ers. If you try it, watch for sudden oscilla-

If you decide to use the alternative
arrangement whereby you biamp your
front speakers, I see no problem in doing
this so long as the front speakers have the

appropriate sets of binding posts for biamping. In my opinion, you have thought
all of this out very well.

a voltmeter across the resistor. Play frequency -response test tones from a CD, and
note the frequency at which the crossover's

output starts to rise and the frequency at
which it stops rising. Repeat this on the other speaker, and see if its crossover output is
a reasonably close match.

If it is, have your amp tested to see if

What's the Tweeter Eater?
four tweeters in my right -channel

something is amiss in its right channel. Or
connect an oscilloscope across the amp's
left -channel and right -channel "hot" termi-

speaker. The dealer suggested I place a fuse in

nals and play a mono signal into your

the line to the speakers, but this didn't help.
Then he installed some kind of transistor cir-

speakers at high volume. If your amp is free
of oscillation, you should see a circle, oval,
or straight line on the 'scope.

QMy new audio system has destroyed

cuit in the tweeter crossover. I still have blown
tweeters. Unfortunately, the speakers (and re-

placement tweeters) are no longer sold here.
Several specialists say my amp has too little
power. Sometimes I have to turn the volume
control to its 1 o'clock position to get enough
volume. Could the crossover network be the

problem?-William T. l'Heureux, Jr., Winter Park, Fla.

ALacking the specifications for your
components, I have no way of knowing whether your amplifier is too powerful
for your speakers. I can tell you, however,
that if your amplifier has less power than

Stacking CDs
QWould a CD suffer damage if its playing side (the bottom) were to touch the
label side of another disc? I want to stack al
least two discs in a jewel box meant for a single CD. If you pop out the black holder with

the disc clamp, you can accommodate three
or four CDs in a jewel box.-Anthony Hudaverdi, Santa Monica, Cal.
ANo damage will result if the surfaces
of the discs make gentle contact. Nev-

peaks will break through most protection

ertheless, I don't recommend this practice.
The damage will occur when you need to
remove two or three discs to get to the one
on the bottom. It's all too easy to bang the
discs together or get fingerprints on them.
And where will you keep the CD booklets?

systems, so they are of little value, especially

The discs may fit into the jewel box, but the

for tweeter protection. Tweeters will not
handle nearly as much power as the whole

notes won't. In the long run, the cost of

your speakers need to play at very high lev-

els and you listen at loud volumes, you
stand a chance of producing amplifier clipping, which can damage tweeters. Transient

speaker system. As a rule, the high -frequen-

cy content of most programs won't cause
trouble. But once the amplifier is driven

Definitive Technology®
Authorized Dealers

jewel boxes designed to store two CDs will
be considerably less than having to replace
discs that might be irreparably damaged by
stacking.
A
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AK- Alaska Audio: Juneau* Pyramid: Anchorage.
AI.- Cohen's Electronics: Montgomery* Kincaid 's TV: Tuscaloosa*
Li is Audio: Birmingham, Homewood. Palm Audio Video: Huntsville.
AR- Custom Audio Video: Little Rock.
AZ- Jerry's Audio Video: Phoenix, Tucson, Scottsdale.
IA- Access to Music: Larkspur* Accurate AN: S. Lake Tahoe*
Ahead Stereo Los Angeles* Audio Concepts: Long Beach,
San Gabriel Bay Area Audio: San Jose Boots Camera: Fresno*
Christopher Hansen West LACoast Home Ent.: Atascadero
Creative Stereo Santa Barbara David Rutledge Audio: Palm Desert.
DB Audio: Berkeley Digital Ear Tustin* Dow Stereo Video: San Diego
& Suburbs, La Jolla, El Cajon, Chula Vista, Escondido Dynamic
Entertainment: Danville* Lee's Home Theater: Visalia* Monterey
Stereo: Monterey Paradyme: Sacramento Performance Audio. San
Francisco Replay Multimedia: Modesto* Systems Design: Redondo
Beach* Videotek: Westminster* Wilson Home Theater: Woodland Hills.
Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs*
Soundtrack : Denver & Suburbs, Boulder, Ft. Collins, Colorado Springs.
_U- Al Franklin's: Greenwich' Audio Etc: Orange* Caistons StereoNideo:
Danbury. Roberts Audio Video: New London* The Sound Room:
Westport. Stereo Shop: Hartford.
DC & Washington Suburbs- Myer-Emco.
FLD - Sound Studio: Wilmington.
- Absolute Sound: Winter Park* Audio Advisors West Palm Beach*
Audio Center: Deerfield Beach* Audio Video Stores: Tallahassee.
The Audiohouse: Vero Beach* Cooper for Stereo. Clearwater*
Hoyt Stereo: Jacksonville* Palm Audio: Destine Sound Components:
Coral Gables Sound Ideas: Gainesville Sound Insights: Ft. 'Pierce.
Stereotypes: Daytona Beach* Stuart AN: Stuart.
StGp Laser Disc Enterprises: Atlanta* Merit TV: Columbus*
ereo Connections: Valdosta* Stereo Festival: Atlanta.
HI- Honolulu Home Theater Honolulu.
Audio King: Cedar Rapids, Des Moines. Archer Audio Video:
Ft Dodge. Audio Video Logic: Des Moines. Audio Visions: Sioux City.
Hawkeye Audio: Iowa City, Cedar Falls.
ID- Ultimate Electronics: Boise. Wise Buy: Idaho Falls.
IL- Absolute Audio: Rockford. United Audio Centers: Chicago &
Suburbs. Good Vibes: Champaign. Jon's Home Ctr.: Quincy.
Sound Forum: Crystal Lake* Sundown AN: Springfield.
IN- Classic Stereo: Ft. Wayne, Mishawaka. Kings Great Buys:
Evansville Ovation Audio: Clarksville Indianapolis, Lafayette.
KS- Accent Sound: Overland Park* Advance Audio: Wichita
Audio Junction: Junction City, Manhattan.
KY- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
LA- Alterman Audio: Metairie* Mike's Audio: Baton Rouge.
Wright's Sound Gallery: Shreveport.
Cookin': Chestnut Hill, Saugus* Goodwin Audio: Boston,
rewsbury Nantucket Sound Hyannis* Northampton Audio:

Northampton* Pittsfield Radio Pittsfield.
MQ Gramophone: Baltimore Ellicott City* Myer-Emco: Gaithersburg,

Beltsville Rockville Sight 8 Sounds: Easton. Soundscape: Baltimore.
ME- Cookin': Portland.
MI- Pecar's Troy' Classical Jazz. Holland* Sound North: Iron Mtn
STereo Center FRAV: FlintCourt St. Listening Room: Saginaw.
MN- Audio King: Minneapolis & Suburbs, Rochester, St. Cloud*
Audio Designs: Winona.
M - Independence AN: Independence* Sound Central: St Louis.
Ideal Acoustics: Starkville* McLelland TV: Hattiesburg*
layers A/V. Ridgeland.
MT- Avitel: Bozeman* Rocky Mt. HI FI: Great Falls.
ÑI- Audio Video Systems Charlotte* Audio Visions: Wilmington*
Audio Lab: Wilmington. Now AudioVideo: Durham, Greensboro,
Raleigh, Winston Salem. Tri City Electronics: Conover.
Nk- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln.
NH- Cookin'. Nashua, Manchester, Newington, Salem, S Nashua.
IV- Hal's Stereo. Trenton. Monmouth Stereo: Shrewsbury.

Woodbridge Stereo West Calcwell, Woodbridge.
NM- Ultimate Elect. Albuquerque* Sound Ideas: Albuquerque.
Ultimate Elect.. Las Vegas* Upper Ear Las Vegas.
- Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset. Audio Den: Lake Grove*
ark Music: Albany, Syracuse- Stereo Exchange: Manhattan*
Hart Elect.: Vestal Innovative Audio: Brooklyn. Listening Room:
Scarsdale. Rowe Camera: Rocrester Speaker Shop: Amherst.
Audio Craft Akron, Cleve and, Mayfield Hts. Westlake* Audio Etc.:
Dayton. Classic Stereo. Lima Ohio Valley Audio: Cincinnati*
Paragon Sound Toledo Stereo Visions: Columbus.
Threshold Audio Heath. Unique Home System: Cincinnati.
ShK- Audio Dimensions: Oklahoma City* Photo World: Stillwater.
awnee Ultimate Electronics: Tulsa.
Bradford's HiFi: Eugene. Chelsea AN: Portland. Beaverton.
Kelly's Home Ctr.: Salem* Magnolia HiFi: (Portland.) Beaverton,
Clackamas* Stereo Plant: Bend'.
Audio Junction: Pittsburgh. Gary's Elect.: State College.
T Stereo: Lancaster Hart Elect.: Blakely Hi Fi House
Abington, Broomall, Camp Hill, Harrisburg. Listening Post:
Pittsburgh Palmer Audio: Allentown. Stereo Shopper Selinsgrove,
Williamsport* Stereoland: Natrona Heights* The Stereoshop:
Greensburg.

RI- Stereo Discount Ctr.: Providence.
le- AN Design. Charleston. Custom Theater & Audio: Myrtle Beach*
Upstairs Audio: Columbia.
SD- Audio King: Sioux Falls* Sound Pro: Rapid City.
TN- College HiFi: Chattanooga* Hi Fi Buys: Nashville. Now Audio Video:
Knoxville Modern Music: Memphis Sound Room: Johnson City.
TX- Home Entertainment: Dallas, Houston, Plano. Audio Tech: Temple -

Audio Video: College Station. Bunkle 's Sound Systems: Abilene
Bjjorn's. San Antonia High Fidelity: Austin* Krystal Clear: Dallas
Marvin Electronics: Ft. Worth* Sound Quest: El Paso. Sound Systems:
Amarillo* Sound Towne: Texarkana.
Ill- AudioWorks: Salt Lake City. Crazy Bob's: St. George* Stokes
Bros.. Logan* Ultimate Elect.: Layton, Murray, Orem, Salt Lake City.
VA- Myer-Emco: Falls Church, Tyson's Corner, Fairfax Audio Connection:
Vu ginia Beach* Audiotronics: Roanoke. Home Media Store: Richmond.
WA- Magnolia HiFi: Seattle & Suburbs, Tacoma, Silverdale, Spokane*
Pácific Sight & Sound: Wenatchee. Tin Ear: Kennewick.
WI- Audio Emporium : Milwaukee Absolute Sound & Vision: Sheboygan.
Flanner's AN: Milwaukee* Hi -Fi Heaven: Appleton, Green Bay
Sound World: Wausau.
Pu rt Ri - Precision Audio: Rio Piedras.
-A
an
B Sound: Calgary, Edmonton, Kelowna, Vancouver &
uburbs, Victoria* Advance Electronics: Winnipeg Bay Bloor Radio:

Toronto. Canadian Sound: Brampton, Ont Digital Dynamics:
Clearbrook Harrington Audio: Peterborough, Ont. Kebecsoo
Montreal Lipton's: New Market, Ont Sound Decisions: Duncan, B.0
Sound Room: Vancouver. Stereoland: Windsor Treble Clef: Ottawa.
Mexico- Contact Grupo Volumen: Mexico City.

"If you want

truly incredible
speakers at an unbelievable
price, run and get this system:'
-Jeff Cherun, Home Theater Magazine
Definitive's remarkable $799 ProCinema
sub/sat system features:
Absolute State -of -the -Art Performance
for Music and Home Theater Perfection
125 -Watt Powered 10" Subwoofer
Cast -Basket Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
Optional Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
Dolby AC -3* Ready

In Black or White

Home Theater Magazine raves:
"Truly awesome...close to
perfection...clearly sets a new
standard for sub/sat systems"

Definitive Technology's
The Leader in high -Performance Loudspeakers
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11105 Valley Hts. Dr. Baltimore. MD 21117 .W01363-714

Visit us at htl://www.definitivetech.rom

the laser beam from a player's read

SPECTRUM

head. Each full play will create a

IVAN BERGER

BENIGN BURNOUT

"disc mark" by initiating a reaction
in a section of the polymer coating.
The disc is designed to disallow further plays after a certain number of
marks has accumulated. The poly-

mer's molecules are tuned to the
laser light's frequency, which prevents accidental darkening by ambi-

ent indoor light. (Direct sunlight
might darken the disc, however, a
problem Hide & Seek is attempting

to overcome.) The disc -mark approach will not work for audio CDs,
because it requires that a player follow software instructions on the disc

to search out and count the marks,
which CD players cannot do. But it

should work for audio or movie
DVDs and for CD-ROM and DVD-

ROM computer software, because
DVD players and computer drives
do have that ability.

Hide & Seek's technology gets
around many of the problems posed
by Divx. Consumers would save the
added cost of a Divx player and be
spared the nuisance and expense of d
m
connecting it to a telephone line for
rental renewals. This should also al- 'Q
lay anxieties associated with the Divx

central computer's careful record of a
ou can already buy movies

disc unplayable after a predeter-

what discs you watch. The only

on DVD for a modest $20 or
so and rent them for consid-

mined number of days, and the oth-

problems the Hide & Seek approaches share with Divx are the addition of

erably less. Soon, you may
be able to buy low-priced

can play it. Both rely on special polymer disc coatings.

rental discs that can be discarded after a few plays, saving the
return trip to the store.
But they won't necessarily be the

The polymer for the time -limit

r

controversial Divx discs-not, that
is, if Hide & Seek Technologies
(www.hideseek.com) has anything to

say about it. The Divx discs (see
"Fast Fore -Word," November 1997)
will require dedicated players costing
about $150 to $300 more than stand-

ard DVD machines. (Tough luck if
you've already bought a DVD player!) The Hide & Seek discs, on the
other hand, should be compatible
with any DVD player ever made.
There are two versions of the Hide

& Seek technology: One makes the

er limits the number of times you

technology, which could also be used
with CD and laserdisc, darkens once
exposed to air. How long it takes for

yet one more disposable, non biodegradable item to the environment and, for video rental stores, a
decrease in repeat business because
customers needn't come back to return discs. Both could be addressed

a disc to darken varies according to
air density. ("We get about a 5% advantage at our mile -high altitude,"

by having customers return used

said Dennis Dubé, Hide & Seek's
Chief Operating Officer, from the
company's Nederland, Colorado,
headquarters.) Each disc would be
shipped in an airtight bag and start
oxidizing only when you open it.

tive (such as a discount on future

Unlike Divx discs, these can be used
in as many players as you like before
they self-destruct.
The play -limited disc works differently. Its polymer is darkened by
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discs to the store for recycling, probably with retailers offering an incenrentals). And if you decide to extend

your rental time or want the disc to

be permanently playable, it could
theoretically be refreshed by a machine at the video store.

Patents are still pending, but the

technology is ready to roll. How
close is it to production? Says Hide

& Seek's Dubé, "We're just one
good investor away."
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with the one type of luxury product

AUDIO

utterly devoid of appeal to the wealthy.

KEN KESSLER

The British company that can look
forward to a fascinating year is Cambridge Systems Technology, manu-

facturer of Audiolab, a brand best

SHIFTING GEAR

thought of as a latter-day Quad
wannabe. For years this company has
been producing highly regarded, affordable, ultra -conservative gear that
competes in the middle sector. If they
don't yearn for silly -money high -end
wares, it's what budding audiophiles

move onto after graduating from

r"---

their first NAD or Rotel integrated.
And who are the new bosses? None
other than the TAG/McLaren Group,

5
Formula One race oar

parent of the world's only million dollar GT car (move quickly if you
want one, because the series is nearing its end), TAG/Heuer watches, and

one of the few Formula One racing
teams that even stands a chance of
competing with Ferrari and Williams.
Details are sketchy, but, naturally, rumors abound.

It appears that Dr. Udo Zucker,
Chief Executive Officer of TAG Elec -

hi-fi audio equiptment

serious hi-fi system made up of main- 'á

Or»
f hi-fi manufacturers are going to
play games, then perhaps musical

Austin -Healey), and every other

chairs is the most appropriate.

Morgan and TVR. If you're not a

And no one plays games like the
British, especially when it comes

reader of our sister publications Car
and Driver and Road el- Track, you
might be won-

to selling the family silver. What's
genuinely British (and what isn't) will
forever remain moot, but the automo-

tive world seems to have served as a
role model for the dispersal of British
brands.
How well this phenomenon is documented Stateside I don't know, but
some of you might not be aware that
the most British of all brands is up for

brand save for teensy companies like

dering what

ly American high -end treasures. If t
this is true, then there's less of a surprise as to why a company as rich and
intelligent as TAG would snap up a
classy, if low-key, hi-fi manufacturer,
especially when you compare financial frames of reference. Like, uh, you

can add two

IMAGINE
A HI-FI MANUFACTURER
HAVING ACCESS
TO TAG/HEUER'S

this has to do
with hi-fi; trust

me, the link's
not that tenuous. That's because the latest
shift in owner-

MICRO -ENGINEERING SKILLS.

zeros to any

number and
thus convert it
from hi-fi levels to automotive levels. And
you can be cer-

House or Mount Rushmore were sold
to Japan.) Yup, Rolls-Royce is about

If it succeeds, it's a move that bodes
well for the credibility of high -end audio, which, heaven knows, needs all the

to go the way of Aston -Martin,

help it can get. But it also raises the

tain that whatever it cost
TAG to acquire Audiolab, it's a lot less
than it spends on, say, fielding a couple of cars at just one Grand Prix race.
That's no reflection on Audiolab; it's
a reflection on hi-fi and how Mickey
Mouse it is compared with other lux-

Jaguar, Lotus, the entire Rover group

question of why a key player in the luxury market would want to get involved

ury goods. When we're talking millions, the automotive guys talk hun-

sale and will probably be sold to a
German company. (As an analogy,
think of the reactions if the White

(which includes MG, Triumph, and

ship concerns
an automotive enterprise with which
you just might be familiar.
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tronics Holdings, is a dyed -in -the- .á
wool audiophile and the owner of a 41

The perfect `point source' has been sought for over 50 years.

MONITOR

SERIES

The acoustic `point source' has
long been the Holy Grail of

configuration creates an immaculate
stereo image over a far wider

loudspeaker design. Ever since the

listening area than is possible with

early days of high fidelity,

audio engineers have

any conventional speaker.

To the listener, the

sought this elusive ideal.
Some have come close,

difference is phenomenal.
Off -axis response is

but none have succeeded.
Except for KEF - and

superb - and undesirable
crossover effects are
virtually eliminated.
Progressively refined by

KEF alone. UK patent

2 236929 and US patent
5,548,657 are the proof.

acknowledged as one of the great
breakthroughs of modern high -end

Reference Series engineers,
KEF's patented Uni-Q
technology is what makes the new
Monitor Series the ideal solution for
studio professionals and serious

loudspeaker design.

audiophiles alike.

KEF's revolutionary
Uni-Q® drive unit configuration is

The single coincident point
source is achieved by placing the
tweeter at the exact acoustic centre
of the mid -range cone. With
identical directivity and dispersion
characteristics, this unique

After more than 50
years the perfect point
source has arrived.

The experience
of sound

Models shown are the RPM oo, and RDM two. KEF and Uni-Q are registered trademarks. Uni-Q is protected under GB Patent 2 236929 and US Pat. No. 5,548.657. Worldwide patents pending.
US DISTRIBUTOR - ADCOM. 11 ELKINS ROAD, EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816, TELEPHONE (732) 390 1130 - http://www.kef.com

dreds of millions. Nothing to be ashamed of,
but it makes you want to laugh at some of hi-

a team, as evidenced by a few wins last year,
when it looked like Schumacher in the Fer-

who has a TAG/Heuer wristwatch) than, say,
a nightly spot on Letterman.

fi's so-called moguls, the ones who think

rari and the eventual champion-Villeneuve
in the Williams-were going to divide all of

Meanwhile, not a million miles away in
a different part of Cambridge, Quad has

the races between them.

found itself with yet another owner. The Ver-

they're up there with Bill Gates.
Anyway, TAG/McLaren has formed a new
division, the aforementioned TAG Electron-

ics Holdings, which in turn controls Cambridge Systems Technology and TAG Electronic Systems. Udo Zucker said that the new

acquisition "...allows me to build upon my
professional interest and commitment to
electronics and automotive technology in
the pursuit of my personal passion for high-

est quality musical reproduction." This is
good news from the start. How often do you
see takeovers of small hi-fi brands where the
new CEO actually cares about audio?
But this has to be more than a plaything
for Zucker. Ron Dennis, Managing Director

of the TAG/McLaren Group and the very
same guy seen worrying in the pits if his
drivers aren't winning, said, "I am very excit-

ed about this expansion into the field of
high -quality audio equipment. I am convinced that the synergy between Cambridge
Systems Technology, Ltd., and our existing
electronics company, TAG Electronic Systems, Ltd., will allow us to provide the consumer market with the technical excellence
and commitment to outstanding quality for
which all of our companies are known."
The best take I've heard yet on both gen-

As for the Audiolab crew, they now will

STAN CURTIS DECLARED

ity Group (owner of Mission, Cyrus, NXT,
and Roksan) divested itself of the revered
brand in record time, contrary to statements
that it would restore Quad to its former glory. Now preoccupied with NXT flat -panel
speaker technology, Verity has sold Quad
and the equally venerable Wharfedale to a
new group, Pointfield, Ltd. Just describing
who owns what would fill this entire column, so I'll spare you the list of shareholders
and jump straight to the nitty-gritty.
Quad will be operating under the direct
control of Stan Curtis, whose past efforts include involvement with Cambridge Audio

THAT QUAD WOULD BE

(nothing to do with Cambridge Systems

have access to technology waaaay beyond the
resources of most high -end companies. Between TAG/Heuer watches and the motoring
interests, the company has a world -class reputation for digital technology, computer systems, engineering, and materials.

Think about the possibilities. Imagine a
hi-fi manufacturer having access to TAG/
Heuer's micro -engineering skills. If you've
ever looked inside a wristwatch, you know

RETURNED TO

ITS POSITION AT THE APEX

OF BRITISH AUDIO.
that what audiophiles consider immaculately finished would be deemed embarrassingly crude by Swiss watchmaker stand-

ards. Next, imagine that the same hi-fi

Technology) and design work for Rotel, Mon-

rio, and too many other brands to mention.
Stan is one of the British hi-fi industry's fixtures, a key player in the 1970s boom. And,
fortunately, he has a much better sense of-

and respect for-history than do so many
others who acquire legendary brands on a
lark. At a recent press dinner, in front of more
than 40 witnesses, Curtis declared that Quad
would be returned to its position at the apex

the intent is to lower price points without

manufacturer also has access to McLaren's
experience with carbon fiber, rare alloys,
communications, heat transmission, plastics, ergonomics-the list goes on. One little
birdie even told me that Peter Stevens, designer of the McLaren F1 and other automotive treasures, might be part of the team. If
that's true, it won't be just the Italians who

compromising quality.
Ordinarily, such hubris would be greeted
by hoots of laughter from those audiophiles

have hi-fi with styling to die for.
Those of us who have been around the audio world for a decade or more have seen in-

would be restored. And he made enough other promises to bring a tear to the eye of any
vintage hi-fi enthusiast.
Seated next to one of the industry's most
skeptical journalists and reminded constantly during Stan's speech that "We've heard it
all before" and "How can [you] be so x@!#!
naive," I still let wishful thinking dispel my

who recall other attempts by outsiders and
neophytes who thought they could just walk

dustry giants come and go, megacorpora-

own cynicism. Certain demonstrations of

tions whose leaders thought they could

in, throw a bunch of money on the table, and

acquire a high -end audio company or two
and rattle every cage at the Consumer Electronics Show. Inevitably, they've slithered
away with their tails between their legs-the
actual cost, though, being utterly insignifi-

Stan's faith included the announcement of a
new distributor for the brand in the United
States, M. Rothman and Co. (800/227-7491),
which already distributes Wharfedale, to en-

tlemen's remarks is that TAG/McLaren is
very serious about the high -end market. And
to this outfit, high end isn't Bang & Olufsen

or Sony, but the very brands that fill these
pages, i.e., the major American players. And

produce killer hardware that would sweep
away all before it. But this time there seems to
be more behind the bluster.

For starters, the executives of Cambridge

Systems Technology-who have been
steeped in audio for decades-remain on
board. Whether or not their opinions are respected by those holding the purse strings
remains to be seen, but it's unlikely that TAG
would let some guy with expertise in steering
and braking overrule an audio engineer. The
company obviously knows how to operate as

cant to them. The only victims? The companies they bought and then discarded. For a

number of reasons, I suspect that the
TAG/McLaren move will be different. And I
fervently hope so, because TAG/McLaren has
greater potential for getting high -end audio
known to more people with the requisite disposable incomes (such as everyone on earth
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of British audio, that the standards set by
founder Peter Walker would again be adhered

to, and that the legendary repair facilities

sure that Quad is well represented in the
world's most important market. He let slip
that three new electrostatic speakers and a
line of electronics would be launched. He
even told the assembled hacks that he also
plans to revive the once -great Leak brand as
a line of high -end tube amplifiers.
Yes, "We've heard it all before." But a part

of me just can't help hoping that, this time,
we're not being flimflammed.
A
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True taste I

Every inch of it, from the front panel

FRONT ROW

to the back, is wrapped in deep,

COREY GREENBERG

sumptuous, pebbled black leather.

Lean close and sniff-I said, lean
close and sniff, worm!-and
you get that nice, rich, new leather -jacket smell. There's

HELL BENT
FOR LEATHER

no chrome zipper up the
side, but there ought to be.
Now, many Sonus Faber
speakers over the years have

featured a stylish wrap of
this same black pebbled

leather up and over the

r'

front and rear; for instance,

the two-way $1,850/pair

`a-......

/Ir.

}
I

-

Sonus Faber Concertos I reviewed in the June 1997 issue had this beautiful wrap,
capped on the sides with piano -black lacquered wood.
But the Solo is Sonus's first

-

! J..

totally leather -wrapped
speaker. The company says

that beyond the obvious
cosmetic benefit, the leather _1
is quite effective at damping

cabinet resonances. Sonus

even extends the leather
into the cabinet's driver e
cutouts to act as a built-in
gasket instead of using the ti
usual thin layer of foam.

ave you ever noticed how
much of the hard-core audio-

phile trip has heavy S&M
connotations? In company
names alone, there's Threshold (of Pain). (Mistress) Alli-

son Acoustics. And what about
Joseph (and His Amazing Technicol-

Horst cut me off excitedly and
asked me what kind of cabinet my
gear was stored in, so I explained to

him that I stack my components
in a rack. A steel rack, actually,
filled with many a pound of sand
inside so that it won't vibrate when
I play my Edith Piaf records.

I was at a party the other night,
and this guy named Horst was asking
me about how I tweaked my system
for the best sound.

"I spike my speakers to the floor
so they pierce the carpet," I said, as

with a 3/4 -inch silk -dome tweeter be-

tween a pair of 7 -inch Cellulose
Carbonium woofers. In keeping
with Sonus Faber's longstanding
philosophy concerning crossover
filter design and system coherency,

the Solo divvies up the signal

I didn't get

or Sensory Deprivation Hood) Audio? It's all just a little bit disconcerting, if you ask me.

The Solo is a two-way design,

between the

chance to

tweeter and the

tell Horst about
the Solo ($995),

THE BLACK -LEATHER SOLO

woofers with
a first -order

Sonus Faber's

SOUNDS VERY

(6-dB/octave)

center -channel
speaker, which
Sumiko recent-

S&M-SMOOTH AND

a

MUSICAL.

ly sent me. If

crossover. I ex-

pected such a

crossover

"Well, they're big and black, but

you're trying to
minimize the S&M quotient in your
own system, the Italian -made Solo
won't make things any easier for you:

you know, you need to break in your
speakers for the best..."

all -leather -

'would curtail a
center -channel
speaker's output capability (because
of tweeter overload) and would create a more pronounced difference in
timbre than usual for off -center lis-

wrapped center -channel speaker!

teners, a common problem when

his eyes brightened.
"Saaay, what kind of speakers you
got?" he asked me.

It's the world's first
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NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME, A NEW WAY TO

CREATE YOUR ON PERS NAL MUSIC CDS

.11111s
CHOOSE FROM

THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS
OF YOUR FAVORITE SONGS
FROM OUR WEBSITE... OR THE MUSICMAKER CATALOG.

Take one selection FREE

for every 5 you choose.

Duke Ellington Soplti t

MADE YOUR OWN GREATEST HITS CD
Cr

ence Clearwater Revival :
d Mary

001

002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

ie Q

Moon Rising
n River
n on the Corner
II Stop the Rain
Bqrn on the Bayou
F tunate Son
Travelin' Man

Lookin' Out My Back Door
Have You Ever Seen the Rain
Sweet Hitch -Hiker
Heard It Through the Grapevine

011

012
013
014
015

Midnight Special
Good Golly Miss Molly

Jazz Legends
Miles Davis: My Funny Valentine
Chet Baker: How High the Moon
Sarah Vaughan: Lush Life
Stan Getz: I've Got You Under My Skin

Wes Montgomery: Round Midnight
Gene Ammons: Till There Was You
Dizzy Gillespie: Pensativo
Ella Fitzgerald: Fine And Mellow
Andre Previn: Let's Fall In Love
Charles Mingus: A Foggy Day
Vince Guaraldi: Charlie Brown Theme
Oscar Peterson: Satin Doll
MJQ: I'll Remember April
Milt Jackson: The Nearness of You
Thelonious Monk: Blue Monk
John Coltrane: Lush Life

A one -of -a -kind concept, unlike any
before. You always wished for the day you could
choose your favorite music and create your own personal CD. Now you can! With new breakthrough technology, www.musicmaker.com lets you do just that.

Choose from thousands of your favorite songs

Les Brown: Misty

from a wide variety of musical interests. YOU choose
the song, YOU arrange them in the order you want,
YOU personalize the disc with your own title and
name. Each CD is custom manufactured exclusively for you using
the highest CD recording technology.

Bill Evans: Waltz for Debby

The ultimate Music Service of the future is here. We are
currently building a huge data warehouse for all musical tastes:
Classical, Jazz, Rock, Country, New Age, World and hard to find
music. And when complete, we expect to have in excess of a million
songs for you to choose from.

016
017
018
019
020
021

022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031

032
033

ady

Ron Carter: Stella By
35
Art Blakey: Caravan
Louis Armstrong. Mack the Knife
Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
Flora Pur'mm, Light as a Feather

Joe Pasf.Ali The Things Y Are
Lester Young. Lester Leaps)
Cannonball Adde
eaves
A

Clifford Bill
Miles D

Son

and Midnig
esafinado ..
beck: 'S Wonderful
e
Art Tatum: Embraceable You

D*m

042
043
044

- 046
047

visit www.musicmaker.com

1

OR Mao THIS FORM To: The Music Connection Corporation
250 Exchange Place, Suite A, Herndon, VA 20170

Yes, I want to create my own personal music CDs. Please send me my first CD with the songs I
have selected below. Also send me a MusicMaker Catalog every other month so I can continue
to create my own personal CDs.
WRITE THE NUMBER OF EACH SELECTION IN THE ORDER YOU PREFER:
1

2

3

4

5

Plus additional songs just $1 ea (5 max.)

6

7

8

9

10

Add new excitement to your music collection! Visit our
website at www.musicmaker.com now to create your own

Personalize your CD with your name and

shop the MusicMaker bi-monthly
catalog, featuring hundreds of songs
and artists!

041

Rock, Blues & More
Little Richard: Long Tall Sally
048
Jerry Garcia: Positively 4th Street ....049
Eddie Floyd : Knock On Wood
050
Albert King: Sky Is Crying
051
Otis Redding: Dock of the Bay
052
Ray Charles: Georgia on my Mind ....053
Joe Turner: Corinne, Corinna
054
Otis Spann: Dust My Broom
055
Victoria Spivey: Let's Ride Tonight
056
Mose Allison: 7th Son
057
Steve Cropper: In The Midnight Hour
058
Booker T & the MG's: Something
059
Sam Cooke: Happy In Love
060
Ramblin' Jack Elliott: Tom Joad
061
John Lee Hooker: Boogie
062
Chillun Fred McDowell: Milk Cow Blues
063
Isaac Hayes: Never Can Say Goodbye 064
Lightnin' Hopkins: Mojo Hand
065
Memphis Slim: Rock Me Baby
066
Leo Kottke: Driving of the Year Nail
067
Tony Bennett: My Foolish Heart
068

MINIMUM OF 5 SONGS tor just $9.95

Or you can create your first CD
right from this page and later

036
037
038
039
040

iak 045

Charlie y

And our special New Artist Section lets you sample new aid upcoming artists, a very affordable way to sample their songs and help
build your collection.

personal CD. Listen to samples from thousands and thousands of
songs from artists like: Creedence Clearwater Revival,
Miles Davis, Ike & Tina Turner, Little Richard,
Tony Bennett, Ella Fitzgerald and many,
many more.

...034

....035

FREE SELECTIONS. With your first CD, choose
FREE SONG #1
one FREE SONG for every 5 songs you order:

FREE SONG #2

title for just $1.00. UP TO 25 CHARACTERS:
(A shipping and handling fee of $2.95 per CD and applicable state and local taxes will be added)

I AM MOST INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING TYPE OF MUSIC (Check 4): Jazz & Blues Rock Classical

Folk Country Alternative E New Age & World Christian Metal Pop Nostalgia
PAYMENT METHOD (Check one) E VISA MASTERCARD AMEX

Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

Acct. No

If there are any
material defects,
return CD within 30
days for prompt
replacement or
refund.

Exp date

Name

Address
City

State

Zip
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tention from audiohe Solo has the sound of Sonus Faber,

philes and the magazines, while the quiet,

the look of leather.

no -hassle gear that
does everything you

would want in the
way of sound and
performance gets
completely ignored?

ceivers in the bedroom system before, but
even with the pleasures of remote control,
the sound just wasn't there. So when I final-

ly got to have my high -end cake and remote -control it too, I was so happy I didn't
want to break the system up, even for a few
weeks. Call me selfish, but hey, that's what
love does to a reviewer.

rage a year or so ago,

The British -built $1,095 8000S can be
thought of as an updated and more future leaning version of Audiolab's classic 8000A
integrated amplifier (which is still available

several people are watching a movie togeth-

and everyone whooped it up and danced

in a Mk. III version for $895). Both are

er. But the Solo went nicely loud without
strain, and I didn't notice any more egre-

around the fire, singing songs about the Triode Revolution until the buzz wore off and
the realization set in that 7 watts doesn't begin to cut it, even for very efficient speakers,

solidly engineered, great -sounding 60 -watt

Single -ended tube

amps were all the

gious timbre differences as I moved off cen-

ter than I have from other center -channel
speakers featuring more conventional sec-

ond- and third -order crossovers. Sonus
terms the Solo's crossover an "attenuated

and that blowing Chinese output tubes
every few weeks is a drag, not a privilege. So

1st -order" design, so perhaps there is some

additional protective rolloff farther out of

THE SONUS FABER SOLO

the passbands.
In a system with a pair of Sonus Faber's
$1,850/pair Concerto bookshelf speakers, a

IS THE WORLD'S FIRST
ALL -LEATHER -WRAPPED

pair of the smaller $995/pair Concertinos
for -the surrounds, and a monstrous $4,000

one that's small or medium in size, with a

sound field that's much more musically
rich and complex than he'd get from even

links the preamp and amp together internally and disconnects the rear panel's pre the pages of Audiomart choked on a deluge
of ads for used single -ended tube amps, and
the horde moved on.
I thought about all this the other day as I
realized I'd been using the Audiolab 8000S
integrated amp I'd been sent for review for,

in in my bedroom
and then
move it down to the

But the Solo sounds very S&M-smooth
and musical. And the timbre match with

living room for the

the Concertos is right on the money, unlike

Audiolab, I just left it

a lot of high -end speaker lines' center channel models. Owners of Sonus Faber

in the bedroom and
kept listening to it
play Coltrane and

optional finish as cherry or rosewood.
(Sonus Faber, do Sumiko, 510/843-4500.)

Ever notice how it's the wackiest, most
problematic products that get the most at-

(which also links the preamp and amp internally but activates the preamp-out jacks
for feeding signals to a powered sub), and
"PRE Power AV." It's that last mode that
makes the 8000S so cool for home theater:

It cuts the internal link from preamp to
around to writing it up. Normally I get a amp and activates the preamp-out and
new product in, un udiolab's 80005
box it, give it a few

system,

Solo, while the rest of us will have to make
do till black leather becomes as common an

amp -out and amp -in jacks), "PRE -Power"

well, a long time without ever getting

nel to shout at you or even default your

ing center channel will be thrilled by the

sections link together. The five positions

preamp), "Mute," "Integrated" (which

days' worth of break-

speakers who've been waiting for a match-

sound quality.
The 8000S trades off the 8000A's phono
stage for a five -position "Mode" switch that
lets you change the way its preamp and amp

SPEAKER.

the best cinema -oriented systems.
You'd expect a black leather center chanDVDs to the German -language soundtrack.

and two -channel stereo, the 8000S is designed to ease into home theater surround
without giving up any of the 8000 -series

are: "PRE" (which shuts down the amp section and turns the 8000S into a stand-alone

sounded every bit a true, blue-blooded

This is a system for an audiophile who
wants to fill an elegantly outfitted room,

8000A looks back at the days of LP records

CENTER -CHANNEL

REL Stentor II powered subwoofer, the Solo

Sonus Faber. For the $7,840 you'd pay for
this Sonus/REL rig, you could buy a Home
THX speaker system and rock the rafters
with action flicks galore. But that's not really what the Sonus/REL sound is all about.

stereo integrated amps, but whereas the

is happily ensconced
in the author's bedroom
sound system.

review. But with the

Monk every night and Elvis and Iggy every
morning. For the better part of a year.
Now, part of the reason I left the Audio lab hooked up in my bedroom system is because it's one of the few truly high -end in-

amp -in jacks, turning the Audiolab into an
independent preamp and amp that happen
to share the same box. Thus, you can hook
up an external surround processor and feed

tegrated amps I know of with remote

lab's amp section. And you can then use the
"Mode" switch to jump back and forth be-

control. I've had more than a few A/V re-
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two channels of its output back to the Audio -

tween surround sound and purist two channel stereo with the signal path remaining entirely within the Audiolab.
The 8000S has six line -level inputs and

HOW FAR YOU
CO DEPENDS
ON WHERE
YOU GET YOUR

Se,trtLs
.13Z.,,wc"

three tape loops. Its input, volume, and

W

muting controls (but not, strangely, power

f1,N

START.

on/off or "Mode") are duplicated on the
supplied remote, which can also control CD
players that answer the RC -5 mating call of

1.800 -854 -CLUB
The

Positive Place For Kids.

FOR JUST OVER A GRAND,
THE 8000S IS THE BEST
INTEGRATED AMP
I'VE HAD THE PLEASURE

Rediscover Your Music!

OF LIVING WITH.

features include gold-plated connectors,
precision metal -film resistors, film caps,

Model 2W

Model 1

Philips/Magnavox/Marantz models. Other

I.%rr/Ivory

and a fully discrete preamp section. Internal

construction is excellent, especially for

"The

British -built high -end gear, where a spot o'
dodginess is considered charming.
So what's the real reason I left the Audio -

high-fidelity
standard."

"The amplified
subwoofer that rocks
the foundation." *

/1lhuddlrlc

Model 2

Model 5

lab in my bedroom system for 10 months
(make that 10 months plus, because it's go-

"Ultimate
center channel
realism."

ing right back there as soon as I finish writing this)? Because for just over a grand, the

8000S is the best integrated amp I've had
the pleasure of living with. It's solidly built,
sounds cleaner and more neutral than most

of the boutique crap that clogs the high end salons, and ohh, that wonderful remote

control for when Daddy wants to dial in
"A Love Supreme" at just the right level for
2 a.m. without getting out of bed. And when

I finally break down and put a TV in my
bedroom, I can hook up the Audiolab for
surround and still keep that clean, grain free sound for my late -night music. (Audio lab, do Artech, 514/631-6448.)
News Flash: Just as I was finishing up this

column, it was announced that legendary

Grand Prix car -racing company TAG
McLaren had bought Audiolab's parent
company, Cambridge Systems Technology,

Ltd., in order to extend its reach to the
high -end audio market. Industry pundits
expect Audiolab to continue its healthy
growth under McLaren's stewardship [see
"Mondo Audio"I, but you know what this
really means, don't you?
Leather -covered remotes!
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Model 3
"Superior detail
and resolution." "

"The ideal
-

wall -mount
surround

speaker"
"The ULTIMATE embodiment of the
VANDERSTEEN boxless design."
cut -away view

For more than 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built innovative phase -correct

loudspeakers true to both science and music. To experience the extraordinary
value and incredible realism of boxless dynamic speakers in a stereo, multichannel or home theater system, audition the legendary VANDERSTEEN speakers at

your nearest carefully selected dealer.

VANiÉRSEE
7)11

P!_Jf?ITV

Please call or write for complete information
A

and the name of your nearest neater.

116

West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230

(209) 582-0324

www. vandersteen.com

BY J. ROBERT STUART
starts as a vibration in air, and we

well understood that badly executed digital

made and edited using equipment whose

perceive it through a hearing mechanism
that is not exclusively analog in operation.
But since, at any sensible scale, the vibratio can be considered an analog signal,

audio can introduce distinctive problems

performance potential is considerably

of its own.
The Compact Disc was the first carrier to

higher than that of CD.

really bring digital audio into the home,

have been proposed to try to maximize the
potential of CD with respect to the capabilities of the human auditory system. One is
noise shaping. This technique was first proposed by Michael Gerzon and Peter Craven
in 1989 and has been successfully embodied in Meridian's 618 and 518 processors,
Sony's Super Bit Mapping (SBM) system,

Soux,

th
as been considerable debate over why
wh
is and ends as an analog air -pressure
should be stored digitally. The
overwh
g reason to store and transmit

informaho"` ' digitally is that it can be conveyed without loss or the introduction of interference. It can even (as we will see later)

and its development has taught us a lot. But

as digital audio has progressed, we have
evolved the capability to record and play
back with resolution exceeding that of the
standard Red Book CD-two channels of
16 -bit linear PCM audio sampled at 44.1
kHz-and current studio practice recognizes this Red Book channel as a bottle-

Along the way, some interesting ideas

ortions introduced by analog processing. This somewhat obvious point is of-

neck. High -quality recordings are routinely

and elsewhere. Noise shaping has been
used on maybe a few thousand titles, but
these include some of the very finest -

ten overlooked. Analog storage or transmis-

J. ROBERT STUART IS CHAIRMAN AND

sounding CDs available today. Other pro-

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR OF MERIDIAN

posals were interesting but didn't get off

AUDIO AND CHAIRMAN OF THE

the ground: subtractive dither, for example,
and schemes to add bandwidth or channels
to CDs.
I have felt strongly for some time that we

dmiulated in a way that avoids many of

sion methods always introduce distortion
and noise that cannot be removed and also
threaten the time structure of the sounds
through wow or flutter effects.

ACOUSTIC RENAISSANCE FOR AUDIO. AN

Digital audio has progressed on this basis, and on the assumption that we can con-

ORGANIZATION FOUNDED TO CAMPAIGN

vert transparently from analog to digital
and back again. A number of experiments

STANDARD THAT WOULD ASSURE THE

have demonstrated this possibility to varying degrees, but it has also become fairly

FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF A DVD-AUDIO

HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY OF SOUND
REPRODUCTION.
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are on the threshold of the most fantastic
opportunity in audio. It comes from two
directions. First, psychoacoustic theory and
audio engineering may have progressed to
the point where we know how to define a

PHOTOGRAPH: DAVID HAMSLEY

THE MEASURE OF THE MEDIUM

level hiss. In practical terms, the resolution

1 am firmly convinced that this next-generation audio distribution format should be
capable of delivering every sound to which a

is limited by our own ability to detect
sounds behind noise. Consequently, we
have no problem measuring (or hearing)

human can respond. Achieving that re-

signals of -110 dBFS in a well -designed 16 bit channel.

quires: sufficient linearity (i.e., low enough
distortion), sufficient dynamic range (i.e.,

low enough noise), sufficient frequency
range, sufficient channels to convey threedimensional sound, and sufficient temporal
accuracy (wow, flutter, jitter).

As regards temporal accuracy (assertion
2), if the signal is processed incorrectly (i.e.,

The Acoustic Renaissance for Audio

truncated), the time resolution is indeed
limited to the sampling period divided by
the number of quantization levels -34.6
picoseconds for CD audio. We are again

for second -harmonic distortion.
'F he SP I.
of the lundamental
frequency: inside a contour.
distortion of the marked

(ARA) has suggested that a carrier intended
to convey everything humans can hear requires: dimensionality (full spherical repro-

saved, however, as application of the correct
dither makes the temporal resolution effectively infinite as well.

duction, including height), a frequency

percentage should Le audiLle.

range from DC to 26 kHz in air (the in -air
qualification matters), and a dynamic range
from below the audibility threshold to 120

So, we have established the core point,
that wherever audio is quantized (as in an

I00t

100011

FrputnCy Of ItY1d00n10fdM

Fig. 1-Detectaóility contours

10011

dB SPL.

Before delving deeper into these ques-
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tions, we need to make a small diversion.

r
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DIGITAL AUDIO GATEWAYS
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Even among audio engineers, there has
been considerable misunderstanding about

N1M*IH*0*1Ntl00M 010

001.
100100

1000*
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Frequency aMrence

Fig. 2-Predicted detectability
of a difference tone produced by
IM distortion.

digital audio, about the sampling theory, and
about how PCM works at the functional level. Some of these misunderstandings persist
even today. Topping the list of erroneous assertions are: (1) PCM cannot resolve detail
smaller than the LSB (least -significant bit),

1 OWiz

151411

201411

Fig. 3-I1T analyses of
undithcred 16 -Lit quantization
of a I -Id lz tone at -20. -.10. -GO.
-80. and 90 dIjIS. ('urges offset

Lv25d13.

recording system that can be truly transparent as far as the human listener is con-

this is perhaps the most fundamental point
of all-if the quantization is performed us-

ing the right dither, then the only consequence of the digitization is effectively the
addition of a white, uncorrelated, benign,
random noise floor. The level of the noise

depends on the number of the bits in the
channel, and that is that!
LINEARITY

Linear, uniform PCM channels do not

than the sampling period.
Let's examine the first assertion. What is

introduce distortion if suitable dither is ap-

plied at every stage where the audio is

tion. Now, you can arrange for a PCM

processed (i.e., modified rather than transmitted). It is possible to quantize and then
process a signal without introducing anything that we would commonly refer to or
hear as a distortion.
But this is not to say that all digital systems are distortion -free, nor that all equip-

channel to truncate data below the LSB, but
no engineer worth his salt has worked like

ment has been correctly designed; had it
been, there would be much less discussion

that for more than 10 years. One of the

about analog versus digital! The important
point is that because it can be done perfectly, we should assume in designing a new
carrier that it has been rather than make allowance for needless bad practice.
The reason for this preamble is that trun-

1/65,536, or about -96 dBFS. Loss of signals

5Wi1

highly audible distortion. However-and

and (2) PCM cannot resolve time to less

suggested is that because (for example) a
16 -bit system defines 64k (65,536) steps,
the smallest signal that can be registered is

ai1

analog -to -digital converter) or requantized
(as in a filter or other DSP process), there is
a right way and a wrong way to do it. Neglect of the quantization effects will lead to

because they are smaller than the smallest
step, or LSB, is a process known as trunca-

great discoveries in PCM was that adding a
small random noise (called dither) can pre-

vent truncation of signals below the LSB.
Even more important was the realization
that there is a right sort of random noise to
add and that when the right dither is used

cerned. Second, we will soon see the evolution of a high -density audio format, related
to DVD, that will have, if it is used wisely,
the data capacity to achieve the transparen-

the resolution of the digital system becomes
infinite. What results from a sensible quan-

cy we seek.

distortion but the signal and a benign low-

tization or digital operation, then, is not
signal plus a highly correlated truncation
AUDIO/MARCH 1998
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cation -type distortions are of high order
and so are far more likely to be audibly offensive than is a low level of uncorrelated
random noise, which is a consequence of a
good digital process and does not produce
nonlinearity. In a well -designed, modern

audio system, the significant nonlinearities
(distortions) should arise only in the trans-

ducers and analog electronics, not in the
PCM channel.

With that in mind, let us take one more
short diversion, this time into the question
of how much distortion we are able to hear.
It has been well established that the amount
of distortion we can hear depends on its or-

der-i.e., whether it is second harmonic,
third harmonic, etc. And because the human hearing system itself is quite nonlinear, it also depends on how loud the main

Systems that introduce harmonic distortions also create intermodulation. Figure 2
illustrates the predicted detectability of intermodulation distortion, in this case of a
first -order difference tone resulting from
nonlinear processing. The horizontal axis is
the frequency difference between one tone

tion. Through most of this article, I assume
good practice and consider dynamic range
and precision together. In a correctly engineered digital channel, the consequence of
each quantization or requantization (word length reduction or filtering, for example) is
the successive addition of benign noise.

fixed at 10 kHz and an equal -amplitude
tone at higher frequency. As with the harmonic example, we see that as the combination level is increased from 20 dB SPL, acuity rises rapidly, with maximum sensitivity
again occurring around 60 dB SPL.

sound is.

Many of the examples in this article are
evaluated using a computer model of auditory detection that I have developed over

PRECISION AND DYNAMIC RANGE

Distortion can be introduced at analog to -digital (A/D) or digital -to -analog (D/A)
gateways or in analog peripherals. However,

, ,/ T\/ ./ ,./
he audibility
of distortion

depends on

in a uniformly sampled, uniformly quantized digital channel, the bits maintain a
precise 2:1 relationship. The potential for
introducing distortion arises in nontrivial
signal processing (including filtering and
level changes) and in word -length truncation or rounding. But as we've noted, the
nonlinear quantization distortion that results from truncation or rounding can be
avoided completely by using appropriate

its order and on

dither in each nontrivial process.

the frequency and

by basic quantization more closely. Figure 3
shows level -dependent distortion produced

level.of the sound.

in an undithered quantizer. The original

Let us look at the distortion introduced

signal, a 1 -kHz sine wave, is attenuated in
steps to show the effect of a fade on the output of an undithered 16 -bit quantizer. At
high signal levels, the quantization error is
noise -like, whereas at low levels it is highly

the years. This auditory model includes a
step that calculates internal beats, or distortion products, in the hearing system. Figure
1 hints at the potential of such a tool. It

structured. It is hard to imagine that the
structured distortion produced by trunca-

shows a contour map estimating regions for
detectability of pure second -harmonic dis-

tion introduces uncorrelated noise. Figure
4 shows FFT measurements of a -90 dBFS,
1 -kHz signal subjected to 16 -bit quantization with and without dither. In each case
the signal appears at about the same level.
With dither, we see a smooth noise spectrum-the benign -sounding "error" intro-

tortion in mono presentation. The figure
shows that at low loudness levels our ability

to hear the added harmonic component is
controlled by the absolute hearing threshold. Maximum acuity occurs in the medium ground, corresponding to about 60 dB
SPL. At this level, maximum acuity is estimated at around 1 to 2 kHz, where a 0.1%
second -harmonic addition just reaches
threshold. As sound pressure level increases, the broadening of the ear's cochlear filters and internal distortion reduce acuity.

SkHz

15kHc

10kHL

Fig. 4-11T T analyses of
a 1)0 dl31.S. I-lztiz tone quantized
16 Lits with and without correct
dither.
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tion would not be audible.

On the other hand, dithered quantiza100
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duced by correct quantization. Without
dither, the signal is very rich in unwanted

Frpuenq

odd harmonics; the resulting total har-

Fig. 6-Dynamic range of Cl.

monic distortion (THD) is 27%.

The average human hearing
threshold is included for

Broadly speaking, truncated, rounded,
and dithered quantizations introduce errors
of similar total power but different composi-

20kHi

reference.

101,11:

fect of the filters in the human ear. The significance of the noise is plotted against an

expense of others, thereby creating an unbalanced solution. In the context of DVDAudio, this could easily be done by, for example, providing excessive bandwidth or

120

SPL reference that assumes the acoustic

100

gain at replay will allow a full-scale digital

80

signal to reach 120 dB SPL (a probable

precision. Neither choice is inherently

worst case). The average hearing threshold
is also shown; wherever the noise curve is
above the threshold, it may be audible. The

wrong, but in the real world of storage or
distribution, either is likely to reduce the
number of channels available for three-dimensional representation. Here we could

dB spl
60
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magnitude and frequency range of the
o-

Frequency

above -threshold spectrum indicates how it
will sound. In the 16 -bit example, then, the
component of noise between 700 Hz and 13

range

kHz should be audible in the absence of

10146
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IM radio.

120

masking signals, whereas audibility is predicted between 2 and 6 kHz in the 18 -bit
example. This graph also suggests that for
delivery, a 20 -bit channel should have adequate dynamic range.
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A distribution format, or carrier, is a
means by which recorded music is conveyed to the public. Examples would in-

lheyond the ear's

clude radio, TV, CD, and so forth. Normally

requirement is

a distribution channel has a limited (and

Frequency

fixed) rate of data delivery. But because the

Fig. 8-I )vnamic

range of LP
phonograph records. Maximum
levels arc plotted for Loth inner
and outer grooves.
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cost of computer data storage has been
falling so fast, there is a temptation these
days to regard data rates and quantity as
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Such a supposition might imply that the
safest way to design a high -resolution recording system or carrier is to use considerably more data to represent the sound than

prevailing psychoacoustic theory would
suggest necessary. This is a dangerously

40 - 1 Haanngtnnanqtl I
20

12142

a dangerously

naive approach.

relatively free goods.
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significance
of dithered and undithered I(i-6it.
14.111 lz quantization of a 1-1(11z
tone at <m dl3rS (30 d13 SPL.
assuming 0 JIM'S equals
120 di3 SPL).

Figure 5 shows the base noise level for
44.1 -kHz sampling in 16-, 18-, and 20 -bit
channels. The noise is plotted, however, not
in terms of spectral density (-137 dBFS/Hz
with 16 bits) but in terms of audible significance to human listeners. The effect of the
noise rises with frequency because of the ef-

naive approach, however, as it may lead to
poor engineering decisions.
The quality of an audio chain reflects the
degree to which it can maintain transparency. Any loss of quality will be due to an error introduced. The error may be any failure in linearity, dynamic range, frequency
range, energy storage, or time structure. We

would like to approach transparency in
each of the measures of audio given earlier.
Obviously, we could ensure transparency by

argue that replacing CD quality with two channel transparency, without considering

the benefits of multichannel, would be a
flawed choice for most listeners.

The ARA list presented earlier suggests
that it is sufficient to deliver an audio band-

width of 26 kHz and that precision of at
least 20 bits should be used for well -implemented linear PCM channels. Beyond those

points, it was felt that further benefits
would not accrue until the sound delivered
had, by whatever means, been rendered fully three-dimensional.
Having decided what we need in the dis-

overengineering every aspect (assuming
that we know how to), but that would increase the data rate of the audio signal in

tribution channel, the question arises of

the channel.

original recording appears on the disc,

Given that every digital distribution
channel has a bit budget, a designer at-

which is how very early CDs and some audiophile recordings were made. More often,

tempting to overengineer is likely to fall

the original master requires editing, a

into the trap of choosing, for whatever reason, to oversatisfy one requirement at the

process that is performed in a digital signal
processor whose word size exceeds that of
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what coding to use. The simplest channel
design is one in which all the data in the

the original (to preserve linearity). In the

Figure 10 represents the audible signifi-

end, however, it may be necessary to reduce
the original's word length in order to fit the

cance of a channel in which a correctly

signal onto the carrier. This is commonly
the case today when 20 -bit master record-

ing a word from 20 to 16 bits) is followed by

ings must be shortened to 16 bits for CD.

With a maximum reproduction level of
(again) approximately 120 dB SPL, Fig. 6
shows the working region for CD. The notable features are a maximum signal level that

is uniform with frequency and a smooth,
but potentially audible, noise floor. Because

the noise floor of a 16 -bit channel can be
audible, quantization distortions may, in
principle, also be audible. For comparison
purposes, I have included plots of the working regions for FM radio (Fig. 7) and vinyl

LP (Fig. 8). These analog formats have
nonuniform maximum level capability and
suffer from substantially higher noise.

dithered quantization (perhaps in shorten-

a minor undithered process, in this case a
0.5 -dB attenuation. You can see how just
one undithered process can degrade a correctly converted signal: An audibly raised

duced by an original, "correct" 16 -bit quantization followed by four undithered signal processing operations. Four operations may
seem like a lot, but this figure actually illus-

trates a common case in which everyday
A/D and D/A converters are used. (As has
been mentioned, the digital filters in such
converters are rarely dithered.) The upper

the incorrectly quantized -90 dBFS, 1 -kHz

historical context, see Fig. 12, which in-

tone and the resulting distortion compo-

cludes the audible significance of the noise
in a silent LP groove.
In many ways, the pity for PCM to date
has been that it is so robust, which is to say
that the sound survives the kind of abuse illustrated in Fig. 11 because it is superficially the same. If we were to introduce truncation errors like this in other types of digi-

Fig. 4. (Here again, and in all subsequent
figures, the acoustic gain is set so as to permit a full-scale digital signal to generate 120
dB SPL at the listening position.) This plot
is quite telling: It predicts, for example, that
the harmonics generated by the undithered
quantization will be significantly detectable

right up to 15 kHz. The curve for the un dithered quantization reveals that the dis-

tortion cannot be masked by the signal
tone. It is also noteworthy that the harmonic at 5 kHz is nearly 30 dB above threshold.

This implies that there may be circumstances in which the error will be detectable
with relatively conservative acoustic gains
(lower volume settings).
Single undithered truncations at the 16 -

tal processing, chaos might well ensue.
(Among other things, computer programs
would refuse to run.) Indeed, compressed
audio formats that require bit -accurate delivery cannot tolerate the sort of abuse that

poor design has brought so routinely to
PCM audio.
This analysis of the dynamic range capability of the 16 -bit, 44.1 -kHz CD channel
makes certain things very clear: Undithered

quantizations can produce distortions,
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which are likely to be readily detectable and
0

zation of low-level signals will produce high

20

A/D and D/A converters, but the editing

quantizations routinely arise in the current
CD recording and replay chain, and great
care is required if a recording is to be captured, edited, mastered, and replayed without any error arising.
The basic noise floor of the 16 -bit channel suggests that it can be guaranteed in-

processes that have not been dithered correctly. Thus, there have been reasonable
grounds to criticize the sound of some digital recordings, even though this particular
defect can be avoided by combining good
engineering with good practice.

Hearing threshold 1

20

also quite unpleasant. Undithered quanti-

el shifts, mixing events, or DC filtering

l

, with . , without tleher

20

bit level are regrettably all too common in
practice. Not only do inadvertent truncations arise in the digital filters of very many
and mastering processes often include lev-

-

l
TOP)
successne0uharrhsahons

60

erate in practice. The upper curve represents the audible significance of the same
-90 dBFS tone with all the errors intro-

curve may be taken as a base line of current
bad practice in CD recording/playback. For

nents. Figure 9 shows the modelled auditory significance of the measurement given in

1

and granular noise floor is highly probable.
Figure 11 shows how this effect could op-

Let's go back to the earlier example of

REAL -WORLD (D CHANNELS

20 -BIT POI

Figure 5 also predicts that basic 20 -bit
channel noise would be inaudible. Figure
13 investigates the suitability of a 20 -bit
recording and replay chain. The channel's

and odd -order harmonics. Undithered

audible only when the maximum SPL is less
than 100 dB, as implied by Fig. 5.

Undthered CO charnel
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Fig. 12 -Audible significance
of hour undithered 1(i-1311

requantizations of a ill Iz.
-90 dBIS tone already correctly
quantized to 16 bits at 44.1 kHz.

contrasted with the audible
significance of Ll) groove noise.
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modern system using 20 -bit resolution
throughout will probably perform a mini-
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mum of five operations over and above the
original quantization process itself, because
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the A/D and D/A converters will usually
contain two cascaded digital anti-aliasing
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of the noise created Liz one. two.
and five successive. dithered.
20-6it quantizations.

postulated in Fig. 11 (a sequence of five
quantizations, only the first of which is
dithered) is recalculated for a 20 -bit chan-

nel. This is significant abuse, but it still
appears that the distortion components

100
Successive wamisarons et 20be

-t«m and a rnmout

The data used in Fig. 13 suggests that a
20 -bit channel (if engineered correctly)
should be capable of providing a transparent and subjectively noiseless sound reproduction chain. This assertion is reinforced
by Fig. 14, in which the signal processing

Fig. 13-Auchklel significance
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or oversampling filters.

should be barely audible. This is important
because it puts an upper limit on the resolution required in a distribution channel.
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There is no convincing argument for us-

whereas 20 -bit data in the same pathway
will pass virtually unscathed.
NOISE SHAPING AND PRE -EMPHASIS

It is possible to exploit the frequency -dependent human hearing threshold by shaping quantization and dither so that the resulting noise floor is less audible.
Figure 15 shows how the Meridian 518
(an in -band noise shaper) can make a 16 bit transmission channel's subjective noise
floor more equivalent to that of a rectangu-

lar (unshaped) 20 -bit channel. If such a
channel is to be useful, the resolution of the
links in the chain before and after the noise shaped channel must be adequate. In simple terms, this means mastering and playing
back using well -designed converters offering at least 20 -bit resolution.

It was the view of the ARA committee
that noise shaping can be a linear process
and that it deserves serious consideration

when distribution channels are to be
matched to data -rate limitations.

ing 24 -bit data in a distribution format.
1kHz

10kHz

Fig. 14-Audihle significance
of four successive. undtthered
20-131t rcquantizations of
a 1-1111z.
dI3I.3 tone already
correctly quantized to 20 13its
al 14.1hllz.

CO

Figure 13 clearly implies that the noise floor
and resolution limit of a 24 -bit channel will
be 24 dB greater than is necessary.
Why do it, then? One reason would be to

provide more data for the subsequent DSP
operations to work with. This reasoning is
superficially correct. However, I think it is
unlikely that A/D converters capable of delivering a 133 -dB signal-to-noise ratio will
ever be made, and therefore a 24 -bit channel
would be kept busy conveying its own input

noise! Furthermore, the majority of DSP
systems and interfaces use a 24 -bit word

Fig. 15-AudiLlc significance
of a simple w -hit. dithered
quantization plus two examples
with noise shaping applied.

basic noise is shown, as is the steady increase in the noise floor that takes place
when the signal is operated on in the channel. The curves represent the effects of one,
two, and five dithered quantizations, result-

ing from one and four operations subsequent to the initial conversion. In fact, a

FREQUENCY RANGE

Up to this point, the graphs I've presented have been based on the standard hearing
threshold. However, individuals can have
somewhat different thresholds; the minimum audible field has a standard deviation
of approximately 10 dB. Some individuals'

thresholds are as low as -20 dB SPL at 4
kHz. Similarly, although the high -frequency response cutoff rate is always rapid, certain people can detect 24 kHz.
Figure 16 shows how hearing thresholds

can vary. This graph still suggests that a

length. It is very, very difficult at present to

well -engineered, 20 -bit channel should be

guarantee transparency when performing

adequate, bearing in mind that very few

nontrivial DSP operations on 24 -bit data in
a 24 -bit processing environment. Obviously
we could develop DSP processors capable of
handling longer words, but why should we?

Not only is the combination of well -

rooms, no recording venues, and no microphones genuinely approach the quietness of
the 20 -bit noise floor.
Figure 17 adds the frequency response of
a typical D/A converter at 44.1 kHz. This

handled, carefully delivered 20 -bit data

diagram defines the working region of a

and a 24 -bit processing environment good
enough, but to deliver anything more is virtually to guarantee a higher risk of inadvertent truncation in the average replay chain.
But there's a more pragmatic reason not
to distribute 24 -bit data: It is virtually cer-

Red Book CD channel.

tain that the overwhelming majority of
DVD players will not pass 24 -bit data correctly. Even if they were to use 24 -bit con-

version, truncation is almost guaranteed,
AUDIO/MARCH 1998
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DO WE NEED MORE THAN 44.1 kHz?

The high -frequency region of Fig. 17 is
shown in detail in Fig. 18. It can be seen that
an average listener will find little to criticize
regarding the DAC's in -band amplitude response. To acute listeners, a 44.1 -kHz sam-

pling rate (even with the extremely narrow
transition band shown) means a potential

loss of extreme high frequencies (between
20 and 22 kHz). Increasing the sampling
rate to 48 kHz does a lot to remedy this.

However, the significance of this has to
be questioned. Although there is an area of
intersection between the channel frequency
responses and the hearing thresholds, this
region is all above 100 dB SPL. I know of no

program material that has any significant
content above 20 kHz and 100 dB SPL!
Numerous anecdotes suggest that a wider

frequency response "sounds better." It has

The research literature contributes very
little to this discussion. One well -performed
set of experiments by Ohashi has, however,
strongly indicated that certain program material may benefit from a system frequency
response extending beyond 50 kHz.
The real problem facing researchers is that
these experiments are extremely difficult to
do. Ultra -high -frequency effects cannot be
investigated using existing hardware: Micro-

phones, recorders, filters, amplifiers, and
tweeters would all need to be redeveloped. It

is difficult to alter just one parameter, and
experiments are hampered by the fact that
an ultra -high -frequency -capable chain has
yet to be developed to the same level of performance as the current reference.

v idence,

E

anecdotal

as well as

real, suggests that
44.1 -kHz sampling

is not adequate.

What can be concluded is that there is
some real evidence-and a lot of anecdotal
evidence-to suggest that the 20 -kHz bandwidth provided by a PCM channel using a
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz is not completely
adequate. There is also considerable support
for the observation that 48 -kHz digital audio
sounds better than the same system operated
at 44.1 kHz. This suggests that the 44.1 -kHz
system undershoots by at least 10%.
My own opinion is that the evidence fails
to discriminate between the result of the fil-

tering (genuine listener response to audio
content above 20 kHz in air) and side effects
of the filtering implementation. A very recent
report of certain experiments suggests that,
indeed, the side effects are the real culprit.
I have experienced listening tests demon-

often been sugge-ted that a lower cutoff rate

would give a more appropriate phase response and that the in -band response ripple

produced by the kind of linear -phase,
steep -slope filter illustrated in Fig. 17

strating that the sound is degraded by the
presence of normal (undithered) digital
anti -alias and anti -image filters. I am also
aware of careful listening tests indicating
that any ultrasonic (i.e., above 20 kHz) con-

(DAC) and Fig. 19 (ADC) can prove unexpectedly easy to detect. A commonly pro-

tent conveyed by 96 -kHz sampling is not
detectable either in the context of the origi-

posed explanation is that the shallow-

nal signal or on its own.

er high -frequency response rolloffs of ana-

Other listening tests I have witnessed
have made it quite clear that the sound
quality of a chain is generally regarded as

log tape recorders account for a preferred
sound quality.

It has also been suggested that the pre ringing produced by the very steep, linear phase filters used so far for digital audio can
smear arrival -time detection and alter stereo imaging. This pre -ringing shows up in
many reviews of CD players. It can be significantly reduced by making the filter less
steep (which could be done by increasing
the sampling rate) or by not using a linear phase characteristic.

better when it runs at 96 kHz than when it
runs at 48 kHz and that the difference observed is "in the bass." Why should this be?
Two mechanisms are suggested: aliasing
distortion and digital -filter artifacts.
Figures 17 and 19 show the frequency re-

sponses of commonly used D/A and A/D
converters. In each case, the stop -band attenuation of 80 to 100 dB seems impressive.
But if we invert the curve, we can see that a

detectable in -band aliasing product may be
generated by signals in the transition region.
Most people listening to PCM signals are

listening to channels that do not preserve
transparency in the digital filters themselves. Another way of putting this is that
we cannot yet reliably discriminate between
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the phase, ripple, bandwidth, and quantization side effects produced by the anti-aliasing and oversampling filters.

Many of the listening experiences that
have raised questions about the high -frequency response of the Red Book CD chan-

nel have involved band -limited material,
speakers without significant ultrasonic response, and listeners who have a self -declared lack of acuity at very high frequencies. It therefore seems probable that we

should concentrate even harder on the
methods used to limit the bandwidth rather
than spending too much time considering

the rapidly diminishing potential of program content above 20 kHz.

This conclusion supports the development of high -resolution recording systems
that capture the original at a sampling rate
higher than 48 kHz but do not necessarily

distribute at so high a rate. Such a system
might, for example, benefit from the antialiasing filters in a 96 -kHz ADC at capture
but use different filtering means to distribute at 48 kHz, thereby reaping most of the

caution against this idea, however. As far as I
know, music spectra that have measured content above 20 kHz always exhibit that content
at such a low SPL that it is unlikely the (presumably even) lower SPL difference distor-

benefits that could have been obtained by

tion products would be detectable and not

using a chain that operated at 96 kHz

masked by the main content.

throughout. Interestingly, this is exactly
how current DVD players work when playing a DVD containing 96 -kHz PCM audio.
The signal is carried at 96 kHz on the disc,
but because there are not yet standards for a
96 -kHz digital output, the players down sample to 48 kHz (and usually 20 bits).
PSY(HOACOUSTIC DATA

There is very little hard evidence to sug-

gest that it is important to reproduce
sounds above 25 kHz. Instead, there tends

to be a general impression that a wider

WHAT SHOULD THE SAMPLING RATE BE?

Why should we not provide more bandwidth? The argument is simply economic:
A wider bandwidth requires a higher data
rate. For a given carrier, a higher data rate

reduces playing time or the number of
channels that can be conveyed.
To get another perspective on this question, we will take an interesting detour, but
it requires acquaintance with two new concepts. The upper curve in Fig. 20 shows the
familiar human hearing threshold. Current

bandwidth can give rise to fewer in -band
problems. Yet a few points must be raised
before dismissing audible content above 20
kHz as unimportant.
The frequency response of the outer and
middle ear has a fast cutoff rate resulting
from combined rolloff in the acoustics of
the meatus (the external ear canal) and in
mechanical transmission. There also appears to be an auditory filter cutoff in the

psychoacoustic theory considers that this
hearing threshold derives from two mechanisms. First, the threshold curve's bathtub

cochlea (inner ear) itself. The cochlea operates "top -down," so the first auditory filter
is the highest in frequency. This filter centers on approximately 15 kHz, and extrapo-

sounds we can detect. Obviously, we do not

lation from known data suggests that it
should have a noise bandwidth of approximately 3 kHz. Middle -ear transmission loss
seems to prevent the cochlea from being excited efficiently above 20 kHz.
Bone -conduction tests using ultrasonics

have shown that ultrasonic excitation ends
up in this first "bin." Any information arriving above 15 kHz therefore ends up here,
and its energy will accumulate toward de-

tection. It is possible that in some ears a
stimulus of moderate intensity but of wide
bandwidth may modify perception or detection in this band, so that the effective noise
bandwidth could be wider than 3 kHz.
The late Michael Gerzon surmised that

shape is due essentially to the mechanical or
acoustical response of the outer, middle, and
inner ear. Second, the threshold level itself is

determined by internal noise. The hearing
system provides a continuous background
noise, which is of neural or physiological
origin and which determines the quietest

hear this background noise because the
brain normally adapts to ignore it!
However, if we were trying to understand
human hearing as a communication channel, this noise floor is one of the important
parameters. Now, the threshold shape is not
what engineers call the noise spectrum but
is, instead, the effect of that spectrum. The
difference comes from the fact that the hu-

man cochlea behaves as though it has a
bank of internal filters. These filters are ap-

proximately one-third of an octave wide
above 1 kHz, and the effect of these filters is

to accumulate all the noise around them. If
we calculate the noise spectrum that has the
effect of the hearing threshold, we get the
lower curve in Fig. 20.

This plot shows a noise spectrum that

any in -air content above 20 to 25 kHz derived
its significance from nonlinearity in the hear-

has three fascinating properties. (1) A noise
exhibiting this spectral density will be undetectable or, when its level is raised, will be

ing transmission and that combinations of
otherwise inaudible components could be

equally detectable at all frequencies; it is
uniformly exciting at threshold. (2) This

detected through any resulting in -band inter -

noise spectrum, just below threshold, is the
most intense in -band sound that we cannot

modulation products. There is a powerful
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hear. (3) The "threshold noise -spectral density (NSD)" curve is analagous to the
internal noise of the hearing system.
Taking this last point, we make a further
step. Since Fig. 20 shows the effective noise
floor of the hearing system, we can now at-

tempt to specify a PCM channel that has
the same properties (in order to estimate
the information requirements of human
hearing). The point is that if we can model
the human hearing communication channel, then that channel must-by common
sense-be the minimum channel we should
use to convey audio transparently.
Figure 21 replots this auditory threshold
on a decibel -versus -linear -frequency basis,
i.e., a "Shannon plot." The area bounded by

minimum PCM channel, using noise shaping, capable of replicating the information
received by the ear. Transmission channels
need to exceed that performance, so we can
argue convincingly that a 58 -kHz sampling
rate with 14 bits ought to be adequate if in band noise shaping is used.
More interestingly, this simple analysis

tells us that 52 kHz is the absolute minimum desirable sampling frequency. For
comparison, Fig. 21 shows the channel
space occupied by CD audio. It also in-

F

transparency
can be assured

transparency at that sampling rate.

The conclusion, then, is that both psy-

PCM with 18.2 -bit samples at 58 kHz. The
dynamic range must be increased according
to the number of processes taking place before and after delivery, and the number of
channels feeding into the room, so that we
may converge on 20 bits at 58 kHz for five
or more channels.

phase, ripple, and transition regions further

away from the human audibility cutoff.
One could probably make a sensible argument for PCM sampled at 66.15 kHz (44.1
kHz times 1.5). The potential response is

room), and maximum frequency in such a
plot is a measure of the information or data

shown in Fig. 22. (2) Increase the word
length (to 20 bits, for example) so that
the audible significance of quantizations,

capacity of the channel. When the noise

whether performed correctly or incorrectly,

floor and headroom are flat, we call it a rec-

will be minimal. Of course, with a higher
sampling rate it is not strictly necessary to

11 bits are used, there will be no opportuni-

ty for any processing whatsoever and no
guard band to allow for differences in system or room frequency response or between human listeners. In a sense, the 52 kHz, 11 -bit combination describes the

rates simply will not offer any benefit.

standing to date on this question, and we
should exceed these requirements only when
A
there is no detrimental cost to doing so.
Next issue: Part 2 concludes with a look at
how transparent PCM audio coding could be
implemented for DVD-Audio.
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If we were to be forced, right now, to

rate by a margin sufficient to move the

sampling rate of 52 kHz. This straightforward analysis overlooks the fact that if only

transmission, filtering, and so forth, higher

CD CNenDH

SAMPLING -RATE ISSUES

linear PCM coding.

using noise shaping that conveys 11 bits at a

have been correctly designed in terms of

am nailing a flag to the mast and lay myself
open to all manner of attack! However, this
analysis has been based on the best under-

specify a channel immune to criticism, we
would have to: (1) Increase the sampling

tangular channel. According to Shannon's
theory and to the Gerzon-Craven criterion
for noise shaping, this floor can be represented by an optimum minimum channel

pling rates should be used, such as 192 kHz,
I disagree. When 88.2- or 96 -kHz channels

the minimum noise floor that suggests

with 58 -kHz, 20 -bit

the noise floor, maximum level (head-

be substantially reduced by using lossless
compression (packing). Although there is a
small lobby that suggests even higher sam-

I realize that by expressing the requirements of transparent audio transmission I

essary to ensure transparency uses linear

more
ore channels,

impact of using these higher rates can

cludes the noise -spectral density of an 18.2 bit, 96 -kHz channel without noise shaping,

choacoustic analysis and experience tell us
that the minimum rectangular channel nec-

t)i five or

should be adopted. This would not be an efficient way to convey the relatively small extra bandwidth thought to be needed, but the
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use a word length exceeding 16 bits. This is

because the operating region of a 16 -bit,
88.2 -kHz (or higher, such as 96 -kHz or
even 192 -kHz) channel includes a large,
safely inaudible region within which noise
shaping can be exploited.
Given that material recorded at high sampling rates will need to be downsampled for
some applications (CD, for example), there
are strong arguments for maintaining inte-

ger relationships with existing sampling
rates-which suggests that 88.2 or 96 kHz
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PCM channels using various
word lengths and sampling rates.
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David Lander

Shedding Light
hough Spectral Audio
has been producing
audio components for
more than two decades,
readers of U.S. hi -fl
magazines may find
their mental picture of
the company a bit
ghost -like. Limited press
coverage in this country
is almost certainly the
reason. American writers,
Spectral founder and
owner Richard Fryer
explains, have been
reluctant to review entire
systems. Yet that's
precisely the way Fryer
says his products need to
be tested. They are, he
emphasizes, designed to
perform together and can
AUDIO/MARCH 1998
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Spectral

be judged fairly only as
an ensemble.
The son of a physicist
doing government work,
Fryer was born in
Los Alamos, New Mexico,

in 1953. Soon after,
the family moved to
California, where
Professor Edward Fryer's

work-Rick's father

taught at Stanford
University and Pomona
College-led to his son's
spending a good deal of
time on and around
college campuses. The
milieu, one in which a lot
of questions are asked
and ideas shared, had
a lasting effect on him,
Rick Fryer reasons.
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Fryer's route to the high -end
audio summit led him to jobs
in high -end

retailing (at
a Los Angeles
shop called
2001 Sound
Odyssey) and

manufacturing
(with speaker

maker ESS). He
also worked in
publishing, at a
small audiophile
magazine,
Sound Advice,
where he
established test
procedures and reviewed
Richard Fryer
equipment. (And where he
(right) and
worked with Damien Martin,
Keith Johnson,
who was to become a partner in
Spectral and its first engineer.)
Spectral's
Eventually, Fryer found his way
Director of
to Northern California's highEngineering
technology epicenter, Silicon
Valley, where he put down
corporate roots
and continued
To be able to reproduce
his quest for
a loud bang, and then just the ultimate
in music -

reproducing
techniques.
As for the
company name,
it has nothing
whatsoever
to do with ectoplasm or
phantasmagoria. Spectral,
Fryer explains, is a reference to
the spectrum from DC to light,
an allusion to the extremely
wide bandwidth of the products
that wear the brand. It's also
meant to suggest the lucency
and uncountable colors of
music, which Rick Fryer has
devoted his career to
reproducing for serious

settle into absolute silence,
you need extremely fast
circuits.

listeners.-D.L.
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I've heard that when you were working on prototypes for what would become the MS -1 preamp, the

first component to carry the Spectral name, you
made a walkabout into other fields to find out
about more advanced technologies than those being
used in the audio industry. Tell me a bit about that.
It exposed me to the cutting edge. There's a considerable difference between what is done in fields like ra-

dio, communications, and microwave-and computers certainly-and what is done even in what we
would consider perfectionist audio. High-technology
people, engineers, will tell you that there can be a 10 year trickle -down effect before processes, components, and technologies developed for state-of-the-

art areas begin to make their appearance in consumer electronics, mostly for two reasons. Truly, cost
constraints are operating here; in many of these technologies, getting the performance is the issue, not the
price. The other reason is simply familiarity.
And you didn't want to wait 10 years.

I felt that some of these techniques-certainly not
all, but some-begged to be used in high -end audio
design.
How did you choose to use them?

We started with a preamplifier design that we could
take to an instrumentation level, and we developed
that design with the best possible discrete parts. We

did this in a facility that was tremendously rich in instrumentation capability, in an extremely successful
Bay Area computer firm.
What was it called?
Four Phase Systems. The company's gone now, but
they were building advanced process -control com-

puters-industrial computers. In the '70s, companies such as Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix were de-

veloping some of their finest instruments. We were

very interested in applying some of these instruments and measurement techniques. When we re-

company. We have to credit a couple of other companies for having developed dealers who could hear the
difference and did care. All of this is a tree falling in
the forest if people don't care.

What specific aspects of reproduced music do you
think listeners should care about? What sonic attributes concern you most?
Things like transparency. Spatial things. Resolving
the detail, large and small, of a recording. Listening
involvement and excitement and communication in

viewed products at Sound Advice, we were fascinated
that the great preamplifiers of the day sounded nothing alike. Bill Johnson had a marvelous achievement
in his SP -2 and SP -3 preamps, and Mark Levinson

and his engineer, John Curl, had a breakthrough
product in the JC-2 preamplifier. But there was no
commonality in terms of the sonic and aesthetic experience of these high -end products. That raises several questions. What is accuracy? What's the truth
here? Is it something in between, or is it something
else entirely? I think, at first, our motivation was
purely scientific curiosity. Because without having
something better, something as a reference, we
couldn't get to the truth. We needed something
superior, so we developed a reference preamplifier that was not subject to commercial constraints, that we felt served as a better reference than commercially available products.
At first we didn't see it as commercial; we
treated it as test instrumentation. If a resistor
cost $4, that's what it cost. We knew the preci-

Spectral's

DMC-20
Reference

preamplifier
and its modular
circuit board

sion was higher; we knew it was better. We
could get better rise time, and it was quieter.
How often did your experimentation get you closer
to what you considered sonic truth?
Well, many times it didn't. We went through tremen-

a recorded performance tend to recede or become
more subtle when they're not absolutely optimized.

dous periods of experimentation. We threw everything against the wall to see if it would stick, so to

ten to a microphone feed, many times you get this
electrifying feeling of being there. We asked ourselves, why isn't that sense of being there captured
more completely in high -

speak. At first, we weren't sure what the sonic conse-

quences would be. No one had attempted this, so
there wasn't a body of information. But we were
pretty confident that our work would yield significant results.

Since the MS -1 cost about $1,600 at a time when
other high -end preamps were in the $650 to $850

There's something that says, "I'm not really here. I'm
not sound occupying a real space." But when you lis-

end systems?

What did your research
lead you to conclude?
Some very basic things have
come out. As well as lineari-

When you listen to
a live microphone feed,
many times you get this
electrifying feeling
of being there.

range, the first of those results proved expensive.
It did. Embarrassingly so. This was not our style and
not what we wanted, but, at the end of the day, you
added up the parts and the processes, and it was an
expensive, hand -built instrument.
But people bought it.
Yes. More than we imagined. The dealers found out

ty and other conventional

about the MS -1 very quickly, and it launched the

have no memory of events, just a settling to absolute

factors that audio designers

talk about, the factors that
make these subtle and in-

volving things occur are essentially related to speed and settling time. To be able

to reproduce a loud bang and, suddenly, after that,
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silence as if nothing had happened, you need circuits
that are extremely fast. Until you hear the phenomenon demonstrated, you don't always make the tie-in.

INTER VIE
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is voracious for detail and the sense of place. We want

We want to provide

there was quite a bit of re-

to provide as much information, in a linear fashion,
as is possible to retrieve from a recording. Nothing
less and nothing more. This requires very high-performance circuitry capable of great subtlety. It does
not mean big; it means, when you need the resolving

search done at the major

power, it's there.

as much information,
in a linear fashion,

American universities-

You also insist on using discrete circuitry much of

the military funded much

the time. Why?
For critical signal applications, we've found over the

But from the turn of the century, and particularly

through the War years,

of the experimentation-

that clearly confirmed
many phase -related relationships. The initiation
response in the ear's hair
cells is at least 10 times
faster than the bandwidth being sent through the

years that integrated circuits simply don't meet our
quality standards, although we're constantly evaluating new parts and, to everyone's credit, they're getting better and better. Still, in the rigorous evalua-

middle ear, meaning that the ear is sensitive to some
form of wavefront or initialization information that
can be called phase or time -arrival. We need very fast
circuits that settle very quickly and completely from
a musical event; you don't want a signal artifact that

cal information and life that's lost, even with the

remains after the event. That's why we need the

these can be perfectly workable.

speed.

Another of Spectral's defining traits is that you em-

You've said that Spectral does more volume in Europe than in the United States.
Yes. You can argue that there is a sensitivity and refinement in music appreciation in Europe, where the
bigger -hammer approach is not as respected as it is
in some other markets. The idea that bigger is better
is not always espoused in more sophisticated urban
areas. That does dovetail with what we find interesting. On some levels, we develop products to satisfy
our own sensitivities. Having been around high -end
equipment a good deal of our lives, we're ready for
something that shows refinement and musical capability. And this doesn't come from a bigger hammer;

phasize a systems approach that extends as far as

as can possibly be retrieved

from a recording.

The SDR-2000
Reference

D/A converter

it comes from the ability to satisfy the ear, and the ear

tions that we do, they simply can't pass the
microphone feed accurately. There's so much musimost premium integrated -circuit amplifiers, that ICs

are not up to our needs in a critical signal application. Nevertheless, there are applications for servos
and for less critical parts of the signal path where

the cable. How did this develop?
Spectral, during the early '80s, had already come up
with the concepts of fast -settling, high-speed ampli-

fiers and preamplifiers, but the interfaces, so to
speak, were at a level of crudeness that did not allow
us to push ahead. We met Bruce Brisson, then a consultant for Monster Cable, and engaged him to help
us with this technical problem [an arrangement that
led to the founding of Musical Interface Technolo-

gies, commonly called MIT]. Basically, like microwave designers or people involved in radio and
high-speed analog signal work, we needed tuned systems. A cable that was more than a wire, one that was

actually terminated as a low-pass filter,

was a key breakthrough that allowed
high-speed amplifier circuits to be stable

and practical for home audio use. By
defining the cable as a low-pass filter,
Bruce was able to achieve a level of tran-

sient resolution-transient accuracythat was simply unknown before. With
this cable technology, we can produce
very -high -frequency square waves with
remarkable fidelity and achieve things
that amplifiers couldn't do in the past in
terms of rise and settling times. It opens
the door to a degree of transparency, at
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end. In the technology fields, there's never any
argument about how instruments can be used to-

engineer and also was a very talented film student.
His contributions to the field give you some sense of
how engineers can be now, that they can have a humanistic background and not be merely meter readers. The New Age audio engineer is someone who
has to bridge a number of philosophies and areas of

gether and optimized. You rarely think of a measurement system or a high-performance microwave sys-

specialization.
That seems to describe Keith Johnson, who now does

tem without looking at the component parts and

your engineering. When did his involvement with

how they integrate and work together. In component
audio, we're clearly endorsing that, too, but typically

Spectral begin?
Keith has been involved for many, many years. When
Damien Martin started his own company in the mid -

both low and high levels, that isn't possible with
slower circuits. It does, however, require a commitment to full system integration, something that historically hasn't been done much in audio, even high -

the industry falls short in the optimization. Why?
Well, a lot of it probably comes down to commercial
need; certainly many audiophiles derive tremendous
satisfaction from mixing and matching components
themselves. The only problem with this is, as we get
into high-performance audio products, these designs
are intrinsically complex and the interactions subtle
and sonically significant. Mismatching of high -end
components is, unfortunately, all too common.

You maintain a close relationship with Reference
Recordings. In your view, it appears, the systems approach goes beyond products and extends to companies that work together.
It does, because no single audio company alone can
make an assault this wide on the state of the art without having collaborators. We couldn't have this successful systems approach without MIT, which devel-

SDR-3000

oped the cable solutions that allowed us to pursue

Reference

very -high-speed applications. And we could not evaluate these circuits for their musical accuracy without

CD transport

fundamental experience in making recordings and
comparing the sound to the microphone feed. Those
things are critical to a product that addresses the is-

'80s, Keith assumed full engineering control. I'd

sue of what accuracy in music reproduction is.

Have you never been tempted to put Spectral into

friends knew. He became involved with Tam Henderson at Reference Recordings after RR had produced

the speaker business?

maybe two recordings. That relationship with

People who have followed us have regularly seen

Reference Recordings exists
to this day and is a founda-

Spectral speaker prototypes in our displays, but these

are to prompt and to excite. It's very important that
we understand there's no one ideal speaker, there's
no one ideal speaker technology. If we could have a
wish for these transducers, it would be that they be
fast, articulate, well -settling, well-behaved, and powerful, so that subtlety, transparency, and spatiality are

known him for years. He lived in Southern California

and was one of these dear people that many of my

tion for our development
technology.

Please say a bit more
about that aspect of developing your products. You

have mentioned the im-

A cable that serves as a tuned
low-pass filter allows high-speed

circuits to be stable and practical
for home audio.

resolved from a good recording. Whether it's a big

portance of the micro-

speaker or a little speaker, a planar or a ribbon,

phone feed.
When there's so little consensus as to accuracy in these state-of-the-art prod-

there's the capability to do this. We would not be able
to address all those technologies, and we're very interested in supporting a diversity.

ucts-every system you hear is quite different-and

I gather Damien Martin, your first engineer, is no

when you interpose one of these components or sys-

longer involved in Spectral.

tems between you and a microphone feed and it
changes the sound substantially, you have to ask,
what is this doing to a recording? There's tremen-

Not for many years. He's involved in other audio
products. He came out of school as an electrical
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dous tuning that goes on, not only in audio compo-

nents-preamps, power amps, turntables, etc.-but

in cables and accessories. All of these can
change the sound, and
change isn't intrinsically good. You have to ask
yourself, when is it

more completely faithful to the source? This
is a much harder ques-

tion, and answering it
consistently demands
particular references. A

remembrance of the
concert hall is not
enough. In perceptual
psychology, you begin
to understand the tun ability of the ear, selecFryer's emphasis on

discrete circuitry
is based on
exhaustive
component testing.

tive memory, and the ear's ability to adapt. And, of
course, we all hear somewhat differently. When you

have a number of tuning options in a circuit and
don't know which one is right (or are concerned that

your observer biases are going to intervene), you
have to go to a higher level and make a choice that's
more objectively based.
We think that, imperfect as it is, the best basis for
choice is the live music experience, and particularly
what the microphones capture as a feed. We may or
may not be able to capture the sound of the concert
hall, which is a function of
the miking and that sort of
thing. But we can, to a great
degree, use the source of a
recording as a reference for

IN
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I
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W

one ratio in dynamics. This is all possible with a live
musical event, but not with playback. Anything that
affects the complete dimensional and dynamic pack-

age of sound from the microphones should be
looked upon suspiciously, even if it sounds better to
you. It can take years to develop an audio component

this way-constantly taking the circuits out to the
site, listening under live conditions, coming back and
making the changes, and also using original lacquers
and masters as a reference. But it can ultimately lead

you to a level of sonic refinement that is not otherwise possible.

Let's move on to the introduction of CDs and CD
players, an event you've described as a "trauma,"
and Spectral's response to it.
CD was a mid -fi medium, a commercial medium
with tremendous sex appeal and convenience that
addressed almost none of the issues of precision and
resolution that Spectral has been involved in. We began to realize that the mainstream industry was not

going to address the issues of digital artifacts and
digital compromise because of CD's widespread acceptance. In those days, there was no one in the
mainstream who said there was anything wrong with
digital. We had to roll up our sleeves and get started,

and at that point-shortly after the first Compact
Disc recordings and players were introduced-there
weren't even names for the digital distortions. We
lost no time in putting our engineering resources to
work on a high -end digital playback system. The result of that work, which Keith Johnson headed, was

that are put in the chain. If

the SDR-1000, which probably lays claim to being
the first from -the -ground -up American Compact
Disc player. Previously, CD players were modified
with output sections or various tweaks. This was the
first time that high-performance discrete circuitry,
balanced decoding, conjugate filters in the digital
and analog domains, and direct -clocked conversion

possible, we want to get our

were used.

circuits into the recording
chain and listen to the contributions or subtractions.

The SDR-1000 was introduced nearly a decade ago.
More recently, Keith was involved in devising High

We do that by inserting the circuits during live

want to comment on what HDCD does for Compact
Disc reproduction?
Pacific Microsonics [the company that developed the
system, where Keith Johnson is also chief engineer]
can make its own statement about what HDCD does,
but the antecedents, without question, can be found
in Spectral's original digital products. That is the research foundation for the HDCD system that Keith
later developed.
A

There's no comparison to

what is done under live
conditions-the energy, the

subtlety, the million -to -one
ratio in dynamics.

comparing components

recording events on an experimental basis or by in-

serting them between the microphone feed and
loudspeakers. Compared to any recording, the microphone feed is so extraordinarily rich, detailed,
spatial, and subtle that to develop high -end audio on
the basis of a recording is an obscene compromise.

There is no comparison to what is done under live
conditions-the energy, the subtlety, the million -to -
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Definition Compatible Digital encoding. Do you

Another Industry Fuist:
the Retroactive LO -Year Warranty.

Audio said
Ensemble, our first
speaker system,
may be `the best
value in the world."

To Celebrate Our 10th Anniversary, We've Re -designed Our Best -Selling Speaker Systems
And Extended Our Warranty TolOYears - For All Customers. New And Old.
When we started Cambridge SoundWorks in
1988, we didn't follow industry rules.

30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. Hundreds of thousands of customers loved
our products, our prices and our way of doing business. And so did the critics.

First, our Ensemble' speaker system - designed
by Audio Hall of Fame member and Emmy Award
winner Henry Kloss - was unconventional. Instead of
using a bookshelf or floor -standing design, it used
two satellites and two subwoofers to create
incredible sound that would fit gracefully into any
living room.

Now, to celebrate 10 years of incredible success, we're introducing improved
versions of our popular Ensemble and Ensemble II speaker systems - with better
styling, better power handling and a 10 -Year Parts and Labor Warranty (see
following pages).

Our co-founder, Audio Hall of

Then, instead of selling Ensemble through
traditional stereo and consumer electronics stores,
we sold it factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen. So our customers could
save hundreds of dollars. And Audio magazine could say we may have ''the best
value in the world."
Fame member Henry Mss.

Plus, we backed up every sale with the best warranties in the business, and a

We're also giving something back to our old customers -a 10 -Year Retroactive
Parts and Labor Warranty on all non -amplified Cambridge SoundWorks speakers.*
So if, for example, you bought Ensemble eight years ago, it's now covered by this
10 -Year Retroactive Parts and Labor Warranty.
Call our toll free number to ask about our specially priced systems and speakers -

and a special financing offer: No payments and No interest til 1999!'
Once again, we'd like to thank all our customers - new and old - for making us
one of the fastest -growing, most successful companies in audio history.

To Order, Or For A Free Catalog, Call...

What The Critics Have To Say..
1989- The best value in the world." - Audio
1990- "Cambridge SoundWorks shows signs of becoming the L.L. Bean

of hi-fi." Twice
1991- "By selling direct at an attractive price, Cambridge SoundWorks could
sell for as much as 40% less." - CD Review
1991- "The Cambridge SoundWorks lineup can be compared only with much
larger speakers at substantially higher prices." -Stereo Review
1993- "Selling direct allows Cambridge SoundWorks to price speakers hundreds
of dollars below the competition." -Inc.

1996- "The only speakers you'll ever need." - PC Magazine
1997- "Unless competitors rise to the Cambridge challenge and begin
introducing truly stunning speakers, they will continue to be tossed to

the curb." Boot
1997- "Go with the name you can trust." - PC Computing

a7

1-800-FOR-HIF1
(1-800-367-4434) Or Visit hifi.Com

CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 Needham Street, Surte 104, Newton, MA 02164
Tel:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada: 1-800-525-4434 vnwv.hlfi.com Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
511100 trademarks on
1 1998 Cambnelg¢ SoundWorks. Inc. Ensembre and Cambridge So0MWorks are
Cambridge SburM4orks. Inc.
accdenta damage.Prod of purchase required. Custarers restonvbk for al
corer user arose
.any Cambrgge
sbipp g charges. Call for a copy d cvmplesa warranty, t for 5081« customers purdta

-

Does not apply to pawed wtwoolers and angihed weaker systems. DoesI
l

Sourdl9ono speakers a selected systems yam de CSW Credo Card. Interest accrues at 21.841, tut e tho ed A''Quilt 5 pad in full mtmn 365 days. Call to details.

EQUIPMENT

audio format is being played ("Dolby Digi-

PROFILE

tal 5.1," "Linear PCM," or "96KHz Sam-

EDWARD J. FOSTER

pling"). Illuminated legends ("L," "C," "R,"

"LFE," "LS," "S," and "RS") supplement
these lights, telling you which channels are

JVC XV-D2000BK
DVD PLAYER

active ("S," in this case, stands for a monau-

ral surround channel, as found in Dolby
Surround matrixed soundtracks). An additional LED ("Resume") glows when a point
on the disc you may wish to return to has
been stored in memory.
The "Standby" light above the "Power"
switch glows when the player is plugged in
but not turned on. When the player is operating, the light extinguishes, leaving the main

display and format lights to serve as "on"
indicators. A red bar below the display and
above the disc tray blinks when the tray is

THE JVC XV-D2000BK'S
DISTINCTIVE

AND INFORMATIVE
FRONT PANEL WOULD BE

HARD TO MISS.
opening or closing and while the disc's
table of contents is being read. If the disc is
a CD, the bar's light goes off; if it's a DVD,
the bar continues to glow.
Below the "Power" switch is a gold-plat-

ed headphone jack. Next to the jack is a

The JVC XV-D2000BK is a DVD

mum dynamic range. Both S -video and

player with 5.1 -channel analog output capability from its Dolby Digi-

composite -video connections are provided.

tal (AC -3) decoder. It can play
DVDs, Video CDs, and music CDs,

except for those of the recordable
variety (CD -Rs). (The manual warns that
playing CD -Rs might damage them.) It can

handle just about any audio format: 16bit/44.1-kHz linear PCM for CDs, AC -3,
and 16-bit/48-kHz to 24-bit/96-kHz linear
PCM for DVDs.

The XV-D2000BK has totally separate
audio and video paths, to minimize cross-

talk and thereby ensure high sound and
picture quality. (It also uses separate power
supplies for the analog and digital circuitry.) On the video side, it uses a 10 -bit, 27-

MHz oversampling video DAC that is
claimed to reduce aliasing and yield opti-

On the audio side, the player has JVC's
proprietary PEM (Pulse Edge Modulation)
D/A converter, basically a one -bit DAC with
quasi -fourth -order Victor Advanced Noise
Shaping (VANS). A newly developed 96 kHz version of JVC's K2 interface is said to
eliminate jitter and "ripples" and to reduce
digital distortion. Although the D2000 has a

built-in Dolby Digital decoder, it also has
outputs for digital audio bitstreams, PCM
or AC -3, for downstream decoding and
conversion.

It would be hard to miss the JVC XVD2000BK's distinctive front panel in a
DVD-player lineup. And its display is one of
the most informative around. A fluorescent

dot-matrix panel shows track number and
time, a string of three LEDs tells you what
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"Phones Level" control, rather unusual on a
DVD player but nice for private listening.
To the right of the display is a fairly complete set of control buttons, not only for basic transport operation (play, stop, bidirectional skip/search, and eject) but for system
operation, too. One of the system -control
buttons activates the "On Screen" display,
while four others, arranged in a rectangle,
move the on -screen cursor. "DVD Menu"
brings the disc's menu, if any, to the screen;

"Enter" executes whatever menu item
Dimensions: 171/2 in. W x 43/s in. H x
127/s in. D (43.5 cm x 11.2 cm x 32.8
cm).
Weight: 10.6 lbs. (4.8 kg).
Price: $999.95.

Company Address: 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407; 201/794-3900;
www.jvc-america.com.

you've selected with the cursor keys. The
only pause control is on the supplied remote; aside from that, you can operate the
D2000 quite nicely from the panel.

The RM-SVD2000U remote JVC ships
with the XV-D2000BK has been preprogrammed with the control codes for a variety of TVs, cable TV boxes, and satellite TV

receivers but not, surprisingly, with the
codes of any VCRs. (Is JVC, the inventor of

both VHS and S -VHS, trying to tell us
something?) I found the remote's layout

pad has 12 keys: "0" through "10"

and a "+10" key (that can be

,mod'

discs.

In front of the numeric keypad
are two rows of buttons. The four
larger controls open and close the
DVD tray and turn the DVD play-

Ill

port controls includes pause and "Step"

ing your TV, and toggling between
the TV's tuner and its video input.

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-Frequency response
at "2CH" outputs.
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panel covers all the bases. There's a

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.

"2CH" pair of gold-plated RCA

frequency; see text.

menus. (If it doesn't, the international entry -forbidden symbol, a circle with diagonal bar, appears.) You can go back to the
previous menu by tapping "Return." Com-

jacks for analog stereo output (and
for matrixed Dolby Surround sig-

mands are selected from the on -screen menus
with the remote's cursor control, an oval fourway rocker, and a curved "Enter" bar.

Digital 5.1 DVD soundtracks), six

Forward of the remote's transport controls are three small buttons. "Resume"
stores the location of a point on the disc to
which you may want to return. "Angle"
changes the camera angle, on DVDs that

signals decoded from Dolby Digital 5.1 soundtracks), Toslink and
coaxial jacks for "PCM/Dolby Dig-

more gilded RCAs (for analog
front, surround, and subwoofer

ital" digital audio outputs, composite- and S -video jacks, and a

- 60

-100
- 120
DIGITAL SILENCE

-140
I

20

VERSATILE AUDIO

("Normal/Gain Plus") raises the

- 100

support that feature. And "Sub -Title" toggles subtitles, if any, on and off. (Subtitle
language is selected via on -screen menus.)
At the far right of this row of buttons is a

slide switch that determines whether the
multipurpose buttons control your DVD
player, TV, or cable ("CATV") box; four

a

like

page menu for system setup. The
"On Screen" key elicits this menu
if no disc is loaded or if a DVD is
loaded but not playing. The first
preference screen permits you to

I

IOOk 200k
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Fig. 4-THD + N vs. level at
"2CH" outputs.
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choose the menu, audio, and subtio

pad. The rockers control slow-motion

tion, it offers a choice of aspect ra-

- 0.4

of normal),

tio and the option of turning off
the three on -screen guide icons

sequentially change channels, adjust the
volume of a TV, and adjust the volume of
a JVC amplifier or receiver. The numeric

-80
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tle languages separately. In addi-

Y32

1

- 96

rockers separate this row from the numeric
speed (Ih, 1/3, 1I4, Vs, 1/46, or

10k

- 92

amount. All RCA jacks are goldplated to ensure reliable contact.
The XV-D2000BK has a two -

111111

Fig. 3-Noise spectra.
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GOOD VIDEO,
NICE MENUING, AND
AND VIDEO OUTPUTS.

Ao

-60tlBFS

- 80

pair of "AV Compulink" jacks that
daisy -chain the D2000 with other
JVC components for system -wide
control. A slide switch on this panel ("Attenuator") drops the level at
the "2CH" jacks by 6 dB; another

THE JVC OFFERS
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bring them up, if the disc carries those

soundtracks and CDs or Dolby

11111M
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20

The JVC XV-D2000BK's rear

nals from Dolby Surround DVD

l0k 20k

Ik

100

20

er, your TV, and your cable box or

satellite receiver on and off. The
three smaller controls are for entering the manufacturer's code for
non-JVC equipment ("Set"), mut-

1L

LEFT

title, track, or chapter numbers on

very logical: DVD transport and main functional controls are near the base of the unit,
multi -use controls toward the forward end.
The remote's complement of DVD trans-

(JVC's nomenclature for frame advance). If
"On Screen" has been pressed, touching the
"Title Menu" and "DVD Menu" bars will

RIGHT

pressed multiple times to access
higher numbers). The pad is used
to enter channel numbers and the

that show which DVD special fea-

tures are available in any given
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Fig. 5-Deviation from
linearity.
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Fig. 6-Fade-to-noise test.

movie -camera icon, scenes with
multiple soundtrack languages are
indicated by a circle followed by
two half circles, and multiple subtitle languages are indicated by a
TV -screen outline with four dots
across its bottom.)
The second setup page lets you
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Fig. 7-Frequency response
at Dolby Digital outputs.

set the "AV Compulink" mode,
choose PCM-only or PCM and
ternal Dolby Digital decoder
whether your system includes a
center speaker and surround
speakers. It also enables you to direct bass energy to a subwoofer or
to the left and right front speakers

If a disc is playing, the "On
Screen" key brings up different
menus, depending on the type of
disc (DVD, Video CD, or audio

- 60

CD) and its capabilities. For example, random play is available with
an audio CD but not with a DVD.
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Fig. 8-Crosstalk at
Dolby Digital outputs.
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Fig. 9-Crosstalk at "2CH"
outputs.
Its logical layout
makes the JVC's
button -studded
remote control
easy to operate.

10k 20k

DVD's "Parental Lock" screen is independent of all others and is accessible only

via the remote. Fortunately, JVC's complete, well -written owner's manual guides
you through the D2000's intricacies.
Measurements
Following my usual practice when evaluating DVD players that have 5.1 -channel

AC -3 digital output, and tell the in-

("Bass Redirect").

-50

since the other settings redirect the audio to
the "2CH" outputs).

THE DOLBY DIGITAL
DECODER'S CONTROLS

ARE MINIMAL,
BUT ITS PERFORMANCE

IS QUITE GOOD.
analog output capability, I tested audio performance at both the "2CH" analog output
(using the CBS CD -1 test CD) and at the six
surround sound outputs (using Dolby Laboratories' test DVD). The CBS disc contains

a far more complete set of tests for D/A

The choice of menu options is,
of course, greatest with DVD. De-

converters than the DVD does, but the latter enables me to evaluate surround -chan-

pending on the features imple-

nel response, crosstalk, and so forth. For

mented on the DVD you're playing, you'd use this menu to select
camera angles and audio and sub-

most measurements, I used the normal setting of the XV-D2000BK's subwoofer-gain
and "Attenuator" switches. I did check out-

title languages, to search the disc by

put level with the alternative settings of

time or chapter number, and to re-

each switch and established that the former
raised the subwoofer output's level by 6 dB
and the latter cut the "2CH" output level by
the same amount, as specified.
Converter frequency response, measured

peat chapters, titles, or marked
portions of the disc ("A -B Repeat"). You can also use it to adjust
video resolution, selecting a sharp

or soft image or activating video

noise reduction-a feature I can
see no need for with DVD. This
menu permits you to toggle Dolby
Digital audio compression on and
off, for quiet late -night viewing or
full dynamic range. You can also

select whether the "2CH" jacks
deliver a Dolby Surround matrixed downmix from 5.1 -channel soundtracks (for downstream
Dolby Pro Logic decoding), plain
stereo (to feed a tape recorder or an

amp or receiver that lacks a Pro
Logic decoder), or are silenced
(you'd silence them when the 5.1 channel analog outputs are in use,
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at the "2CH" output and plotted with an
expanded relative level scale, is shown in
Fig. 1. As you can see, it's extremely good.
The total spread is within 0.1 dB, and there
are just two filter ripples at the high end.

The output levels were well matchedwithin ±0.035 dB! Output level (2.25 volts)
was typical of today's converters, albeit a bit

more than the quasi -standard 2.0 volts.
Should this bother a downstream component (and I sincerely doubt it will), you can

always switch on the attenuator and drop
the level by half. Output impedance, at 680
ohms, was fine. Because the XV-D2000BK

has a headphone output, I figured I might
as well give it a try; it proved remarkably
good, providing plenty of output for both

high- and low -impedance headsets (see
"Measured Data").
I did a double take when I measured converter total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) versus frequency at 0 dBFS. In

the bass, THD + N was admirably low well under 0.002% out to a few hundred
hertz. But then it started to climb. ..and
climb. ..and climb; at 12.5 kHz, it had

MEASURED DATA
PCM AUDIO

DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) AUDIO

Line Output Level: Attenuator off, 2.25

Channel Balance, Relative to Left Front

V; attenuator on, 1.13 V.

Channel Balance: ±0.035 dB.
Line Output Impedance: 680 ohms.

grown a hundredfold, to 0.2%, and reached

Headphone Output Level: Maximum

almost 0.44% at 18 kHz, the penultimate

voltage, 4.14 V; maximum power, 19.5
mW into 600 ohms or 27.7 mW into 50

test frequency. What was going on?

The measurements just cited were made
with a 22 -kHz low-pass filter; THD + N
measurements on digital products are usually made with such a filter in the analysis
loop to exclude noise and distortion above
the audible range. The filter is meant to
remove residual carrier and ultrasonic "beat"

products, but, of course, the filter slope is
not infinite so some ultrasonic noise and

distortion do get through. A spectrum
analysis showed me that, as I suspected,
the "distortion" was mainly the result of
intermodulation between the signal and
the sampling frequency, yielding spurious

beat tones at the differences between
the signal and sampling frequencies. Even

when the beat frequency was fairly far

ohms.

Headphone Output Impedance: 125
ohms.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0.08, -0.02 dB.
THD + N at 0 dBFS: Less than 0.437%,
20 Hz to 20 kHz (see text).

THD + N at 1 kHz: Below -88.9 dBFS
from 0 to -90 dBFS and below -97.7
dBFS from -30 to -90 dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered

recording, 0.94 dB to -90 dBFS;

Channel Separation: Greater than 80.6
dB, 125 Hz to 16 kHz.

WAS EXTREMELY GOOD,

WITH ONLY MINIMAL
FILTER RIPPLES.

enough energy got through to lift the curve
above the noise floor. At low test frequencies, the beat was so close to the sampling
rate (44.1 kHz) that it was well attenuated

-0.43 dB (-3 dB at 90 Hz); LFE channel, below 20 Hz to 89 Hz, +0, -3 dB
(-6 dB below 20 Hz and at 110 Hz).
THD + N for 0-dBFS Signal: Main channels, 0.004% at 1 kHz; center channel,
0.0116% at 1 kHz; surround channels,

0.0192% at

1

kHz; LFE channel,

0.0021% at 30 Hz.

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:
57.4 dB or greater.

Luminance Frequency Response: +0,
-1.1 dB, 0.5 to 4.2 MHz.
Luminance Level: +0.2 dB.
Chroma Level: +3.7 dB.
Gray -Scale Linearity: Perfect.
Chroma Phase Accuracy: Perfect.
Chroma Differential Gain: None.
Chroma Differential Phase: 0°.

and the measurement bottomed out on

curve lies a little higher than the 80 -kHz

noise. That seemed to explain the shape of

curve in the deep bass, because there's more
noise power in a 500 -kHz bandwidth than
in an 80 -kHz bandwidth. The fact that the
curve still lies lower in the bass than in the

the curve.
To verify my theory, I widened the analysis filter to 30 kHz and then to 80 kHz; next,
I essentially removed it entirely so that the

analysis bandwidth was greater than 500
kHz. With each increase in bandwidth, the
measured THD + N (Fig. 2) was higher in
the bass and began its rise at a lower frequency than with 22 -kHz filtration. All intermodulation products are included in the

80 -kHz bandwidth, which is higher than
above the analysis filter's 22 -kHz cutoff, the sampling rate; sure enough, this curve

the intermodulation was so strong that

channel, 300 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.02,
-0.37 dB (-3 dB at 90 Hz); surround
channels, 280 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.02,

DVD VIDEO

dBFS

S/N Ratio: A -weighted, 112.2 dB; CCIRweighted, 109.2 dB.
Quantization Noise: -97.2 dBFS.

95.8 dB.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

dB.

Frequency Response: Main channels, 20
Hz to 20 kHz, +0.05, -0.08 dB; center

dithered recording, 0.25 dB to -100

Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 97.9 dB;
A -weighted, 100 dB; CCIR-weighted,

THE D/A CONVERTER'S

Output: Right front, center, and surround channels, within +0.06, -0.94

lies still higher in level and tops out at
around 0.9%. Increasing the bandwidth
further doesn't change matters except in the
deep bass, where the distortion is low and
the curve bottoms on noise. The 500 -kHz
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treble shows that the effect is frequency -

sensitive, so my theory doesn't explain
everything that is going on.
I repeated the test on the main front out-

puts of the 5.1 -channel array, and the results were the same. And, since left and
right channels produced essentially identical results whether measured at the "2CH"
jacks or at the main front outputs; I decided

to present only the data taken on the left
"2CH" output.
The bottom curve in Fig. 3 is a third -octave analysis of output noise when playing
the digital "silence" track of the CD -1 test

disc. It was taken on the left "2CH" output;
the results on the right channel were essentially equivalent. The curve reveals far more

carrier leakage at 44.1 kHz than usual. A
second, slightly stronger peak also appears
in the curve; however, it's not at the second

harmonic of the carrier (as would be expected) but closer to 100 kHz. Strange. On

nals. My guess-and that's all that it is-is
that we're seeing the effects of imbalance in

the pulse -edge modulator. Pulse -edge modulation DACs transform digital signals into analog by generating pulses at a
constant rate but controlling the timing
(placement) of the pulse edges with the digital information. This varies the pulse width

the positive side,
there is relatively
little noise within

and, therefore, the
energy that the
pulse stream con-

the audio band and
very little hum. As
a result, the signal-

tains. The energy
is integrated by a
low-pass filter and

to-noise ratio was
an admirable 112.2

Fig. 3 shows the out-

THE XV-D2000BK'S
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
WAS ADMIRABLE
AND ITS DYNAMIC RANGE

put spectrum when

FIRST-RATE.

dB, A -weighted, and

109.2 dB based on
CCIR weighting.

The top curve in

reproducing a 1 -kHz
tone at -60 dBFS. You

can still see traces of the carrier and the
100 -kHz component seen earlier; the rising
spectrum is typical of noise -shaped conver-

sion. Dynamic range, which is measured
using this same test signal, was first-rate:
100 dB, A -weighted, 97.9 dB unweighted,
and 95.8 dB, CCIR-weighted.
Although the shape of the THD + N versus frequency curves gave cause for alarm,
that of the THD + N versus level curve (Fig.

4) is unremarkable, and the actual distortion measurements are very low. Following
normal practice, I obtained this data by using a 22 -kHz low-pass analysis filter and a
1 -kHz test signal. As you can see, THD + N

drops from quite good (-88.9 dBFS) with a
0-dBFS signal to very good (no greater than
-97.7 dBFS) for signal levels at and below
-30 dBFS.
JVC's PEM D/A converter proved to be

exceedingly linear, which is apparent in
Figs. 5 and 6. With a dithered signal, the
D2000's maximum linearity error is only

produces the anaoutput. Many
other "one -bit" conlog

verters use the digital
signal to vary the

pulse rate but keep
pulse width and amplitude constant.
Turning to the

Dolby Digital performance characteristics, I was quite surprised to find that the JVC XV-D2000BK
offers little in the way of bass management
and lacks the usual setup controls. There's
no option to choose whether the surround
and center speakers are "Large" or "Small";
if they're used, they're considered "Small"

In Dolby Digital mode, channel outputs
were reasonably well balanced, although the
center channel's output was nearly 0.75 dB

below the main pair's and the surrounds
were almost 1 dB weaker. The Dolby Digital
section's THD + N (measured at 1 kHz and
0 dBFS on all wideband channels and at 30

Hz on the LFE) was quite good, especially
in the main and LFE channels.
Channel separation ranged from 57.4 dB
to 88.7 dB (worst case, between 100 Hz and
10 kHz), depending on the pair of channels

measured; the "best" and "worst" curves
are shown in Fig. 8. But the reality is even
better than these curves would suggest. The
decrease in low -frequency separation seen
in the worst -case comparison, between the
center and right -front channels, is probably
caused more by the relative loss of bass in
the center channel (because of the D2000's
nondefeatable "Small" speaker setting) than
by an increase in crosstalk. When crosstalk
is measured at the "2CH" outputs (Fig. 9),
the results are much better, because, naturally, no center channel is involved.

On the video front, luminance (brightness) level was close to the mark and chroma (color) level, although high, was within

the range that can be handled by most

and bass is redirected to the subwoofer or

monitors. Gray -scale and color accuracy
were perfect, and there was no measurable
chroma differential gain or phase (shifts in

main front outputs, depending on the

color saturation or hue as a function of

choice made in the "Bass Redirect" menu.
Furthermore, there's no noise sequencer for
assessing relative channel balance nor any
means of adjusting that balance except for
the 6 -dB subwoofer switch on the back.
These omissions greatly limit the usability

scene brightness). My measurements of luminance -channel resolution disclosed that
levels at the higher frequencies of the multi -

of the D2000's 5.1 -channel AC -3 decoding,

thing by eye.

burst test pattern were down a bit more
than on other DVD players that I have test-

ed, but not enough that you'd notice any-

but, for the sake of completeness, I felt
obliged to document its performance.

Use and Listening Tests

And the basic performance was really
quite good. The response curves taken on
each channel-normalized so that they will
overlie each other-are shown in Fig. 7.
(For the main and suround channels, only

And, indeed, I could discern no picture
degradation in actual use. On movies and
test patterns, the WC XV-D2000BK delivered clean, crisp images that were a delight
to behold. However, to get to that point, I
had to recalibrate my lab monitor to accommodate the JVC's hot chroma level. As

0.25 dB at -100 dBFS (Fig. 5). And the fade to -noise plot (Fig. 6) is among the best I've
ever obtained.
So, what gives? Here we have a converter

sponse tolerances-and, as applicable, the

that is exceedingly linear, admirably free of

-3 dB points-are given in "Measured

the curves taken on the left side are included in the graph; the respective right -channel data was the same in each case. The re-

both quantization noise (-97.2 dBFS) and

Data.") There's a wee bit of high -end rolloff

random noise, has excellent dynamic range,
yet has disturbingly high levels of measured
"THD + N" when fed high -frequency sig-

in the center and surround channels, but
it's less than 0.5 dB, which is negligible. The
main front channels are flat as a board.
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usual, the quality of special effects depend-

ed on the disc being played: pause mode
and "Step" could vary from jerky to rock solid, and some discs were more amenable
to being "searched" than others. Personally,

special effects don't turn me on (though
Continued on page 57
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T have the blues)
Raw voices. Steel-edged guitar. Emotion.
blues doesn't get any better than this and

"Rotel's products, at all
prices, are so Impressive that
it is safe to think of Rotel as
a Old standard against

/which we can confidently
measure the industry's
performance as a whole."

Tom Miller
Audio Adventure Magazine
Vol. 3 Issue 9

ings it to you straight up with easy to
Rot
and a performance that's genuine.
operate feat
How do we do it? Our

atical engineers custom build

our own transformers, shop the world for parts from

premium grade e

onent manufacturers, then

assemble our designs in our own 1509002 certified

factory. Finally, we listen. if it's not absolutely right,
we go back to work until we can actually

feel the blues.
Higher performance hi-fi
equipment requires a

commitment to excellence.

We've been doing it for nearly
forty years. Maybe it's time you
heard the blues through us.
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

Rotel's RC995 Remote Preamplifier
and RB991 200wattiChannel Power Amplifier

54 Concord Street
N. Reading. MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

rest of the rear panel are the five amplifier
modules. On the rear panel, each module

EQUIPMENT PROFILE
BASCOM H. KING

has (from top to bottom) a gold-plated

ATI AT1505
FIVE -CHANNEL AMP

phono input connector, two power -supply
rail fuses with associated FFI LEDs, and a
pair of five -way binding posts for speaker
connections.
The ATI chassis is simple and elegant. A
U-shaped piece of 13 -gauge steel forms the

front subpanel, the bottom, and the rear
panel; another forms the enclosure's top
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and sides. The gray powder coating of these
pieces contrasts with the black front panel
to make a very attractive design. Inside, the
beefy toroidal power transformer is bolted
to the middle of the front subpanel, and the

five amplifier modules are bolted to the
bottom of the chassis. Slots in the bottom
and grillwork above the modules let plenty

of air flow through each module's 425 -

Amplifier Technologies, Inc., is well

known in the custom -installation
market for its two-, four-, and six channel power amps. But its research showed that the home theater market called for a five -channel
model, hence the AT1505. Each channel of

this amp is rated at 150 watts into 8 ohms;
its rated output into 4-o hm loads, 225 watts
per channel, adds up

and LED clipping indicators for each of the
five channels. The 1505 also has an innova-

tive Fuse Fault Indicator (FFI) system on
the rear; each channel has FFI LEDs for its
positive and negative power -supply rails,
which light up when their associated fuses
need replacement. Together, the front and
rear LEDs give you excellent feedback on
the state of amplifier operation.

to a very impressive
1,125 watts!

WOW! AND WOW AGAIN!

The AT1505's layout is a function of its
modular design. Ex-

TOTALLY IMMERSED

cept for front -panel
indicators, the power

IN SMOOTH,
PLEASANT SOUND.

cord, and the pow-

I FOUND MYSELF

er transformer, each
channel is a self-contained unit that can be
easily removed should service or replacement ever be needed.
The front panel carries only an on/stand-

by power switch with an LED pilot light

The rear panel is
not as simple as the
front, but its layout is

logical and easy to
understand. A DB-25

connector at the far
right provides single plug access to all five

channels' inputs and

can carry an on/off
trigger signal that actuates a hefty power re-

lay; a growing number of multichannel
components have matching DB-25 outputs.
A combined IEC fuse holder and cord socket is below the DB-25 connector. Behind the
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square -inch heat sink. The modules themselves are very nicely laid out; each consists
of a p.c. board attached to a large heat -sink
extrusion. The parts are of high quality and
the wiring neat.
Measurements
The results reported here are for the left

front channel, except where noted. That
channel's frequency response is shown in
Fig. 1; the other four channels' responses
matched it very closely. Response with my

Rated Output: 150 watts per channel
into 8 ohms or 225 watts per channel
into 4 ohms, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Rated Distortion: THD + N, less than
0.03% at rated power; IM, less than

0.03% from 250 mW to full rated
power.

Dimensions: 17 in. W x 7 in. H x 16 in.
D (43.2 cm x 17.8 cm x 40.6 cm).
Weight: 73 lbs. (33.2 kg).
Price: $1,695.
Company Address: 19528 Ventura Blvd.,

#318, Tarzana, Cal. 91356; 818/343-

4777; amptech@ix.netcom.com;
www.ati-amp.com.

TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS
The AT1505 amplifier modules are
fully complementary designs and use
bipolar devices. Each channel's input
circuit is a complementary dual differential amplifier (CDDA). The CDDA
consists of two differential amps, one

are not used. The clipping indicator
therefore uses the NPN side's nonin-

built from a dual NPN device (two
NPN transistors in one housing) and

high enough to turn the PNP transistor
on. But when the amp clips, the feedback error signal at the CDDA's output
is high enough to do so. The PNP's collector is connected to the negative supply rail via two resistors in series. The
front -panel clipping LED is connected
across the resistor closest to that rail.
When the PNP turns on, current flows

the other from a dual PNP; each dual
device is fed from its own two -transistor current source.
Signals fed to the 1505 are capacitor -

coupled to the CDDA's noninverting
input. The CDDA's NPN and PNP inverting outputs are directly coupled to
a complementary voltage -amplifier

verting output, feeding it to the base of

an inverting PNP transistor. Under

the NPN noninverting output isn't

The power supply's arrangement
is novel. To begin with, the rectifier

put stage.

bridges and filter capacitors are on the
amplifier modules. Further, each module has separate rectifier bridges for its
positive and negative supply rails. Each
bridge is fed by a separate secondary
winding on the power transformer, for
a total of 10 secondary windings. This

of the CDDA. To ensure that each
channel's DC gain is unity, an elec-

is more complex than the usual ap-

trolytic capacitor bypassed with a film

proach, whereby a center -tapped wind-

capacitor is connected in series with

ing with one rectifier bridge develops
the positive and negative supply volt-

the shunt feedback resistor.

The clipping indicator circuit is

ages. ATI's approach yields greater iso-

clever. Because the rest of the amplifier
gets its signals from the CDDA's invert-

lation between channels and between
supply rails, thus reducing ground cur-

ing outputs, its noninverting outputs

rents and their effects.

the RC input coupling network, whose -3

test of damping factor. Rise and fall times at
an output level of ±5 volts into 8 ohms were
each 1.4 microseconds.
Square -wave response (Fig. 2) is typical
of a good solid-state amplifier. With an 8 -

Measuring the AT1505's relationships
between distortion and maximum power

30 It

nt INAtn ulo\

class purveyor of high -quality loudspeakers

designed to improve the music -listening
experience. We've been the leader in devel-

oping innovative speaker systems and have

built our reputation on musical accuracy
and technological advancement.

No company has contributed more to the

Art & Science of high -definition sound
reproduction than Infinity.

We invite you to participate in our 30
years of innovation by visiting an Infinity
dealer near you.

dB point is 1.7 Hz; this is not atypical, but a

lower cutoff frequency would have improved square -wave response here.

with 8 -ohm loading was relatively easy, as I
had five suitable 8 -ohm power resistors. But
measuring with 4 -ohm loads was trickier, as
I did not have five high -power 4 -ohm loads

or ten 8 -ohm loads. To get around this

(middle trace) is minimal and very well

problem, I first put two of my 8 -ohm resistors in parallel across one channel, to give it
a 4 -ohm load. I then connected the remaining four channels as bridged pairs by driving each pair's channels with signals of op-

damped. The 40 -Hz square wave's moderate tilt (bottom trace) is caused mostly by

posite phase, connecting an 8 -ohm load
between the hot outputs of each channel

microfarad capacitor across the 8 -ohm load

INFINITY

B.H.K.

NHT dummy speaker load was essentially
the same as for the 8 -ohm resistive load up
to 30 or 40 kHz; that's a sign of low output
impedance, as we'll see when we get to the

ohm resistive load, there's a slight aberration in the 10 -kHz trace (top), where the
waveform's leading edge merges with the
steady-state, horizontal, part of the waveform. The ringing caused by putting a 2-

OF SOUND FROM

For thirty years, Infinity has been a world -

between this stage's collector outputs,
which are directly coupled to the out-

the output back to the inverting input

THE ART & SCIENCE

through the series resistors and the
LED illuminates.

Overall negative feedback is taken from

Offer

normal signal conditions, the signal at

stage. A bias -spreading regulator is tied

The output stage is configured as a
complementary triple emitter follower,
using three pairs of output transistors.

Free Infinity
Jazz/Blues CD
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lnnit)
H A Harman International Company

Infinity Systems, Inc.
250 Crossways Park Drive
Woodbury, NY 11797
800.553.3332 www.infinitysystems.com
'Details on free CD mail -in offer available at participating
Infinity dealers through April 15, 1998. Void where prohibited,
taxed or restricted.
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power levels is dominated by noise
induced in my measurement setup,
mostly from ground resistances in
the Y adaptors and cables I used to
feed test signals to all five channels
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cies, but it's admirably slight. In
both graphs, the THD + N at low
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Fig. 1-Frequency response
as a function of loading.

at once. A spectrum of the harmonic distortion residue for a 1 kHz, 10 -watt output into 8 ohms is
plotted in Fig. 5. This amp's distortion performance is excellent.

The low output impedance

0.1

0.01

10

100

500

OUTPUT - WATTS

MiniDisc recorder
Preamplifiers: DXG Audio DDP-1 (for

crohenry inductance and the

temporal alignment), Sonic Frontiers

low -frequency output impedance
(0.02 ohm) occurs at about 1 kHz.
To assess interchannel crosstalk,
I successively drove the left front,
right rear, and right front channels
and measured the crosstalk in the
other four channels for each case.
In general, crosstalk was greatest
for the channel nearest the driven
one and decreased as I measured
channels farther and farther away.

Line -3, and Ayre Acoustics K-1

At 1 kHz, the adjacent -channel
crosstalk was about -100 dB, in-

creasing to -74 dB at 20 kHz.

and SMPTE IM distortion,

Crosstalk two channels away was
about 20 dB better. These are quite

pair and tying together the output grounds
of each pair (needed because the channels
are all isolated from each other). This was
equivalent to loading each channel with 4
ohms.
As you can see from Fig. 3's curves of total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD +
N) and SMPTE IM distortion versus power

output, the AT1505 more than meets its
FTC power and distortion specs. My test of
THD + N versus frequency (Fig. 4) reveals
some increase in distortion at high frequen-

Technologies 2.4.6

recorder, and Denon DMD1300

Fig. 3-THD + N at 1 kHz,
vs. power output.

Surround Processor: Millennium

cassette deck, Technics 1500 open -reel

quency, at about 6 dB per octave.
0.1

and Genesis Technologies Digital
Lens anti -jitter device

ing inductor following the output
stage, which raises the amp's output impedance. The transition frequency (-3 dB point) of this 3-mi-

Crosstalk increased with rising fre0.001

Classé Audio DAC-1 D/A converter,

rolloff is mainly caused by a buffer-

(Fig. 6). Damping decreases above

this frequency, however, and its
rolloff becomes steeper between

paralleled by 2 pF
(middle), and 40 Hz
into 8 ohms (bottom).

CD Playback Equipment: PS Audio
Lambda Two Special CD transport,

about 350 Hz and 4 kHz. This

factor of about 400 up to 100 Hz

response for 10 kHz
into 8 ohms (top),
10 kHz into 8 ohms

Equipment used in the listening tests
for this review consisted of:

Phono Equipment: Kenwood KD-500
turntable, Infinity Black Widow arm,
and Audio-Technica ML150 moving magnet cartridge
Additional Signal Sources: Nakamichi
ST -7 FM tuner, Nakamichi DR -3

mentioned earlier yields a damping

Fig. 2-Square-wave

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT USED

speaker -specific equalization and

Loudspeakers: B&W 801 Matrix Series

3s, Samadhi Natalias, and Infinity
prototype

Cables: Digital interconnects, Illuminati DX -50 (AES/EBU balanced);

analog interconnects, Transparent

Cable MusicLink Reference
(balanced) and Tara Labs Master
and Music and Sound (unbalanced);

speaker cables, Transparent Cable
MusicWave Reference and Tara Labs
RSC Master Generation 2
Averaging the A -weighted noise levels yields

an IHF signal-to-noise ratio of 100.6 dB re
1 watt and an impressive 122.4 dB re continuous rated power.

good results. Most of the AT1505's

The dynamic power that the AT1505

crosstalk occurs at the DB-25 connector,

could attain into 8 -ohm loads was 248 watts

where all five channels' inputs come togeth-

at the beginning of the 20 -millisecond

er. If you're not using the DB-25, you can
disconnect the leads between it and each
module, which should make crosstalk even

tone -burst signal and 218 watts at its end.

lower.

2.2 dB. For 4 -ohm loads, the results were
450 watts at the beginning of the test signal

Output noise was reasonably similar
for each channel. Wideband output noise
ranged from 125.4 to 134.6 microvolts, averaging 129.8 microvolts; the A -weighted
measurements ranged from 25.2 to 28.4
microvolts and averaged 26.3 microvolts.
AUDIO/MARCH 1998
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Dynamic headroom, based on dynamic
power at the beginning of the burst, was

and 351 watts at its end, for a dynamic
headroom figure of 3 dB. Steady-state
power into 8 -ohm loads at the visual onset
of clipping (about 0.7% THD) was 180 watts,

equivalent to 0.8 dB of clipping headroom;

for 4 -ohm loads, the figures were

nº.kaP .. zMp(PY

eHx LAN

0.1

280 watts and 0.95 dB.

The voltage gains of the five

rO WATTS

1

channels matched quite closely and
averaged 28.9 dB. Corresponding
sensitivity for a 1 -watt output into

8 ohms was 101.3 millivolts. The
ATI amp's DC offset for the five

0.01

-,

.

-1.38 millivolts.
Use and Listening Tests
I first used the AT1505 in a stereo music system, with two pairs of
its channels bridged together. This
amplifier has no bridging switches,
so I made XLR-to-phono adaptors,
one for each signal phase from my

I bridged). I wired each bridged
pair's negative speaker terminals
together and connected a B&W

speaker between each bridged

20

100

10k 20k

1k

heard up close. Of course, I couldn't hear

this from across the room during a live

frequency, 8 -ohm loads.
..ADS

ñHM

w

SPLCP BL

movie with a soundtrack, but still...
I must admit I gave up trying to use the
internal 5.1 -channel decoding in my home
theater. I guess I could have used it, had I
been willing to use a test DVD with a cycling tone to calibrate the system and had I
been able to find either a six -channel integrated amplifier with individual level adjustments on each channel (in addition to
its unified volume control) or a six -channel

tMsi
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0.0001
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0.000001
0

4k
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12k

16k

20k
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Fig. 5-Spectrum of

control preamp that I could use with my
power amp (using the amp's gain controls
for calibration). Maybe those products ex-

harmonic distortion residue
for a 1 -kHz signal at
10 watts out into 8 ohms.

ist, but they're hardly mainstream.

It was much simpler to couple the WC
XV-D2000BK to my reference Sony SDP-

ADS

BMX

with more than 550 watts per

400

EP9ES AC -3 decoder via the digital link and

be done with it. Fortunately, JVC provides

300

THE JVC XV-D2000BK

200

DELIVERED CLEAN,
100

CRISP VIDEO IMAGES
THAT WERE A DELIGHT

o

The rest of the range was nicely detailed and quite listenable. Edginess

was relatively low, and tonal balance, imaging, and sense of space

On the other hand, the transport in my
sample was rather noisy when it was in operation; even when no disc was loaded, it
emitted a high-pitched whir that could be

Fig. 4-THD + N vs.

500

the power and whack the B&W
801s can deliver with this many
watts on tap. The AT1505's bass
was tight, powerful, and tuneful.

play, which happened to be quite good here.
And I really liked JVC's on -screen menus.

.

FREQUENCY - Hz

pair's positive terminals.
This gave me a stereo amplifier

channel into 8 -ohm loads. Well! I
quickly reacquainted myself with

searching is sometimes useful); I'm more
interested in performance during normal

0.001

preamp's balanced output (which
automatically provided oppositely
phased signals to each channel pair

.

.

I

15i WATTS

channels ranged from -0.7 to
-1.7 millivolts, with an average of

'

,#1

WC, continued from page 52
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Fig. 6-Damping factor.
both optical and coaxial jacks, so you're not

were quite good.
Because the AT1505 is designed for multichannel systems, I hooked it up to a Mil-

fiers. For the center channel, I used an In-

limited in your choice of downstream

finity prototype speaker that's normally

lennium Technologies 5.1 -channel DTS
surround processor. I played a number of
DTS-encoded music CDs on a PS Audio

part of my modest video setup.
Wow again! This was a completely different ball game! I could see how five -channel

transport, feeding the digital signal through
a Genesis Digital Lens to the Millennium.
Since the B&Ws have plenty of bass, I did
not use the Millennium's subwoofer output
but did connect its other five outputs to the

surround can make music more realistic

equipment at all. And going that way compensates for the limited bass management,
the absence of setup controls in the JVC's
built-in decoder, and the rather tizzy sound
of the PEM converters on high strings and
brass. (Cymbals struck me as sounding surreal, but many people may like that.)
Used with a good external decoder, the
JVC XV-D2000BK shows its mettle: good

inputs of the ATI amp, controlling level
with the processor's main volume control.

again, mostly smooth and free of edginess.
The ATI amp really pumped it out, playing

For the surround channels, I used a pair of

(93 -dB) speakers that I keep on hand for

at quite insane levels without its clipping
lights turning on. In view of its price and
performance, the AT1505 should find its

listening to low -power single -ended ampli-

way into many home theaters.

Samadhi Natalias, relatively high -efficiency

and involving than two -channel stereo, and

I found some of the DTS-encoded CDs
downright captivating. I was totally immersed in sound, and that sound was,
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A

video, nice menuing, and versatile audio
and video outputs. But, since you probably
will not want to use the internal 5.1 -channel decoding, why not look into JVC's XV1000BK ($899.95), with only two -channel
A
analog output, and save a few bucks?

merely to justify advertising some new
"class" of output operation; Bryston power
amps are "old-fashioned" Class AB, thank
you. You won't find much in the way of re-

EDWARD J. FOSTER

BRYSTON B-60
INTEGRATED AMP

mote control either, although the B-60 is
available with an optional wireless remote
that operates its motor -driven volume control and lets you mute the sound completely. Why is there no remote source selection?
Because it almost invariably involves using

relays or solid-state switches, neither of
which square with Bryston's purist views.
And why is there no balance control on the
remote? Because that would require a solid-

state attenuator or, worse, a voltage -controlled amplifier; the former can (and the
latter almost certainly would) be noisier
and more distortion -prone than the potentiometer Bryston uses.

BRYSTON'S HOME AND
PRO GEAR EMPHASIZES
TRADITIONAL CIRCUITS,
EXCEEDINGLY
WELL EXECUTED.

That pot signifies Bryston's preference
for traditional over trendy in another way.
While it's now common practice to adjust
level in the digital domain, there are no real
advantages to doing so, other than simplicity if the signal is already digital, and there
are definite drawbacks. If not done with extreme care, digital level adjustment raises
quantization noise as the signal level is reith the advent of DVD, a lot of
attention has been focused on
Video and multichannel sound.
I am a hearty advocate of mul-

tichannel sound-for video.
But it will be years before mul-

tichannel release formats for music arrive
and recording engineers learn how to take
advantage of them. (Remember how long it
took engineers to progress beyond playing

ping-pong with stereo?) For now, I prefer
my music in plain -vanilla stereo, so I was
pleased by the opportunity to review the
Bryston B-60, a 60-watt/channel stereo integrated amplifier designed and constructed in the traditional manner.
"Tradition," a word that's bandied about
rather lightly, has meaning when applied to

Bryston. This Canadian company has one
foot in the professional audio market and
the other in consumer audio and manages
to serve both markets very well. The products that Bryston makes for the two markets don't differ radically, the main distinctions being a rearrangement of the relative
voltage gains of the preamps and power
amps and, for the pro market, a bit more
emphasis on balanced connections. You can
easily use Bryston professional products at

duced. And if the signal isn't already digital,
what's the point of converting from analog

to digital and back again just for volume
control? The conversion process invariably
caps the dynamic range and limits the tre-

ble response to half the sampling rate,
Rated Power: 8 ohms, 60 watts/channel;
4 ohms, 100 watts/channel.
Rated THD + N: 0.01%.

home, and more than one pro studio has
used Bryston consumer products. Both
lines emphasize "traditional" circuit topo-

Dimensions: 13/4 in. H x 17 in. W x 101/2
in. D (4.5 cm x 43.2 cm x 26.7 cm).
Weight: 20 lbs. (9.1 kg).
Price: $1,495; remote control, $300.

logies, exceedingly well executed and employing the finest -quality components.

Company Address: Box 2170, Peterborough, Ont. K9J 7Y4, Canada; 705/742-

You will not find frills on a Bryston product. There's no cutesy circuitry that is there
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5325.

MEASURED DATA
Output Power at Clipping (1% THD at

1 kHz): 8 -ohm loads, 80 watts/
channel (19 dBW); 4 -ohm loads, 113
watts/channel (20.5 dBW).
Dynamic Output Power: 8 -ohm loads,
100 watts/channel (20 dBW); 4 -ohm
loads, 195 watts/channel (22.9 dBW);
2 -ohm loads, 205 watts/ channel (23.1
dBW).

Dynamic Headroom Referred to Rated
Power: 8 -ohm loads, +2.2 dB; 4 -ohm
loads, +2.9 dB.

THD + N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: 8 -ohm
loads, less than 0.024% at rated power

and less than 0.023% at 10 watts/
channel; 4 -ohm loads, less than
0.552% at rated power and less than
0.043% at 10 watts/channel.

Damping Factor Referred to 8 -Ohm
Loads: 535.

Output Impedance: 20.2 milliohms at 1

kHz, 67.1 milliohms at 5 kHz, 128
milliohms at 10 kHz, and 200 milli ohms at 20 kHz.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

+0, -0.1 dB (-3 dB below 10 Hz and
at 96 kHz).

Sensitivity for 0 dBW (1 Watt): 54.6
mV.

A -Weighted Noise: -89.6 dBW.

Input Impedance: 49 kilohms.

Input Overload (1% THD at 1 kHz):
Greater than 10 V.
Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:
Greater than 61.8 dB.
Channel Balance: ±0.25 dB.

Recording Output Level: 490 mV for
500 -mV signal at CD input.

Recording Output Impedance: 50
ohms.

which usually holds the top end to about 20
kHz.

The potentiometers Bryston uses for vol-

ume and balance control feel remarkably
good under the hand, despite the motor

wouldn't know the motor were there if you
didn't see the knob turn when you operated
it from the remote control. The B -60's balance control has the usual center detent but
has an unusually gradual taper around the
central inflection point, which enables you

heavy -gauge wire, and the posts are spaced
3/a inch apart to handle both single and dual

to make exquisitely fine adjustments-so

using gold -flashed headphone jacks on the
front (where the gold is readily seen by the
customer but provides little technical advantage) while using base -metal input connectors on the back (where the gold is less visible but more likely to do some good). It's
nice to see Bryston use the shiny stuff where
it counts! But this is typical of a company
that seems to pay uncommon attention to
component quality and circuit layout. The
latter is especially important in a product as

fine that, on the bench, I was able to repeat

balance settings within a few hundredths
of a decibel. Try doing that with a digital
attenuator!

The only other controls on the B -60's
front panel are a four -position rotary input
selector and miniature toggle switches for
the tape monitor and AC power. An LED
near the power switch glows green in normal operation and red when muting is on
or the amp is muted during power -up. Next
to the LED is the remote -control sensor.

The headphone
jack, near the tape
monitor switch, is
driven by the B 60's preamp section. Inserting a plug
into the jack disconnects the preamp
from the amp section.
Bryston recommends
headphones with impedances of SO to 600

the back panel is a socket for the removable
three -wire IEC line cord.

I've often twitted manufacturers about

compact as the B-60, which is only one
"rack unit" (134 inches) high (if you rest the

B-60 on a shelf,
add a quarter inch
for its feet); a
rack -mounting kit
is available.
The B -60's shallow

THE BRYSTON B -60'S

BALANCE CONTROL
LETS YOU MAKE

chassis makes things
fairly tight inside. In

addition to preamp

circuitry and two
power amps, the B-60

EXQUISITELY FINE

carries independent
power supplies for
ohms, which covers
ADJUSTMENTS.
each channel. Almost models, conthough this qualifies
sumer and pro.
The gold-plated RCA input jacks on the the product as "dual mono" in my book,
rear panel are labeled "Tuner," "AUX," Bryston makes no such claim. Nonetheless,
"CD," and "Video" to correspond with the
"Selector" markings, but, as all these inputs
are identical, the labels are really arbitrary.
Also on the rear panel are the tape monitor
loop's input and output jacks and pairs of
"Pre Out" and "PWR In" jacks linked by
gold-plated jumpers. This enables you to
patch in an external component, such as a
surround processor, either before the vol-

the independence of the power supplies ex-

ume and balance controls (via the "Tape

rounding air. The heat sinks are screwed to
the top and bottom plates, which then be-

Loop" jacks) or after them (via the preampout and amp -in jacks).

Despite the Bryston B -60's relatively
modest power rating (60 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads, 100 watts per channel

of backlash in their gear trains, but that's

into 4 -ohm loads), the manufacturer has
outfitted this amplifier with gold-plated
multiway binding posts that would do a
blockbuster amp proud. The hole in each

not the case with the one Bryston uses; you

post is large enough to accommodate

clutched to the shaft of volume pot. Motor driven controls tend to feel sloppy because

banana plugs. (Hear! Hear!) Completing
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tends even to the use of separate toroidal
transformers for each channel, whereas
many so-called dual mono amps simply use
separate windings on a common core!
Each output stage has its own heat sink,

designed more to conduct heat from the
output devices to the chassis' top and bottom plates than to radiate it into the sur-

come part of the radiating surface itself.
There are no vents or louvers on the B-60;
the entire chassis, which is made of heavy gauge metal, dissipates the heat.
The signal circuitry is designed with discrete components, a philosophy that Bryston claims avoids "the compromises, phase

shift and nonlinearities inherent in ICs."
Extensive use of 1% metal -film resistors,
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may or may not have a major effect in the
listening room (depending on your speakers, program choice, and listening level),
but it does rear its head on the test bench.

Fitting not one but two tradi-

As you can see in Fig. 1A, total harmonic

tional power supplies into the B-60

distortion plus noise (THD + N) turns up
sharply in the low -frequency region when

couldn't have been easy. Professional amps that are just one (or
even two) rack spaces high usually

the B-60 is driving 4 -ohm loads at a continuous 100 watts per channel. On my sample,

have switching power supplies.
These supplies convert the 120 -volt,

60 -Hz power from the AC line directly to DC, without an interven-

ing transformer, and then convert
the DC to a high -frequency (30 to
60 kHz) square wave by a switching oscillator. The high -frequency
power is then transformed to the
desired voltage, rectified, and fil-

DYNAMIC HEADROOM WAS
A GENEROUS +2.2 dB
INTO 8 OHMS
AND A WHOPPING

+2.9 dB INTO 4 OHMS.

tered. For a given power rating,
high -frequency transformers are
much smaller than 60 -Hz power
transformers, and, since the filter
capacitors are recharged much

the left channel's distortion was higher than
the right's, which probably means the right

more frequently, smaller capacitor
values can be used.
But there is no free lunch: While

a bit, so it's not surprising to be blessed

waves generate tremendous quantities of high -frequency energy that

extends well into the RF region.
I've had FM tuners block completely because of this RF trashwhich can also contaminate audio
signals, closer in frequency to the

channel's power supply had greater filter
capacitance. (Electrolytic filter capacitors
typically exceed their nominal values quite

with more capacitance in one channel than

the other.) However, this low -frequency
THD + N is not harmonic distortion; it's
power -supply ripple that gets through because the filter capacitors can't supply all
the current that's being demanded of them.

That much was clear from a frequency
analysis of the "distortion." It's also clear
that dropping the output level from 100
watts to 60 watts yields a huge decrease in
ripple, from 0.552% to 0.028% at 20 Hz.
And that's still using 4 -ohm loads, the minohm loads (Fig. 1B), bass THD + N at rated

UIIIIIUIU111111UI IIU
ma.:::::=ZE..::::
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have low-pass input filters to limit
amplifier bandwidth to 30 kHz or
so. Source components, not knowing that there's a switching supply
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deliver large currents at low frequencies. This

square wave. Thus, power amps
with switching supplies usually
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package. On the whole, Bryston has succeeded reasonably well, but the penalty for
its choice is apparent: The B -60's power
supply runs out of filtering when asked to

A
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the absolute minimum. Bryston assembles and tests each product and
covers it with an unlimited, transferrable 20 -year warranty.

switching supplies are far more
compact, their powerful square

--.....--.....---...

0.1

to reduce noise and distortion to

Measurements
A

0.01

selected, matched transistors is said

l0k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

01

polystyrene capacitors, and hand -

II

0.2

IIIn

10

111111-

100 200
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Fig. 2-THD + N vs. output
into 4 -ohm loads (A) and
8 -ohm loads (B).

B

I mention this because Bryston
has chosen the safer approach of
using a traditional 60 -Hz power
supply, which allows wide bandwidth. No free lunch here, either;
the problem is getting adequate filter capacitance into a 13/4 -inch -high
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imum recommended by Bryston. With 8 -

output (60 watts per channel) barely exceeds 0.015% in the left channel and is less
than 0.004% in the right!
This effect was also apparent in my measurements of THD + N versus output (Fig.

2), which were taken on the left channel
(the more problematic channel in the bass
region). As you can see in Fig. 2A, THD + N

at 20 Hz, after coasting along at around
0.03% out to almost 50 watts with 4 -ohm
loading, suddenly jumps up as the filter capacitors run out of steam and can no longer

JVC Is orouc to introcuce
the first two 000 titles
avaHaoe on xrcd.
Listen anc compare.
the steve miller band the joker

JVCXR-00432

When you hear the name Steve Miller, the first thing that comes to
mind is The Joker. Miller's classic 1973 album features the title track,
which was his first huge #1 single, as well as "Sugar Babe" and
"Something to Believe In." During rehabilitation following a car
accident that put the artist out of commission for a year and a half,
Miller began to reinvent his style. Leaving behind a more blues based
rock style to compose compact, catchy and melodic pop songs, Miller
created The Joker. It was this turning point recording that set the stage
for Miller's exquisitely crafted material that would follow in the mid
and late seventies. This historical rock recording is available for the
first time as an audiophile disc. The critically acclaimed XRCD
technology reveals nuances previously unheard and presents this
platinum -selling disc the way it was originally intended.

tina turner

private dancer JVCXR-0044-2

It has been said that Tina Turner is "the woman who taught the world
to dance in heels." From the early days to the present, the fabulous
Tina has managed to captivate listeners with her electrifying vocals
and mesmerizing presence. Perhaps nowhere is her unique musical
personality more completely captured than on her solo breakthrough
Private Dancer. Few artists can claim to have had two distinct careers,
however, Tina Turner can claim just that as Private Dancer exposed
this compelling artist to an entirely new generation. Containing the
title track as well as "What's Love Got to Do With It," "Better Be Good
to Me" and "Let's Stay Together," Private Dancer is practically a greatest
hits collection itself. Recorded with a variety of producers, this disc
also features a blistering Jeff Beck solo on the track "Steel Claw."
Now this multi -award winning disc is brought to new life utilizing the
critically -acclaimed XRCD technology...listen and compare.

JVC

To find out more about XRCD visit our web site at:

xrcd@jvcmusic.com

To order by phone with a major credit card, call toll free 1-800-JVC-1386
JVC Music 3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068

F-1800RII

\Vorkl's Best
Subwoofer Technology...
Patented me Accelerometer -Based High Gain
Servo Control
Low distortion. clean_ accurate sound that Velodyne
is famous for.
ma the t 'r queney response of any subwoofer.

Revolutionary New Energy Recovery
Switching Amplifier Design
Transformerless direct -line power switching
create: the most powerful amplifier in any
sub.Dofer 1000 watts RMS/3000 peak).
?atent Fendin 7 design eliminates shoot-thru
current for the highest amplifier
efficiency ever achieved.

TandemVoice Coil in Push -Pull

"The Velodyne's performance here was
breathtaking. In fact, it may very well have
threatened the room's structural integrity had we
not backed off the volume a bit..."
Al Griffin, Home Theater, December '96

Motor Structure
High linear excursion capability
1

/4" peak to peak, 2" max.

Four times the heat dissipation
for high power handling and
long life.
Less than 1/2 the distortion
of conventional motor
designs.

"This is bass that doesn't end, in frequency or in
level! It is bass that is literally felt as much as
heard - on occasion, more felt than heard."
Edward J. Foster, Audio, March '97
"Bring on the challengers. They won't have an
easy job ... the Velodyne F-1800R1I is the best
subwoofer I have yet had in my home theater."

Thomas J. Norton,
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Fall '97

Newl ...ULTRA SMALL
PACKAGE
All of the best features of the world famous F-1800RI1 have been pat
a smaller cabinet. Response down to 20 Hz for audiophiles with output
levels to satisfy all home theater systems. Now you don't have .o
sacrifice sound quality for a compact, easy to place subwoofer_
1

HGS-10

Velodyné

(actual size: 11.25"H x 11"W x 11"D)

Velodyne Acoustics, Inc., 1070 Commercial Street, Suite 101, San Jose, CA 95112
Phone: 408-436-7270 Fax: 408-436-7276 Web Site: www.velodyne.com E-mail: velodyne@earthlink.net Literature Requests: 1-800-VELODYNE

supply the required current. With 8 -ohm
loads (Fig. 2B), everything is ducky out
to 80 watts. At that point (which is well
above the B -60's rated 60 watts), the power
supply abruptly runs out of voltage, but not
current.

significant is the dynamic output
power available from the Bryston
into 4 -ohm loads, since this was
the sore point on the continuousoutput tests. Here, the B-60 deliv-

ered a whopping 195 watts per

There's evidence that Bryston protects
the output stage with high -frequency cur-

channel, almost double its 4 -ohm
rating. Clearly, the output stage has

rent limiting (although I have no schematic
from which to verify this). If you look care-

no problem pushing current into

fully, just beyond the clipping point you
may be able to see the 20 -kHz curves in
Figs. 2A and 2B fold back slightly. Protection circuitry may also explain the gradual
increase in treble THD + N seen in Fig. 1.

(Although distortion in that region is
mainly second- and third -order and not of
sufficient magnitude to be worrisome.)
The B-60 may run out of steam driving
low -impedance loads with continuous low -

frequency sine waves, but it sure had no
trouble with the IHF dynamic -headroom
tone burst. I concocted this test years ago,

the load; only when the power supply is taxed beyond its ability to deliver current on a continuous basis
does any weakness show up.

á -50
I

-60

a

-7o

ó

-6o
20

while chairing the IHF Amplifier Standards

Committee, because we listen to music,

quate, but, given the B -60's dual -
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At 20 kHz it was 200 milliohms,
equivalent to a damping factor of

nel separation (Fig. 3) is greater
than 55 dB. That's perfectly ade-
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somewhat more than I'd like to see.

could have been a lot worse! Chan-

1

-90

Damping factor at 50 Hz was
greater than 500 (which is excellent), but its inverse, output impedance, increased in the treble

40. Could be better, but it sure
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Fig. 4-Frequency
response.

which has a high peak -to -average power ra-

mono design, it would probably

tio, not to high -power, continuous, 20 -Hz
sine waves. Therefore, a reviewer should es-

be greater still if the circuits

tablish what an amplifier and its power

package.

supply can do under music -like conditions,
not just what it does with sine waves.

Now let's turn to the benefits of
- 140
20
100
Ik
10k
IOOk 200k
Bryston's design choices. FrequenFREQUENCY - Hz
cy response (Fig. 4) is exquisitely
flat and quite broad; each channel's
Fig. 5-Noise analysis.
-3 dB point is near 100 kHz. At the
IHF standard volume setting, the
channels' gains differed by 0.5 dB,
which is easily corrected with the balance dB, unweighted. I'm all the more impressed
control. (Remember this control's gradual with the noise data, given the B -60's high
input impedance (49 kilohms) and higher
taper near the inflection point; it takes a rotation of perhaps 5° or 10° to correct a mis- than usual voltage gain (34.3 dB); usually
match even this small.) After I adjusted there's a trade-off between these factors.
A final word on noise. The grounding of
gain, the two response curves overlay each
my basic test setup is theoretically ideal.
other perfectly.
The third -octave noise spectrum (Fig. 5) Nevertheless, some components I test reis even more impressive. There's just a quire that I try various grounding schemes
slight trace of power -line -related hum at 60 between the component and the analyzer to

THE B -60'S
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
IS BEAUTIFULLY FLAT

AND QUITE BROAD, ITS
NOISE ADMIRABLY LOW.
In this regard, the Bryston B-60 acquits
itself very well indeed. With 8 -ohm loads,
the amplifier delivered dynamic power of
100 watts per channel, for a generous dy-

namic headroom of +2.2 dB! Even more

weren't cheek by jowl in this small

-80
- 100

-120

LEFT

RIGHT

and 120 Hz, but those components are

eliminate (or at least minimize) ground

around -110 to -115 dBW and thus inaudi-

loops and put the product in its best light.
The Bryston B-60, however, thumbed its
nose at my gyrations and tested the same
under virtually all conditions. That's the

ble. Thanks to Bryston's pure analog design, the ultrasonic noise spikes usually apparent with digital products and switching
supplies are simply not there. In fact, output noise was an admirably low -89.6 dBW,
A -weighted, and -87.1 dBW, unweighted.
These figures calculate to full -power S/N
ratios of 107.4 dB, A -weighted, and 104.9
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way it should be with products whose inter-

nal grounding arrangements have been
carefully thought out and executed. Such
products are likely to work well and be
Continued on page 69

so is the more powerful MA -700. Both

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

amps carry Home THX certification,

EDWARD J. FOSTER

MARANTZ MA -700
MONO AMPLIFIER

which, among other things, means minimum output of 28.3 volts into impedances
from 8 to 2 ohms, equivalent to 100 watts
into 8 ohms. But whereas the MA -500
cleared Lucasfilm's power requirement by
just 1 dB, the MA -700 clears that hurdle by
a full 3 dB; it is rated at 200 watts, continu-

ous, into 8 ohms and 300 watts, continuous, into 4 ohms. Pairs of MA -700s can be
connected and operated in bridged config-

uration (which Marantz calls "BTL," for
balanced transformerless) to deliver 600
watts into 8 ohms.
The MA -700 is so narrow that three will
fit, cheek by jowl, in the same 171/4 -inch
shelf width as most single components. The
shelf will have to be sturdy and deep, however, because each amp weighs almost 20
pounds and is nearly 19 inches from front
to back. But a weight of 60 pounds for three
channels of 200 -watt power isn't all that excessive, and 20 -inch shelf depths (including

arantz's
MA -700 is

only about
one-third
the width
of most
components.

room for connections) are not unknown.
Plus, it's certainly easier to lift 20 pounds
three times than 60 pounds all at once, another advantage.
The color -coded multiway binding posts
on the back of the MA -700 will accept sin-

gle (but not dual) banana plugs if you pry
out their plastic safety inserts (which are

now required by Underwriters Labs for
high-powered amps). Two gold-plated and
four base -metal RCA jacks are strung out
along the top of the back panel. One of the

nce the playthings of esoteric audiophiles, single -channel (mono block) power amplifiers today are
finding wider application in home
theaters. I suspect that's partially
because the number of amplifier
channels needed for

0

There are technical advantages to the
monoblock, too: cooler operation, better
channel separation (though that shouldn't

gold-plated jacks is the input connector.
The other gold jack ("Invert Output") carries a reversed -polarity signal at the same

be a problem in home theater), and the potential for powering up a complex system's
components sequentially. But monoblocks
are theoretically less

level as the input; you couple it to the input

home theater is so
variable. Depending

cost-effective than

MARANTZ PROVES

multichannel amps:
on your setup, you
It's cheaper to make
ONCE AGAIN
could need four, five,
one large chassis
or six amp channels, THAT MONO AMPS CAN BE than several smaller
AS COST-EFFECTIVE
and you might already
ones and cheaper to
own an amp you can
use one power supAS STEREO AMPS.
use for some of them.
ply than many. The
With single -channel
MA -700 is the secpower amps, you can buy as few or as many ond Marantz amp to show that this theory
as you need and change your mind tomorneedn't hold. The earlier MA -500, a 125 row without losing today's investment in watt mono amp priced at $300, was cost hardware.
competitive with multichannel models, and
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jack of a second MA -700 if you want to
bridge the pair. You use a small slide switch

Rated Output, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: Mono,
200 watts rms into 8 ohms at 0.05%
THD or 300 watts rms into 4 ohms at
0.09% THD; bridged pair, 600 watts
into 8 ohms at 0.09% THD.
Dimensions: 53/4 in. W x 53/4 in. H x 183/4

in. D (14.5 cm x 14.6 cm x 47.4 cm).
Weight: 17.6 lbs. (8 kg).
Price: $500 each.

Company Address: 440 Medinah Rd.,
Roselle, Ill. 60172; 630/307-3100;
www.marantzamerica.com.

MEASURED DATA
Output Power at Clipping (1% THD
at 1 kHz): 8 -ohm load, 250 watts (24
dBW); 4 -ohm load, 390 watts (25.9
dBW); bridged pair into 8 -ohm load,
780 watts (28.9 dBW).
Dynamic Output Power: 8 -ohm load,
275 watts (24.4 dBW); 4 -ohm load,
470 watts (26.7 dBW); 2 -ohm load,

740 watts (28.7 dBW); bridged pair
into 8 -ohm load, 1,025 watts (30.1
dBW).
Dynamic Headroom: Re 8 -ohm rating,
+1.4 dB; re 4 -ohm rating, +1.9 dB.

THD + N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: 8 -ohm

load, less than 0.0033% at rated
output and less than 0.004% at 10
watts; 4 -ohm load, less than 0.0057%

at rated output and less than
0.0091% at 10 watts; bridged pair

"WOW, I can't
believe you have
that CD!"
1 -800 -EVERY -CD is a wholesale music club. Members receive a 950
page catalog offering virtually every CD in print. All CD's are offered at
wholesale, which is guaranteed to be the lowest price you can find. We
do not send unsolicited CD's, and there is no minimum required to order.
Call today or search our catalog now online at http://www.everycd.com.
Whatever CD you last bought, chances are we'll have it, too, for less.
We'll also have the items you've been wanting to buy but couldn't find.

Good music selection is hard to find. We're not.

EVERY CD
4ffizagni.

www.everycd.com

into 8 -ohm load, less than 0.0067%

at rated output and less than
0.0225% at 10 watts.

Damping Factor re 8 -Ohm Load: 202
at 50 Hz.

music for the serious collector

,M

Outside the U.S., please call (203) 972-1752 or lax (203) 972-1129

Output Impedance: 40.4 milliohms at
1 kHz, 51 milliohms at 5 kHz, 72.4
milliohms at 10 kHz, and 101 milli ohms at 20 kHz.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0, -0.04 dB (-3 dB below 10 Hz and
above 200 kHz); bridged pair, 20 Hz

to 20 kHz, +0.22, -0.1 dB (-3 dB
below 10 Hz and at 130 kHz).
Sensitivity: At 0 dBW, 74 mV; at rated
output, 1.05 V.

Voltage Gain: 31.6 dB; bridged pair,
37.7 dB.

A -Weighted Noise: -91.7 dBW;
bridged pair, -72.9 dBW.
Input Impedance: 22.6 kilohms.
("BTL") to select whether the amplifier is
the "Master" or the "Slave" of the pair. Between the slider and the input jack is a tiny
input level control, which is bypassed on

the slave amplifier in bridged operation;
the "Invert Output" signal is taken from a
point following the level control on the
"Master" amplifier. For bridged operation,
the speaker is connected to each amp's positive (red) output terminal and the two neg-
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The World's Most Popular
Internet Online Service.
America Online. Easy to use. Friendly menus.
E-mail. News. Sports.

The entire Internet at your fingertips.

Call 1-800-827-6364

AMERICA

So easy to use, no wonder it's #1
Availability may be limited, especially during peak times.
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manual says you can use it to oper-

rails is more characteristic of so-called

ate another Marantz MA -700 but
not more than one. The front panel has a master power button and
two LEDs. "Power On" blinks for
4 seconds when power is first ap-

Class -H operation. However, it's not garden-variety Class H, either, as it's the first
amplifier I've seen that uses relays rather
than transistors to switch rails. I'm not sure

II

.,_

the test results are most impressive. As is
apparent from Fig. 1, the MA -700's THD is
negligible by any standard you'd care to ap-

and the wire to jumper the two

ten, neither of these situations obtains in
Class -H operation, and you pay a price in
distortion for getting Class -H efficiency.
Not so with the Marantz MA -700. It runs
cool as the proverbial cucumber and is

negative output terminals together
when you're bridging two amps.

I received a pair of Marantz

You can also see this in the curves for

urements are for an unbridged

iiiiiiiiCiiiiiiii=i:uuu:=1íiipml

.IIIIIiM.1111111111.11111i=111111
10

100

OUTPUT - WATTS

Fig. 1-THD + N vs. output
for single amp with 8 -ohm
load (A), single amp with
4 -ohm load (B), and bridged
pair with 8 -ohm load (C).

k

All of the tests were conducted

2B) the curves lie a bit higher, but in the

with the input level controls fully

200- and 300 -watt curves, which virtually

advanced.
Marantz uses eight 200 -volt, 15 -

ampere bipolar transistors in each

amp's output stage and powers
them from supply rails of two dif-

ferent voltages, using relays to
ative (black) terminals are tied together by a

switch rails. I discovered this when I ob-

supplied heavy -gauge jumper.

served discontinuities in total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) versus output (Fig. 1) and simultaneously

The four base -metal RCA jacks are for

remote control. Two of them, "In" and
"Out," enable the MA -700 to be daisy chained with other components that are
compatible with Marantz's RC -5 control

DISTORTION -FREE.

clicking within
the amp. Upon

checking with
the company,
I learned that

up of simultaneous inrush currents that

±44 -volt supply

the MA -700 uses

could trip your power line's circuit break-

rails up to the

er. The last jack, "EXT. CONT. In," enables
the amp to be switched on by a video signal

point where its output reaches 23 volts rms
(equivalent to 66 watts into 8 ohms or 132
watts into 4 ohms, the points of the discon-

+13 volts DC.

THE MARANTZ MA -700
RUNS COOL
AS A CUCUMBER
AND IS PRACTICALLY

heard a relay

system. A third jack, "System Out," sends a
power -on signal to the next MA -700 amp in
the system after a 0.1 -second delay, for sequential turn -on. This helps prevent a pile-

from any television having a spare video
output or by a triggering voltage of +5 to

practically distortion -free in the bargain.

THD + N versus frequency (Fig. 2). With a
single amplifier driving 8 ohms (Fig. 2A),
the curves taken at 100 and 200 watts are so
low that they almost fall off the bottom of
the graph! The 10 -watt curve is higher, but
that's because of noise, not distortion. With
single -channel operation into 4 ohms (Fig.

amplifier, which is the way I think
most people will use the MA -700.

0.2

good as those taken at 1 kHz and 20 Hz. Of-

amps individually with 8- and

ohms. Except where noted, meas-

ÍÍÍÍ

ply, both before and after the supply -rail
transition occurs. Furthermore, the 20 -kHz
curves in Figs. lA, lB, and 1C are nearly as

MA -700s for review. I tested the

11 III

20 H=

exactly how Marantz accomplishes that, but

protection circuitry has been triggered) and then glows steadily; the
other LED glows when the amp is
in standby mode. The 700 comes
with one audio cable, one cable for
remote -control interconnections,

4 -ohm loads and then operated
the pair bridged into a load of 8

i

111

Marantz has listed the MA -700 as a

plied (and whenever the amp's

Measurements
B

===11-íi-

Class -AB amplifier, but it's not your garden-variety AB, as its use of dual supply

1k

OUTPUT - WATTS

____-

The unswitched convenience
outlet on the back of each amp is
rated at 250 watts. The owner's

tinuities in the curves) and switches to
±80 -volt rails at higher signal levels.
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overlie each other, distortion never exceeds
0.0057% anywhere in the audible frequency
range. The 100 -watt curve, for which the
MA -700 was using the lower supply -rail
voltages, lies slightly above the curves taken

A true test of any
company is

endurance in it's
field. At Legacy Audio
we've not only endured but
excelled. For 15 years
Legacy with our
unequalled craftsmanship
has been at the forefront cf
innovation and technolo
in the audio field. From;
such standards as the
Classic and Whisper to our
newest products the
Marquis and Mist we are
confident that any Legacy
product will witnstand the
test of time.
For more information
and a free catalog, call
1 -800 -AUDIO -HI or visit
us on :he web at
www.legacy-aud_o.com

L
\

11

D

I

C

1 -800 -AUDIO -HI www.legacy-:udio.com

NAI ST

Rmer_iber to come see us at tae Stereophile show, June 10th - 14th in rooms. 450 and 451.
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help but encourage the introduction of noise into the ground lines.
For example, the voltage gain of
the MA -700s I tested was 6.1 dB
greater in bridged operation than
the gain of the master amplifier; it
should have been precisely 6.0 dB
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combine in a cable that

welcomes the listener into
the performance.

Fig. 2-THD + N

vs.

frequency for single amp
with 8 -ohm load (A), single
amp with 4 -ohm load (B),
and bridged pair with
8 -ohm load (C).

at higher power, but even there THD + N
remains below 0.007% across the board.
Again, the 10 -watt curve lies above the others mainly because of noise.
The bridged -operation curves (Fig. 2C)
tell a somewhat different story. Noise dominates in every curve, even the one taken at
600 watts! If you look at "Measured Data,"
you'll see why: The A -weighted noise for a
bridged pair is nearly 20 dB higher than for

a single amp. Some increase in noise with
bridged operation is normal, because sensi-

C

much, it indicates a gain imbalance
problems.

IIIII1111 MMEI11111111
11111..111~111.1

based dielectrics, all

greater. Although a 0.1 -dB differ-

--ouu
M.1111~

i11711

geometry, and TeflonTM

tion as one when they are not on
the same chassis, have separate input stages whose gains don't necessarily match, and use separate power supplies. This arrangement can't

--...III---........
IM.11111~1111.1111~M..111
IIIIIIIIMII1111111111111111M
111111111111111111111
--=...
-300WATTS

by about 15 dB, and the difference
often exceeds 20 dB between 100
and 500 Hz. What's more, there are
prominent power -line -related hum
components.
I suspect that much of the noise
arising from bridged operation of a
pair of MA -700s comes from trying to get two amplifiers to func-

Marantz designed the MA -700 for
lower gain. Lucasfilm specifies that

the voltage gain of a THX power
amplifier should be 29 dB, making

the 0-dBW sensitivity 100 millivolts. Unbridged (the only way it is
THX certified), the MA -700 has a
0-dBW sensitivity of 74 millivolts
and a voltage gain of 31.6 dB, 2.6

dB greater than Lucasfilm's spec. (If you
want to restore gain to THX level, the amp's
rear -panel "Input Level" control has only a

I REALLY LOVED

THE MA -700'S SOUND;
IT WAS UTTERLY CLEAN

AND HAD A SMOOTH,
EXTENDED HIGH END.

tivity typically increases by 6 dB in that
mode. But this big a jump is most unusual.

2752 S 1900 W - Ogden UT 84401

The third -octave noise spectra (Fig. 3)
bear out the A -weighted results in "Measured Data." Over most of the spectrum, the
single -amplifier and bridged curves differ

Phone 801-621-5530 - Fax 801-627-6980
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mark, no detent, to indicate the proper setting. I found the control to be reasonably

accurate although off by about 0.5 dB
nonetheless.) When a pair of MA -700s is
bridged, the voltage gain gets another 6 -dB

shot in the arm, and it takes less
than 37 millivolts to deliver 1 watt
into 8 ohms. That much gain is just
asking for noise problems.
One glance at the MA -700's frequency response (Fig. 4), and you
can see that this is a pretty wide band amp. The -3 dB points for a

single amplifier are below 10 Hz
and above 200 kHz (the limits of

my test gear), and response be-

..,
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BRYSTON, continued from page 63
hum -free in almost any system. Too often,

PAIR

that's not the case. Hats off to Bryston!

I IIIIII

BRIDGED

- loo

Use and Listening Tests
I confess to being a Bryston fan; a Brys-

SINGLE AMP

-120

ton BP -20 preamp is in my reference system, and I've often used the company's 4B -

-140
20

Ik

100

10k

I OO k

ST, a 250-watt/channel power amp, as a
FREQUENCY - Hz

reference. The B-60, which is as small as the

Fig. 3-Noise spectra.

BP -20 alone, can't hold up against that
combo in a no -holds -barred comparison-

tween 20 Hz and 20 kHz is essen-

but, given reasonably favorable circum-

tially ruler flat. When a pair is
+1

bridged, a 0.22 -dB bump appears

at the top of the audio band (another possible indicator of grounding problems) and the -3 dB point
moves down to 130 kHz (still pretty broadband in my book).
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my old Allison Ones. The OM -6 woofers
are self -powered, which relieves the strain
on the B -60's bottom end, and the Bryston

FREQUENCY - Hz

Clearly, the MA -700 does not
lack for power, whether used alone
or bridged. On a single amplifier, I
measured output at clipping as 250

stances, it does quite well, thank you.
I used it with Mirage OM -6 speakers and

SINGLE
AMP

I HEARD REMARKABLY

Fig. 4-Frequency
response.

watts into 8 ohms and 390 watts into 4
ohms. Bridged, a pair cranked out 780
watts, continuously. With the IHF tone
burst, the 8 -ohm single -amplifier clipping

FINE SOUND WITH THIS AMP:
CLEAN, CLEAR,

ing factor for a single MA -700 was high
and quite uniform. At 50 Hz, it just topped

AND UTTERLY FREE

200; at 20 kHz, it was about 80. That's
twice as good as Lucasfilm requires for

OF HUM AND NOISE.

THX certification.
The MA -700
has more jacks
than most
mono amps,
including
an output
for bridging
and four jacks
for remote
control.

Use and Listening Tests
With only two Marantz MA -700s at my
disposal, I couldn't power my home theater

with them. Then again, I would rather review a power amp by reproducing music in
my listening room anyway, so that's what I
did. When I used them as single -channel
monoblocks, with each MA -700 driving its
own speaker, I really loved the sound! These

amps are absolutely and utterly clean and
have the smooth, extended high end that I
associate with uniformly low output impedance. I expect that they'll elicit the best
from just about any speaker, which is high

CLEARLY, THE MA -700

DOES NOT LACK POWER,
WHETHER USED ALONE
OR IN A BRIDGED PAIR.

praise indeed for a power amp.
Bridged? Well, what can I say? Not recommended. The MA -700s become hummy

and a little noisy when they're bridgedbut there's really no need to bridge them,
because they've got plenty of oomph by

the pair delivered a dynamic power of

themselves. Marantz shouldn't encourage
people to sacrifice day -in, day -out performance for the few milliseconds a year
they might actually need more than a quarter kilowatt per channel. After all, as single -channel monoblocks the MA -700s are

more than a kilowatt into 8 ohms! Damp -

absolutely wonderful.

point rose by 0.4 dB to 275 watts; the 4 ohm clipping point was at 470 watts, and
the 2 -ohm point was at 740 watts. Bridged,
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A

amp did fine with this speaker. However,
also had little problem driving the Allisons,
which are totally passive. Admittedly, the
Ones are not a terribly taxing load, but neither are many other speakers. Based on my

lab tests, I'd say that the trick is to avoid
speakers whose impedance drops unduly
low in the deep bass. But with the speakers I
had available when I tested the B-60 (I also

used some Paradigms briefly), I heard
nothing untoward. Oh, perhaps I could
have done with a trifle more transparency
in the high treble, but overall, I heard some
remarkably fine sound: clean, clear, and utterly free of hum and noise.

The B-60 delivers "only" 60 watts per
channel, so it can be pushed beyond its lim-

its. But thanks to its generous dynamic
headroom, it's not easily overdriven by normal music, at normal levels, using speakers

of normal efficiency and impedance. If in
doubt, try it out. It's worth the experience.
Yes, it's just a 60-watt/channel amplifier
with only four line -level inputs (and a tape

loop) and a rudimentary remote control.
Looked at that way, it's pricey. But it's a
Bryston. So I repeat: Try it out. It's definiteA
ly worth the experience.

AURICLE
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

AUDIO RESEARCH
VT -200 AMP AND
REF 1 PREAMP
panel into a gaudy light show.
The restrained elegance of the
VT -200 amp ($8,995) is more
austerely functional.

The REF 1 is a line -stage
preamp with remote control.
Its audio circuitry is all tube,
using eight Russian -made
6922/E88C dual triodes, but a
microprocessor controls volume and balance adjustment
and input and record -output
selection. The tube heaters,

of the stage's two dual triodes are
mirror images, even if the signal is
imbalanced, so that the input stage
responds to the differential in singleended or balanced inputs. Audio Re-

search feels this improves the circuit's push-pull balance under actual
operating conditions.
Specifications are excellent for a
tube preamp. Rated distortion is less
than 0.015% at 4 volts balanced output and is only 0.5% if you drive the

preamp to its maximum output of
30 volts. The signal-to-noise ratio is
rated at 110 dB below a 4 -volt balanced output and 93 dB below a 2 volt unbalanced output. The overall
gain of the REF 1 is 18 dB, although
this can be set at the factory to 12 dB.

Frequency response is said to be
within 1 dB from 1 Hz to 200 kHz,

and the claimed -3 dB points are
below 0.3 Hz and above 400 kHz.
The REF 1's front panel is unclut-

high -voltage rails, and microprocessor control circuits each
have toroid power transformers and isolated, highly regupower supplies. A turn -

tered, and its ergonomics are excellent. Audio Research omitted useless

on delay mutes the output

a polarity switch for experiments

temporarily, to prevent thumps and

with absolute phase, and a muting
control. On the rear panel are eight

features and circuit complications
but not such useful ones as a balance
control for locking in the soundstage,

Audio Research is one of the
handful of high -end manufacturers so consistently
good that you can count on
state -of -the art sound from
their products. So it's hardly
news that the company has produced
another great amp and preamp. The

issue is what's new and different
about the VT -200 and REF 1, in
style, technology, and sound.

The REF 1 preamp ($8,495), the

more strikingly styled of the two
components, carries forward Audio
Research's beautiful craftsmanship
and distinctive design. Although it
adds green LED indicators that en-

able you to see each control's setting from across the room, these

indicators don't turn the front

extend the life of the tubes.
The REF 1's circuit consists of two
gain blocks connected by an overall

feedback loop. Constant -current
Company Address: 5740 Green
Circle Dr., Minnetonka, Minn.
55343; 612/939-0600;
www.audioresearch.com.

sources in each block's cathode circuit stabilize the current flow
through that block's tubes. They also
guarantee precise phase inversion, by
ensuring that the signals on each side
AUDIO/MARCH 1998
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inputs and a tape/processor loop, all
with balanced XLR and unbalanced
RCA connections. Two pairs of main
output jacks enable biamping; a tape
output is also provided.
The VT -200 power amp is a dual -

mono circuit except for its use of a
single power transformer; Audio Re-

Paradigm Reference Wins
Ti ne Best of 1998 Awards!
,,,

VIDEOr Video Magazine's
BEST
Home Theater System of the Year
of 198 7

low
AudioVideo International

HI-FI

GRANE PRIX
AWARrem

Audi Yfdeo

Grand Prix Product of the Year

"Extraordinary..Bravo Paradigm!"
- II udreu' ;lleI:5Gllll, .1

"...combines solid bass with uncolored midrange,
fine soundstaging, and a detailed, open top end...

definitely give the Studio/100 a listen."
- taw ,\'orlon, Stereoplile Vol. 20, No. 8

"...state-of-the-art performance."
/osrpii (.ie mud ', SeusiGle Sound

"...an acoustically crisp, credibly realistic, and
untiringly musical performance."
-

1)011 Keele, Audio ,Magazine

"Phenomenal...Highly Recommended!"
- Doze Keele, Audio Magazine

"Skin lingling...Truly Topnotch."
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

"Outstancing...l Surrender..."
- Greg Peton, Audio Adventure

tc,ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-house R&D
facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of
music, it is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially

world's finest speakers, regardless of cost! The result is Paradigm

now with the arrival of digital AC -3 and DTS.

Reference...electrifying and eminently satisfying high -end speaker systems that

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and

bring you closer than ever to the live event!

experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater
sound for yourself!
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PARADIGMS REFERENCE
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For more ,nfrrmaoion unit your neon, Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer or write:
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LCR-450
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CC -950
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ADP -950
Surround
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AudioSneam, MPO Sos 2410. Niagara Falls. NP 14302 (905) 631-0180
1.. Canada: Paradigm. 101 Heiden Rd. Woodbridge. ON L4L 3P5 (905)850-2889

[Cebsite: www.paradigrn.ca

search uses a similar topology in its less

The two main problems of push-pull design cited by proponents of single -ended
amps are phase -inverter distortion in the
input stage and crossover distortion in the

I stress illusion because no combination
of source material, electronics, and speaker,
even in a purpose-built listening room, can

only under high -demand conditions.
Audio Research believes that amplifiers
need large, stable, electronically regulated

output. The VT -200's circuitry deals effectively with these challenges.

power supplies to handle dynamic music
signals properly and sound as good as they
measure on the test bench. But instead of
the usual massive capacitors, the VT -200
has multiple smaller capacitors, distributed
on the two channels' output boards. Small
capacitors are said to have better transient
response and distortion characteristics, and
their distributed placement minimizes the

three -speed fan (dead quiet in normal operation), balanced and unbalanced inputs,
and five -way gold-plated posts for the 4 -

among top amps and preamps will depend
on the subtle ways in which they enhance
the illusion you want to create in your listening room.
Synergy is important because many of

powerful VT -50 and VT-100 amps. The VT -

200's transformer, however, has dual -mono

high -voltage windings that share current

length of the signal path.
The VT -200's input stage is a "long-tailed
pair" balanced differential circuit, directly
coupled to a driver stage of similar topolo-

gy. This configuration is said to provide

The VT -200 has a damped chassis, a

and 8 -ohm taps' positive and negative poles

and the center tap of the output transformer. (The center tap allows unbalanced
operation at 4 ohms and below, required

for some older biamplified speakers.)
Timed restart circuitry and delayed turn -on
with a slow ramp -up to full operation help

lengthen the life of the amp's tubes. The
output tubes are 6550Cs; Audio Research
believes more exotic tube designs offer no
real advantages. It
also believes exotic

an accurately bal-

I HAVE ONLY PRAISE

tubes may become

anced push-pull sig-

FOR THE SOUND

obsolete, a potential
problem for a company that takes pride

nal to the driver stage

from either single -
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ended or balanced in-

VT -200 AMP AND

puts. The input and

REF 1 PREAMP.

provide real sonic truth. So your choice

the most important nuances in amps and
preamps come from their interactions with
the rest of your system. Even if all other interactions are minimal (which is often not

the case), the interactions between your
amplifier and speaker audibly affect the
midbass and deep bass, which can change

the apparent timbre, transient behavior,
and dynamics of your entire system.

Although I can screen equipment well
enough to tell you that certain components
are exceptionally good, I cannot know what
illusion you prefer or how important par-

in the fact that it

ticular nuances will be to you. Nor can I
predict the interactions and synergy that
will result in your system. I can, however,
describe some of the most important nuances I heard in my system when I com-

can still service every

pared the Audio Research REF 1 and VT -

driver stages use sev-

product it has ever

200 to my reference Krell and Pass Labs

en constant -current
sources, which Audio Research feels provides a highly linear drive and maintains
exceptional stability, balance, and input

made.

electronics.

headroom under dynamic conditions.
The output stages combine Ultra -Linear

operation with partial cathode coupling.
Ultra -Linear operation is a cross between
triode and pentode operation; Audio Re-

I have only praise for the sound of this
amp and preamp. In my listening sessions,
frequency response, soundstage, dynamics,
and transparency were all excellent. There
was no euphonic fall -off in the treble, yet
the highs were exceptionally musical and
sweet. The REF l's deep bass response was
equal to that of the finest transistor pre -

The Audio Research REF 1 sounded
slightly more live and dynamic than the
Krell KRC-HR or Pass Aleph P preamp. The
REF l's midbass and deep bass were slightly

warmer but not quite as tight or controlled
as the KRC's. The differences in bass between the REF 1 and the Aleph were less
striking, but the REF 1 had slightly more
apparent transient or dynamic energy.
All three preamps were slightly sweeter
and softer in the midrange and treble than
most bipolar transistor preamps, but they

search says it yields much of the sonic benefit of triodes with much of the efficiency of
pentodes. It also makes the amp a very stiff
drive source. The partial cathode coupling
adds less than 12 dB of local current feed-

amps, and the VT -200 avoided the interaction problems in the middle and deep bass
that can occur when a speaker needs lots of

back within the output stage. This further

most silent solid-state equipment.

reduces output impedance and adds a

Top high -end amps and preamps have
evolved to the point where their sound differs only in nuance and the degree of system synergy they provide; rarely will you
hear significant weaknesses. But one audiophile's "nuance" can be another audiophile's
"vital, massive difference in sound quality."
As a result, your buying choices must depend largely on the particular illusion you
want your system to create and on the ways

parent noise, an exceptional ability to re-

your amp and preamp interact with your

These nuances interacted with the three
preamps' soundstaging abilities to create

measure of cross -coupling between the two
halves of the push-pull output circuit, low-

ering crossover distortion. Together, these
topologies provide a lower and stiffer output impedance into speaker loads, helping

to keep the amp's sonic character unchanged under different dynamic conditions and into varying loads. Because the
output stage is highly linear on its own, less
overall loop feedback is required, which can
result in cleaner, more dynamic sound.

control from a tube amp. The REF 1 and
VT -200 sounded virtually as quiet as the

other equipment and your room.
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were not rolled off or lacking in detail. They
were highly transparent, with very low ap-

produce low-level detail, excellent transient

response, and near -effortless handling of
complex musical material and dynamic
peaks. The REF 1, however, sounded slightly more dynamic and "live," while the KRC
provided more apparent deep bass and high
treble detail and a bit less dynamic energy;

the Aleph sounded slightly sweeter than
the KRC.
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three disparate, yet very convincing, musical illusions. The Audio Research REF 1's
soundstage was wide and deep, with excellently detailed center fill; it seemed to place

the Krell extended its bass the farthest, and
the Pass, again, split the difference.
With the VMPS Super Tower III, an ex-

me close to the stage in rows D to H of a

mense bass energy even well below 25 Hz,

concert hall. The Krell KRC, while equally
convincing, placed me a few rows farther
back in the hall. Its soundstage wasn't quite

the amplifiers' bass differences became

as wide but did have a bit more sense of

When I compared the Audio Research
VT -200 amp to the Krell KSA-300S and

control. The Audio Research, however, often made the midbass seem slightly more
natural and alive, and the Pass added a bit
more warmth than the Krell. These shifts in
bass energy were particularly striking with
organ and bass drum.

Pass Aleph 1.2, I heard the same kind of dif-

The realism of the resulting illusion

ferences. But, except in the bass, changing
preamplifiers had more impact on the over-

sometimes depended as much on the synergy between the recording and the system as
on the system itself. For example, the sound
of the bass drum on Lorin Maazel's version
of The Rite of Spring (Telarc CD -80054) is
strikingly different from that on the recording under Eiji Oue (Reference Recordings
RR 70CD). The VT -200 sounded more natural on the Oue recording, while the KSA300S sounded more natural on the Maazel.

depth. The Pass Aleph P sounded much like
the Krell but made the illusion of the hall's
sound seem slightly warmer.

1

all sound than changing amplifiers did. I
found this surprising, since I'd initially assumed that a line -stage preamp would have
less sound character than the output stage
of a power amp.
In the bass, however, the three amps made

a bigger difference than the preamps did.
The Krell amp, for example, provided more
apparent deep bass energy and a tighter and
more defined bass than the Audio Research
or Pass Labs amp. The VT -200's bass, on the
other hand, was generally a bit warmer and
more dynamic than that of the KSA-300S.

tremely large speaker that produces im-

more obvious. Once again, the Krell offered

the best deep bass extension, power, and

This demonstrates the risk of using a narrow range of recordings when auditioning
equipment.
Interconnects and speaker cables did not
affect the sound as much the other compo-

The Prelude brings Morel Acoustics
USA, Inc. to the elite level of

The Aleph 1.2 split the difference. With

nents. I did, however, find that all three sets

bass -heavy material, these low -frequency

loudspeaker designs.
In the past we have been designing and
manufacturing speaker systems for the

differences seemed to slightly alter the

of electronics performed best with cables
that sound flat and open and that do not restrict dynamics. I would be careful about
the use of terminating networks. The new

discriminating listener. And now, we
are proud to introduce the Prelude: a
transmission line design, utilizing a 6
112" double magnet woofer paired will

a double magnet soft -dome tweeter.
The Prelude emulates the quality of
live music with unparalleled accuracy.
Mid and high frequencies are smooth,

open and uncolored with a level of
transparency that rivals cost..y
electrostatic designs. Bass is deep and
tight. Imaging focus is precise with an
excellent soundstage.
Renaissance

For fast information contact:

morel acoustics USA, inc.
414 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 024.6
Tel: 617-277-6663 Fax: 617-277-2415.

whole system's timbre.

Interactions between amplifier and
speaker or between speaker and listening
room were very important. For example,
the Audio Research VT -200's warmth and
dynamic energy worked exceptionally well
with Thiel CS6 speakers in my upstairs listening room but slightly less so when I
moved the amp and speaker down to my
first -floor listening room. With B&W 801
Matrix Series 3 speakers, the VT -200's
warmth was less desirable although its dynamics worked; this combination sounded
more consistent from room to room. The

Kimber BiFocal XL and Kimber 3033
speaker cables proved exceptional with all
three amplifiers, giving me the best overall
resolution I have heard to date. (I found my-

Acoustics Beethoven speakers in both listening rooms, but the Aleph 1.2 worked better

self going back again and again to Kimber
Kable's 3033, an almost affordable version
of the company's Black Pearl. I would advise any serious high -end audiophile to audition it.)
What nuances and synergy will the Audio Research REF 1 and VT -200 produce
in your hands? Short of having you send
me your system, listening room, and ears
(and a very large, self-addressed envelope),
I have no way to tell you. I can say that this

with Vienna Acoustics' smaller Mozart

Audio Research amp and preamp are so

speakers. All three amps worked very well
with Martin -Logan CLS IIz electrostatics in

good that they will never provide perform-

KSA-300S worked better with Vienna

both listening rooms, but the Audio Research

did the best job of compensating for this
speaker's lack of lower -midrange warmth,
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ance of less than reference quality. But if
you are seeking the ultimate personal illusion, you will have to go and hear them for
yourself.
A

Our reputation stands behind it.
The Bose® Wave® radio is no ordinary

their primary music system. Yet the Wave

in -home trial and satisfaction guarantee.

radio. Behind it stands a 30 -year reputa-

radio measures just 41/4"H x 14"Wx 81/4"D,

tion for building superior music systems
and speakers that produce full, rich
sound. But how do you get Bose quality
sound from a small radio?

small enough to fit on a kitchen counter,

When you call, ask about our six-month
installment payment plan. Or, if you
prefer, return the coupon below.
So put a Wave radio in front of you.
And hear all that stands behind it.

Technology that
redefines radio.

bedroom nightstand, almost anywhere.

Remote -controlled
convenience.

a breath of air to fill an entire concert
hall, the waveguide produces room -filling

or VCR. There's even a dual alarm feature.

Year" award. Much as a flute strengthens

sound from a small enclosure.
Even the critics were impressed.
Popular Science called the Wave radio
"a sonic marvel" Radio World called it

"...a genuine breakthrough in improved
sound quality." Turn it on and listen for

yourself-you'll understand why many
owners actually use their Wave radio as

GAL. 1\V// /.

a credit card -sized remote control that

lets you operate the radio from across a
room. You can preset six AM and six
FM stations and switch between them at
the touch of a button. Or listen to your
favorite recordings by connecting the
radio to your CD or cassette player, TV,

The solution is our patented acoustic
waveguide speaker technology. This
technology is so advanced, it earned its
creators the prestigious "Inventor of the

Call 1-800-845-BOSE,

The easy -to -use Wave radio comes with

Please specify your color choice
when ordering the Wave® radio:

Imperial White Graphite Gray
Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Name

(Please Print)

Address

State

City
I

Zip

I

Daytime Telephone

Call now and
make six interest -free
payments.
The Wave radio is available for $349
directly from Bose, the most respected
name in sound. So call 1-800-845-BOSE,
ext. R6977, to learn more about our

I

)

Evening Telephone

Mail to: Bose® Corporation, Dept. CDD-R6977,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168, or
fax to 1-800-862-BOSE (1-800-862-2673).
Ask about FedEx® delivery service.
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Now a small British audio compa-

AURICLE

ny has done something to remedy

JOHN SUNIER

the situation. The $250 X -TONE is

part of Musical Fidelity's line of

MUSICAL FIDELITY
X -TONE
TONE CONTROL

eight look -alike cylindrical components (which include the X -CANS
headphone amp, the X -PRE preamp,
the X-DAC D/A converter, and the
X -LP phono stage). Each one's case
is a ribbed black cylinder, about 85/8
inches long and about 4% inches in
diameter, with aluminum end caps.
Most people would insert the X -

he X -TONE

TONE between their preamp and

shares its case
design with
seven other

amp(s); putting it into a tape loop is
an alternative. The controls are four
small, yet easily grasped, knobs. The
two on the left control the treble end
of the spectrum, and the two on the
right govern the bass end. (The sensitive midrange is left alone, because
the most subtle degradations result-

Musical Fidelity

components.

ing from a tone control would be
most audible there.) The first knob's
settings are "Off" and a selection of
treble turnover frequencies: 5, 10, or
15 kHz. The second increases or decreases response above the selected

frequency by up to 9 dB. With the
third knob, you select a bass turnover frequency of 30, 60, or 120 Hz
or turn the effect off; with the fourth
control, yoú can boost or cut the bass
a maximum of 9 dB.
With the controls defeated, the X -

TONE has a rated frequency re-

IFor decades I've been grousing

about the "hair -shirt" approach that most high -end
component makers have taken
in eliminating from their pre amps and integrated amps such
useful features as tone controls and
headphone jacks. Audio designers
have told me that consumers don't
want them, that they are too expen-

sive to execute really well, or that

Company Address: c/o Audio
Advisor, 4649 Danvers Dr. S.E.,

Kentwood, Mich. 49512; 800/
942-0220.

even defeatable tone controls will
subtly degrade the sound. But I say

sponse of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.2 dB,
a rated S/N of 112 dB ("A" -weighted), and rated channel separation of
85 dB. The X-TONE's six bass and
treble filters were carefully chosen to

avoid phase anomalies that might

"up your fideli-

ty" to that. To
be barred from

controlling
the high and

YOU MAY NOT REALIZE
HOW MUCH YOU NEED

low frequencies

in an audio or

home theater
system is ab-

THE X -TONE

UNTIL YOU'VE HAD IT
IN YOUR SYSTEM.

surd. Tone controls give us a way of coping with the

massive variations among recordings in timbre, noise, ambience, and
the like.
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compromise the
midrange.

I found the
X -TONE to be

a wonderfully
welcome and

thoroughly
functional addition to my

system. (You'd
think a $3,500 hybrid preamp would
offer something as basic as a high frequency rolloff for cleaning up the
sound of a scratchy old LP, wouldn't

...IF CELESTION HADN'T BEATEN ME TO IT."
-D.B. Keele, Jr. on the new Celestion A3, Audio August 1997

As more and more sophisticated technologies arrive that
are capable of reproducing music with unbelievable detail

and nuance, the performance bar is inevitably raised for
loudspeaker manufacturers.

And no company has set the bar

el:1.1iM114,N
RPI.AK6;q ;f

higher than Celestion with our
new A Series loudspeakers. A fact

clearly noticed by D.B. Keele, Jr.
in the August issue of Audio
magazine.

No matter what source
materials he selected,

from Mozart symphonies
to movie soundtracks,
Keele was amazed by the

"WILL THE A3 PLAY LOUD
AND CLEAN? IN SPADES!
ITS BASS OUTPUT
SURPASSES EVEN THAT
OF SOME SUBWOOFERS."

A3's performance. He

wrote that "their dynamic range and effortlessness

border on the best I have ever heard" and that "their
imaging and localization could not be faulted."
There is so much advanced technology in our new
A Series loudspeakers it fills a White Paper. Call us and
we'll send you a free copy as well as full literature on
the speakers and copies of the Audio review.

Once you've read the Celestion story and heard the
Celestion sound, you'll see why D.B. Keele, Jr. and
Audio gave us an A. And why it's time for other speaker

companies to go back to school.

CiELESTIOfl
11 Elkins Road East Brunswick N.J. 08816 USA
Phone 732.390.1130 Fax 732.390.5657

you? But n0000.) I heard no degradation of
my system's sound with the Musical Fidelity device in the tape loop other than a very
subtle loss caused by the tape loop itself.
The first recordings I tried the X -TONE

extremely prominent on the CD. Setting
bass rolloff on the X -TONE to 60 Hz and
turning the bass knob down to about its 8
o'clock position cut the hum from the CD

to these recordings rather than using the

I could still hear most of this noise and

Leopold Stokowski's Rhapsodies album,

to the same easily ignored level as that from
the LP, and there was no noticeable loss of
the music's bass content.

originally an RCA Living Stereo LP. The CD
version in The Stokowski Stereo Collection

Next I sampled some of the CDs from
a boxed set of Sergei Rachmaninoff The

(RCA 09026-68443) sounded almost identical to Classic Records' LP reissue (LSC2471). The difference was a 60 -Hz hum, al-

Complete Recordings (RCA Gold Seal 0926-

ly counterclockwise reduced the irksome
"egg -frying" noises, and since the original
78 -rpm apparently had no musical content

61265) that I reviewed in Audio five years

above 10 kHz, nothing was lost in the

ago (March 1993). At the time, I complained
that RCA seemed to have added some noise

process. If you have any noisy 78s, hissy
LPs, open -reel tapes, or cassettes and you
don't have DNR (or similar) after -the -fact

on were recent LP and CD reissues of

most inaudible on the LP reissue but

P

latest restoration technology to diminish it.

Although my hearing no longer extends
out to 17 kHz, as it did in my younger days,

therefore brought the X-TONE's 10 -kHz
filter into play. Turning the treble knob ful-

noise reduction, the X -TONE can reclaim a

aragon

more enjoyable listening experience from
them.
In contrast to the RCA box, some reissues

tTORY DIRK.

a

25% off Retail Prices
& Free Delivery to your Door.

of a few years ago from Philips and EMI
suffer from excessive noise reduction. The
Philips engineers who remastered a CD series of great composers conducting their
own works were evidently so enamored of
the early NoNoise digital noise -reduction
gear that they overused it to a horrifying
degree. All the "air" and musical qualities
were scrubbed clean out of the original 78s
or mono tapes, and what remained was dull
and colorless.
a
difficult condi-

tion to attempt to correct, replacing something that isn't there anymore. (RCA's over -

inclusive approach on the Rachmaninoff
recordings was preferable.) However, a
We Accept Master Card, Visa. Discover. Certified Checks.
Money Orders and Wire Transfers as payment.

boost of 5 or 6 dB at either 10 or 15 kHz can

make these CDs listenable. I didn't find
many recordings where the X-TONE's 5 kHz or 30 -Hz filter was needed, but the
other four settings proved invaluable.
The X -TONE also proved useful in radio
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listening. Many announcers try to deepen
their vocal timbre by speaking close to a
cardioid mike so that the proximity effect
will boost the bass somewhat. That may

sound good on simple radios, but on a
wide -range audio system it can be annoying. Using the X-TONE's 120 -Hz filter to

remove this boost can do wonders for
boomy radio voices. It can also improve the
balance between announcer and music levels, especially when you're listening to classical and jazz programs.
Musical Fidelity's X -TONE is the sort of

component you may not realize you need
until you have it in your system. I've wanted

something like this for years and am glad
it's finally available.
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CLASSICAL
R ECOR DINGS

cellist Yo -Yo Ma perform "When
Bidden to the Wake or Fair," a popu-

lar song of the era, and he collaborates with Wynton Marsalis for a rare

pairing of violin and trumpet on
"Brave Wolfe," a traditional ballad
that tells of British General James
Wolfe's death at the Battle of Quebec
in 1759.

Most of the score is somber in
tone-stately, lovely, reverent, and
contained. Still, "Devil's Dream" and
0
"Soldier's Joy" stand out as spirited,
upbeat pieces, each with 18th -century roots. (Incidentally, Soldier's Joy

was a period term for morphine, a

d

soldier's only relief from pain.) "The w
Flowers of Edinburgh," another period favorite, is also a bright spot.
The album's one vocal is the bal- 0
lad "Johnny Has Gone for a Soldier," ax.

PEPLOWSKI
The Other Portrait
Ken Peplowski, clarinet and
saxophone; the Ken Peplowski
Quartet; the Bulgarian National
Symphony, Ljubomir Denev
CONCORD CONCERTO
CCD-42043; DDD; 62:54
Sound: A-, Performance: A

Liberty! Original Soundtrack
Mark O'Connor

classical pieces. Thus, he is perfectly
cast in the role of composer.

SONY CLASSICAL SK 63216; 63:10
Sound: A, Performance: A

O'Connor has chosen melodies
from the Revolutionary period to
carry the weight of the score. His
own piece, "Song of the Liberty
Bell," frames the album and recurs

iberty! is a
PBS miniseries

1''nown as a jazz clarinet virtuoso, Ken Peplowski follows in the
footsteps of Benny Goodman and
Woody Herman by making a crossover album. The Other Portrait runs
the gamut, from the swing of Mark

Lopeman's arrangement of Billy
Strayhorn's "Duet" to a jazz -tinged

neoclassical concerto written by
Darius Milhaud in 1941. Tunes by
Miles Davis, Ornette Coleman, and
Duke Ellington represent the jazz

side, while Witold Lutoslawski's
Dance Preludes covers the contem-

can Revolution-

throughout. Besides himself on
fiddle, O'Connor's core band.of

ary War, and

Nashville aces includes the incom-

porary classical side. Throughout
the program, Peplowski demonstrates that he has the technique to

Mark O'Connor
was an inspired

parable Jerry Douglas on Dobro,
John Jarvis on harpsichord and pi-

pull everything
off. He also has

choice to com-

ano, Russ Barenberg on guitar, John
Mock on penny whistle and recorder,
and Mark Schatz and Glenn Worf di-

an uncanny feel-

about the Ameri-

pose the music for it. As an award winning bluegrass and country fid-

dler, he has played a variety of viding the bass chores. This group
traditional American music. As a
composer, he has used an ever widening palette, extending from
country and traditional to jazz and

KEN PEPL0WE4

ing for the lyric
line and a lovely,

1%;

unforced tone
with which to

appears on seven of the 12 selections,

convey that feeling. The sound is

while three tracks feature the

clean and neat, with the clarinet front
and center, as it should be in a virtuoso program like this. Rod Bennett

Nashville Symphony. The two others

are gorgeous duets: O'Connor and
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Southern Comfort Company. Liqueur. 21-50% AIb. by Volume. Louisville, KY © 1994

elegantly performed by James Taylor. This
melody, too, recurs throughout.
Liberty! is moving music, beautifully executed and recorded. It is a rewarding listening
experience that works excellently on its own,
completely apart from the television series. It
effectively evokes the Revolutionary era's music and moods and is a work Mark O'Connor
can justly be proud of.
Michael Tearson

Luminaries: Musk of Shostakovich,
Whitacre, Ito, and Hindemith

RLO MENOTTI
The Medium

Joyce Castle, mezzo-soprano;
Patrice Michaels Bedi, soprano;
Ensemble of Chicago Opera Theater,
Lawrence Rapchak
CEDILLE CDR 90000 034
DDD; 62:05

ound: A-, Performance: A

James Riggs, saxophone; Pave! Wlosok, piano;
Jerry Bierschenk, baritone; the North Texas
Wind Symphony, Eugene Corporon
KLAVIER KCD 11077; DDD; 70:51

ian Carlo Menotti's tragic

Sound: A+, Performance: A

doubt when she notices

two -act opera, The Medium,

is about a woman who suddenly experiences fear and

J

a ghostly

"1...

There's not a bad disc in the entire Klavier
Wind Recording Project series, but even in a
collection of such excellence, this one stands
out. Its repertory is fascinating. The informative notes tell us that Paul Hindemith actually

hand on
her neck as she
conducts one of

wanted to do his own band arrangement of
the well-known Symphonic Metamorphosis

dille's recording
brings a compelling performance
right into the listening room. The

on a Theme by Carl Maria von Weber, but his
publisher didn't want it, telling the composer
it wouldn't sell. The "Ghost Train Triptych,"
by 27 -year -old Eric Whitacre, is the best new

work I've heard in a
long time. Its outer
movements thrillingly
describe a mighty steam

locomotive as it races
across America, while

.-

ARIES

r

saxophone.
Eugene Corporon once again proves himself a conductor who should be ranked among
the best, and the soloists all turn in outstand-

ing performances. This is really a disc with
something for everyone. It's a must -have for
every audiophile as well as those who love
great music.

Iw,W

N,,.WII

The

et Medium

her fake seances.
Chicago -based Ce-

lead vocalists are ideally cast and,

from beginning to end, the supporting singers and players right on
the mark. Good notes and a full libretto are included.
Rad Bennett

LUfb1IIIV,

the blue -jazz interlude
conjures up a lonely stop along the way. The
Triptych's sound is of demonstration caliber,
successfully capturing timbral combinations
that range from full band to lonely soprano

r

GIA

Rad Bennett

given modern editors and musicologists riddles to solve, since Bach would rewrite the
same music for a number of different ensembles. For instance, the second of the double violin concertos on this recording is usually per-

formed as the Concerto for Violin and Oboe
in the key of C minor. The reconstruction of
various Bach arrangements and rearrangements can result in a variety of possibilities,
depending on which musicologist you believe.

The musical decisions by the Academy of

Ancient Music reveal a judicious blend of
scholarship and exquisite taste. Director and
violinist Andrew Manze has a well -deserved
reputation for baroque interpretation, and his
colleague Rachel Podger,

o

r1
C

"

Bach: Concerto in D Minor
for Two Violins (BWV 1043),
Concerto in A Minor for Violin
(BWV 1041), Concerto in E Major
for Violin (BWV 1042), and Concerto in
D Minor for Two Violins (BWV 1060)
Andrew Manze and Rachel Podger, violinists;
the Academy of Ancient Music,
Andrew Manze
HARMONIA MUNDI 907155; 56:41
Sound: A, Performance: A+

'MK

Johann Sebastian Bach was not only a master composer but a prolific arranger of his and
other composers' music. This talent has often
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also on violin, performs

with equal authority.
The slow movements of

the two solo concertos
are particularly striking
for their beauty and
style. Recorded in London's Blackheath Concert Hall, the sound is vibrant but without so
much reverberation that the inner parts of the
faster movements might have been obscured.

When the original Academy of Ancient
Music was founded in the 18th century, its
purpose was to perform music "...composed
more than 20 years earlier." The Academy's
current incarnation has expanded that scope

considerably, and this CD demonstrates that

very title, Proclamation, could be viewed as an

its interpretations of Bach are among the

assertion that the bass trombone's value as a
solo instrument is the same as that of any other orchestral instrument.

finest presented today.

Patrick Kavanaugh

Holmboe: Chamber Concertos, Vol. II
Various soloists; Danish Radio Sinfonietta,
Hannu Koivula
DACAPO/MARCO POLO 8.224063
DDD; 62:00
Sound: B+, Performance: A

Douglas Yeo, bass trombonist of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, displays dazzling tone
quality. He plays with a flowing lyricism that is
usually associated with woodwinds, not brass
instruments. Yeo's impeccable solos are beau-

Perhaps it is fanciful to think of Vagn

tifully complemented by one of England's
finest brass ensembles,
the Black Dyke Mills

Holmboe as the Mozart of modern Danish

Band, whose beginnings

music. Perhaps not. The sense of joy in com-

go back several cen-

posing that comes through in much of his
work-these concertos certainly included-is

turies. Most of the selec-

similar to the feeling you often get when listening to Mozart. And like Mozart, Holmboe
was a practitioner who accepted music as he
found it and sought new ways of making it
work without reinvention. When his younger
compatriots were turning to serialism, for example, Holmboe remained true to his roots,
more or less in the tradition of Carl Nielsen.
The present volume has Nos. 4, 5, and 6 of
the 13 chamber concertos Holmboe penned.
The Fourth substitutes a piano trio (piano, violin, and cello) for the usual single soloist. It

Peel Hall at the University of Salford, Manchester. The sound is rich
and organ -like, with an expansive dynamic
range. Striking brass and percussive effects
abound.
Perhaps brass recordings aren't for every-

tions were recorded in

many new fans.

Patrick Kavanaugh

Haydn: Orfeo ed Euridice
Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano;
Uwe Heilmann, tenor; Ildebrando D'Arcangelo,
bass -baritone; the Academy of Ancient Music
Chorus and Orchestra, Christopher Hogwood
L'OISEAU-LYRE 452 668
Two CDs; DDD; 2:04:26
Sound: B+, Performance: A

solo part in the Fifth is for viola-a wonderful, earthy instrument that is given its due far
too seldom by the world's composers. Holm-

boe wrings both drama
and lyricism-and even

an almost violin -like
brilliance-from it. The
showiest of the three is
No. 6, with violin solo.
The swagger of the violin part is, in fact, rather atypical for Holmboe, who often focuses on the interactive textures of his instruments and leaves relatively
little room for headstrong individualism.
The name of the orchestra, Danish Radio

Sinfonietta, correctly suggests the sonics:
those of a radio studio. The recording is clean

oil!

arrangements-should go far in winning

Triple Concerto. The latter tosses good tunes
about in pleasant fashion but never seems to
tunes, is more interesting for my money. The

lllcrlaill

one, but this one-with its variety of compositions ranging from Palestrina to jazz,
from 19th -century hymns to contemporary

therefore begs comparison to Beethoven's

go anywhere; the Holmboe, without real

ref Us

Though not as intensely lyrical or dramatic as Gluck's Orfeo ed Euridice, Haydn's musical setting of the story of Orpheus and Eu-

rydice does have some beautiful arias and
exuberant choruses that make for good operatic listening.
In dual roles, the appropriately limpid Euridice and the fiery, tempestuous Sibyl (the
latter originally written for a castrato voice),
Cecilia Bartoli is beyond reproach. Were this a

house performance, her virtuoso singing of
Sibyl's lone aria, "Al tuo seno fortunato"-a
tour de force with full orchestra accompani-

Photo created and produced by Media Group Marketing, Inc. ©

PARA Home Theater Specialísfs
When you're buying audio and video components,

it's important to understand that it's not enough to
buy a good N and VCR. Components must also be
chosen for how they sound together. PARA is a
professional association of independent specialty

audio/video stores who are committed to the highest standards in retailing.

PARA stores will take the time to ask about
what you already own and suggest home

theater components that will integrate into
your current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are
educated to explain the newest technologies in

and attractive, with reasonable depth and
space in the soundstage, but it might have

ment, including trumpets and timpaniwould be accorded 20 or

clear, friendly language, helping you get the

been something more had it been made in a

more minutes of standing ovation. Uwe Heilmann's supreme artistry

best value for your money.

fine hall.

Robert Long

Proclamation

and fine lyric tenor voice

Douglas Yeo, bass trombone;
the Black Dyke Mills Band, James Watson
DOYEN DOY CD 055; DDD; 80:17

bring Orpheus to life.
Christopher Hogwood's

Sound: A, Performance: A+

leadership of the Academy of Ancient Music is
solid, if someimes bordering on pedantic.

Few of us think of the bass trombone as a
solo instrument, but this extraordinary disc
could convert many to that view. Indeed, its

The recording of the voices is quite good,
but the orchestra and chorus sound, although
impeccably clean and refined, might prove a
Rad Bennett
tad dry for some tastes.
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ROCKPOP
RECOR DINGS

a different shade of emotion. "Summertime" is sprightly and optimistic,
offsetting buoyant guitar jangle with
lively horn bursts, while "Folk Song"
is more introspective, conveying its
message with sparse guitar plucks,

lush strings, and Wheeler's bittersweet vocals. Then there's "I Can't
Wait," a peaceful, splendorous track
augmented with the sounds of chirping birds.

In the past, The Sundays' songs
frequently revolved around broken
hearts and unrequited love; the subject matter on Static el- Silence is as

varied as the music. "When I'm
Thinking About You" is a "Calgon-

take-me-away" song about daydream romance, "Cry" is about the
death of a loved one, and "Monochrome" recalls the first lunar landing from the perspective of a young
child.
On the cover of Static & Silence is

a close-up of the moon, bringing to
mind the strong human desire to expand and explore. On this new alStatic & Silence
The Sundays
DGC/GEFFEN DGCD-25131, 42:16
Sound: B, Performance: B

on heavy-hearted repetitions of the

bum, The Sundays finally break their

same old themes, the new one unravels like an onion, each layer revealing

silence and reach their gangly arms

In 1992, dreamy British pop quartet The Sundays released the melancholy, atmospheric Blind, which was

Buddy Miller
HIGHTONE HCD8084, 43:07
Sound: B+, Performance: A

a member), and his achingly bitter-

a

piercing scream compared to the

deafening silence that followed.
Over the next five years, the group's

mentors, The Cocteau Twins, returned in peak form; their apprentices, The Cranberries, ascended to
pleasant pop stardom; and The Sundays packed up their gear to pursue

other interests. Guitarist David
Gavurin and vocalist Harriet Wheeler had a baby and constructed their
own recording studio. Finally, they

decided they'd better do something

with all the new gear, so they set
about working on Static & Silence.

Many bands who disappear for a
long time need to refit the training
wheels, but time off served The Sundays well. Whereas their first two
records were somewhat dull, relying

At a time when country music is battling for its soul, singer, songwriter, and
uitarist Buddy Miller is all but defining
untry soul. His 1996 solo debut, Your
Love and Other Lies, was the best country album of the year that most lj
people never heard. And Poison Love is another masteriece that the countr music

establishment will no doubt ignore in its desperate quest to
cash in on pablum.
In contrast to what's on the country
charts, Miller creates mature, intelligent,

and heartfelt songs that celebrate the
grand ole C&W heritage while pushing
the envelope. Those poles of tradition
and innovation are best exemplified by
two tracks: a fiddle -laced cover of the
1950s chestnut "Poison Love," where

Miller sings with Steve Earle and is
backed by Emmylou Harris and her
touring band Spyboy (of which Miller is
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skyward.

Jon Wiederhorn

sweet, countrified reading of the Otis
Redding soul hit "That's How Strong My
Love Is." These classics are matched by
material Miller has written with his wife

Julie Miller, his longtime cohort Jim
Lauderdale, and the one and only
George Jones (whose singing Miller em-

ulates in a deeper, rawer voice). The
- songs include infectious toe tappers ("Nothing Can Stop
Me," "Help Wanted," "Lone-

some for You," and "Love
Snuck Up") and touchin
weepers ("Don't Tell Me,"
"Baby Don't Let Me Down,"
"Draggin' the River," and "I Can't Help
In. The capstone is "100 Million Littl
Bombs," which laments the countless
land mines strewn across the world.

With his global concerns and a dis-

tinctly American musical vision as
strong as John Fogerty's, Buddy Mille
could be just the man to rescue contem

porary country from its creative dol
drums, if only the powers that be woul
Rob Paterso
open their ears.
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THE

WORLD'S
BEST SURGE

SUPPRESSOR...

gettable, but the three versions of "Communication Breakdown" all shake as if the

Led Zeppelin
ATLANTIC 83061, two CDs; 2:34:13
Sound: A, Performance: B+
the early days of Led Zeppelin, Jimmy

goal were to topple the theater.
The second disc expands a bit. It begins
in hyperdrive with the seismic "Immigrant
Song," lapses into jam central for "Heart-

age either understood aspects of the
usic business better than anyone else

breaker" and an 18 -minute "Dazed and
Confused," and revives with "Going to

r was very, very lucky. By refusing to

California" and a medley of tunes wrapped
in "Whole Lotta Love."

elease singles and controlling the
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LINE FILTER YOU CAN BUY.

Now consider this...no matter what
you paid for it, the odds are
OVERWHELMING that your
current surge protector does use
sacrificial/wear components (MOV's),
has a joule/current limitation,
WILL EVENTUALLY FAIL, and does

divert surge current to the ground
wire (causing ground hum and
degenerative equipment damage).

So...How Important
Is Your System?

BRICK WALL

sand's image, he created the illu'on that Led Zeppelin was a band
f mythic proportions. This colction of "live" recordings cap res two nights in the life of Led
eppelin and strips the band of its
manipulated studio finesse (although disc one does have a few over-

LE

The discs differ slightly. On the
first, Zep creates its predictable hybrid of electrified blues and spaced out, guitar -rock self-indulgence. Por-

tions of the improvisatory jams are
little more than time -wasting exercises, but the band charges back with an unusual sense of brilliant bombast. A stab at
Eddi
for
"

>«

Zeppelin at a vital time: when the band was

Ladies and Gentlemen,
We Are Floating in Space

worst. Enlisting legendary producer Jim Dickinson and Dr. John would seem like a sure bet

Spiritualized

to save any song from failure, but even they
can't rescue the loping, redundant, and too -long

Sound: A, Performance: C-

album closer that Pierce surely sees as a pike

As with many previous megalomaniac stu-

leader Jason Pierce to the

Available in:

busy knob -turning to realize that he doesn't have

BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.
Fax: 1-800.528-6623
E -Mail: info@brickwall.com

Web: www.brickwall.com

learning the ropes others would soon fail
to dimb.
Rob O'Connor -

DEDICATED/ARISTA DED 34P, 69:14

shut off Spiritualized

1-800-528-0313

stored recordings capture Led

London on April 1, 1971.

$199.

NOW AVAILABLE WITH

dio. But for those who can
never get enough, these re-

performance at the Paris Theatre in

Starting at the real world price of

ISOLATED RECEPTACLES.

saturation of classic rock ra-

dubs). One night is a grimy blues

dio freaks, studio seclusion and tyrannical

Eight receptacle, 15A, single unit
rack mount or modular
power distribution unit.
12 receptacle, 20A, double unit rack
mount/power distribution unit.

sion again, thanks to the over-

workout from several BBC sources in
1969; the other is an electric/acoustic

SURGE FILTERS

Eight receptacle, 15A, point -of -use.

Some may never wish to
hear these songs in any ver-

de résistance. Sadly, it's just another obstacle in
your quest to get to the end of this frustratingly overwrought record.
Jason Ferguson

single-mindedness have

point that he's far too
many good ideas left

Slant 6 Mind
Greg Brown
RED HOUSE RECORDS RHR CD 98, 54:10
Sound: B+, Performance: A

Greg Brown, the ornery but often brilliant

Thus, Ladies and Gentlemen, We Are Floating
in Space grasps for too many disparate things
at the same time.
In the rare moments this album succeeds, it
shines like a beacon from beyond. The glisten-

folksinger and songwriter, has produced signifi-

ing, Elvis -copping title track and the sparse
ambience of "Broken Heart" are excellent.
When the album fails, which is far too often,
things get kinda hairy. "No God Only Religion" is sloppy, prog-rock mimicry, while
"Come Together" is a blatant Primal Scream
knockoff in more than title alone. Yet "Cop

This time out, his lucky -

Shoot Cop..." (drugs, man!) is by far the
AUDIO/MARCH 1998
86

cantly more than his share of dazzling moments, including the re cent masterpieces Further

In and The Poet Game
13th recording for Red
House, Brown eschews
his bookish, introspective
side by bringing to his compositions a more col-

orful spectrum of mood and tone. On Slant 6
Mind, he is flanked by two excellent guitar players, longtime collaborator Bo Ramsey on elec-

tric and slide and Kelly Joe Phelps on acoustic
lap and lap steel. This album's instrumentally
sophisticated blues, gospel, country, and swamp
folk turn the experience into a late -period Dylanesque romp, complete with politics, humor,
and gritty imagery.
Brown's rich growl remains a stirring con-

to be misbegotten nomenclature from the

Vanishing Point
Primal Scream
REPRISE 9 46559, 39:22
Sound: A, Performance: A

start, a sub -genre of a sub -genre. Nevertheless,
Liminal Lounge makes a

good case for it with a
soundtrack where body
and mind, hallucination
and dance, collide.

Primal Scream gets away with embracing a
different genre on each album. After a late -'80s

stant; it's nasty on the bluesy "Enough" and

The New York trio

debut that was virtually an homage to The

"Hurt So Nice" and imbued with twang on the

creates a mind -spinning
interface between DJ Olive's turntable talking,
Lloop's sample systems, and Danny Blume's
basses and programmed rhythms (it's Blume's
rhythm programs that give the album its title,

Byrds, the band morphed into hard rock, then

compelling "Wild Like a Sonny Boy" and
"Why Don't You Just Go Home." Through it
all, too, is his Bukowski-meets-Faulkner lyricism-witty, angst -ridden, and rife with deviltry. "She says 'Come hither,' but when I get
hither, she is yon," he sings drolly on the album's opener, "Whatever It Was." And Brown's

eye for quirky characterizations is utterly

Pre -Set).

Liminal Lounge creates the kind of techno-

logically driven music that would probably
fascinate someone like film director David

impeccable.
After hitting his stride on Further In, Slant 6
Mind finds Greg Brown looking out over new

Cronenberg. In fact, "Pre -Set #1 (Night

musical vistas, and his view from the top is
splendid indeed.

Bob Gulla
Pre -Set

Liminal Lounge
KNITTING FACTORY WORKS
KFW 202, 44:03
Sound: B, Performance: B+

Barely out of the chute, "illbient" music was
declared "tired" by Wired magazine. It did seem

got on the Manchester groove train with its
1991 hit machine Screamadelica. Then there
was 1994's Give Out but

Don't Give Up, with
Rolling Stones producer
Jimmy Miller and sounding like...The Stones.
Vanishing Point, how-

Drive)" could be an homage to his film Crash,

ever, is a giant pot containing all of Primal Scream's previous incar-

with vocalist Jana Martin asking, "Will you

nations-an infectious, sublime brew of

drive for me?" as her voice spins into hypnotic,
erotic loops.

danceable beats, pulsing dub rhythms, and
meaty melodies spiced with guitars, sitars,
tablas, and bassoons. The mix -and -match

Most of the album, however, is instrumental. With guests Marc Ribot adding
funky scratch guitar lines on a couple of
tracks and John Medeski laying down synthesizer bleeps and squiggles on "Hush,"
Liminal Lounge brings an improvisational
spontaneity and vitality to an often distant,
prefabricated sound. Pre -Set isn't tired, it's
totally wired.

John Diliberto

program is evident in the New -York -Dolls meets -biker -rock energy of "Motorhead," the
psychedelics of `Burning Wheel," and the driving acid -industrial soundscape on "Kowalski."
On Vanishing Point, Primal Scream powers
across an East -meets -West landscape, combining funk, dub, and electronics with rock 'n'
roll. And somehow, it works. Jo -Ann Greene
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Call us today for your local dealer and a copy

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system
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Drawers
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MODULAR HARDWOOD

CABINET SYSTEM
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Imagine 270 CDs in one drawer.
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PDF59
CALL PDF606
CALL
KENWOOD
1070CD
CALL 1O60CD
CALL
ONKYO
DXC330
CALL DXC530
CALL
HARMAN/KARDON
FLB300
CALL FL8450
CALL
TECHNICS
SLPO887....CALL SLMC400 CALL
SONY
CDPCX200...CALL COPCX250 CALL

TO0662

CALL

WTI

JVC
HARMAN/KAROON...DCS20
PIONEER
CTW606
PIONEER
CTW616

CALL

TECHNICS....RSTR575

CALL

SONY
SONY

TCWE605
TCWE805

CALL

ONKYO

TARW909

CALL

PIONEER

OV500

CALL

PIONEER

DVL700

CALL

802107
S03107

.... .Call

............Lall

JBL

HL5810......CALL
ESC550......CALL
SC5120......CALL

HLS820.....CAIL
SC5115......CALL

INFINITY

-

CALL

DV0A100

CALL
CALL

PIONEER LASER...CLDD406

CALL

PIONEER LASER. ...CL059

CALL

ATER EQUIPMENT AT UNBELIEVABLE

SM85........_...GLL

SAVINGS! CALL OR E-MAIL OR FAX FOR

SM115............CALL

YOUR FREE CATALOG-VOICE/FAX:

1102000.3..CALL
RS2000.4..CALL
RS2000.5..CALL
RS2000.6..CALL
MINUETTE.CALL

SM125...........Gll
SM155...........CALI
DUTRI66ER...CALL
BIC

YSOI.........Gll

V5251............CALL

Y62SL..._......GLL

V601.........CALL
V802...

...CALL
BOSE

201............GLL

609-799-9664. E-MAIL:
Savant@SavantAudio.com WWW.SavantAudio.com

15186 .............CALL
100811..
CALL

....CALL

301

Powered Subwoofers
INFINITY
INFINITY

BU1

BIC

010000
012006

BU2

BIC

P012
P015

MT%

SONY

SAW101

AIWA

TSW4o

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, AND THE LOWEST PRICES!

v%n

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

American Buyer's Club Int.

1-800-354-1324

INFINITY ................... VIDEO1................CALL

FAX your order: 908-294-7480

V52CLR..._..._.....CALL
BIC ............................ V62CLR............... CALL
BIC.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

WWW.ABCSTEREO.COM

PIONEER

DEH5B..........Gll

KEHP414....CALL
KEHP5I5....CALL
KEHP818....CALI

OEXBB..........GIL
DENSBOx..._Glt

COXFM629.CALl
COXFMI227CALL
OXP5000....CALL

COXP626S.._CALl

PANASONIC

CODP6550..CALL

COOPX95......CALL

JVC
6RAXM25....CALL 5RAX920....CALL

XRC450......GLI

PVL857
PVD0710

CALL
CALL

ES400

CANON
CALL
ES6000
CALL

PVL657

EQUINOX

CALL

APEX

AVR85 MK II
AVR25 MK II

P58

CALL
439

CALL
AC -3

K063720.....CALL

1-

TAX

0065920 ...CALL

218 THX

KDM088......CALL
KENW000
KDC6005......CALL
K0C7005......CALL
KOCCBw....GLL
KOC8005......CALL

AVRS600

AMP

PARASOU ND
PRO -LOGIC

HCA 1206

600,2

019

CARVER
AVa0SX

B55STI.......CALL

CALL

WHISTLER
1565WH.....CI1lL
1575WH........CALL

CALL

LRD6499....CALI
11102200.. CALL

111116599

CALL

SONY
CALL
D465.. ......_CALL
CALL
DE307CK.._....CALL
KENWOOD
CALL
OPC971._........CALL
PANASONIC
CALL
SLS651C....._..CALL

IONEER
DVL700

503006

SPPM920.....CALL

SPPSS960..CALL
PANASONIC

K XTCC902..CALI
K XiCC942..CALL
KXTCS970..CA1L

FTH986......CALL

We accept MC Visa Amex Discover 6 COD

CALL

-LOSE SONY
duNaca

YAMAHA

KXTCM940...CALL

00 enrorVEEn

Velodyne

FT8006........CALL

Call for Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. Fax (516)564-9593
P0's Welcome
We ship FEDEX
WHOLESALE CONNECTION 361 Charles SL West Hempstead, NY 11552

-

HITACHI
TOSHIBA

AUTHORIZED
DEALER
CALL
CALL

SONY

VELODYNE
LJ.VES-

FSR.12

KXTCC912....CALL
TOSHIBA

TOP RATED

AC3
TOSHIBA

SPPI0910...GLL

CALL

BIC

11

CALL

SONY
DVP-57000
SONY

LOWEST PRICE

MIRAGE
MANY MODELS

MITSUBISHI

UNIOEN

Portable CO'S

IN STOCK

BOSE
NEW LOW PRICE

AM III

V62 SI

150W . 6

3K6
BEL

.......CAII

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEM 350 THX

AMP

CINEPRO

CALL

LASER and T. SERIES

AM 10

NAD

PISP.1000

CALL
NEW

STRATUS GOLD
STRATUS MINI

CAMBER

HvR1RO0

JVC

WINNER
TOWER

P WIA

HA RM ONIKARDON

AVR3200

MDXC670.....CAIL

KSRT120....CALL
KSRT520....CALL

9451

CALL

AC -1

0.%.02092

DENON
CDXC460......CALL
CDXC660......CALL

XRCS5o......CALL
C0X505RF..CALL

CALL

PANASONIC

-Y AMA®MA
RX.9992

SONY

KRC703......CALL
KRC903 ....CALL

SLS321C

USED & DEMO HIGH -END & HOME THE-

SM65 .............GLL

K DM1088RF.CALL

DPG71..

SHOP HI FI FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

652000.2..CALL

CALL

DVDA300

DM805...

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT

CALL

PANASONIC

OPTURA

OWNERS!Original designer is now offering a Modernization Program. Why pay
today's megabuck prices? Consider the
alternative. JAMES BONGIORNO: (805)
963-1122.

CALL

PANASONIC

GROAMI

ATTENTION: S.A.E.-G.A.S.-SUMO

CALL
CALL

aerranty

h'.%A

I

RS2000.1...CALL

MT%

TOSHIBA

SCAK90.... ..CALI

Portable 8Homa..................

CALL
CALL

OUR 22ND YEAR! CALL 1 (800) 826-0520. *

KEF * HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON * ADCOM * NAKAMICHI * AMC * POLK AUDIO
* SUNFIRE * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY *

F52000 ........CALL
E%TO7.........GLL

ExTD5.....CALL
1800761__GLL

Portable 8 Home.....

CARVER

CALL 507050

TOSHIBA

NS1U50.......CALL
NS1U92 ....CALL
NSXM790....CALL
%RM30A..._CALL
ZVM27......._CALL

HL5610..._.CALL

TXS9535....CALL TXDS83B
TXSV636....CALL TXDS939
HTRBBO

NSXA30....CALL
NSXA72...C11LL
NSXMT70.CALL
XRMI0......CALL
XRM7100..CALL
FS1000.....CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

_ ^i,

r

251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

FOR EVERY COMPONENT SOLD!

1585 ROUTE 46 EAST , LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

(800 311-0392

inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at

JVC

A I VI ELECTRONICS

NAK
NILES
NHT
ONKYO
SONANCE
SONY ES
VELODYNE
YAMAHA
AND MORE

M&K

HI FI EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for

gy, Acrotec, Aesthotix, AIR TIGHT, Audio Artistry, Audi °Craft, , AudioNote, Avalon. Basis, Benz -Micro, Cary,

Chang, Charlo, CODA, Continuum, DaySequerra,
Dynavector, Ensemble, Graaf, Graham, High Wire,

MB QUART
MARANTZ

BOSE
CARVER
DENON

sic Player and the Reference One transport have made

ONKYO

AUDIO UNLIMITED

WHOLESALE PRICES

ADS
ALPINE
ATL. TECH

B&0

FOR SALE

www.wholesaleconnection.com
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-

NEW WORLD AUDIO

KLIPSCH
KSW200

CAIN

MIRAGE
BPS ISO.

For info & customer
service call
908-780-6600

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
S YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

ABC 130 Highway 33 Englishtown, NJ 07726
All p,oduas a,e new USA me,chandae covered by the manufacturers warrant), or
ABCs c,clus,e I,nlited variant), MEMBER OF THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

FOR SALE

FREE SHIPPING!

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, KEF, PARASOUND,

KINERGETICS, NAD, AUDIOOUEST, KIMBER,
STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593
KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.
RBS@charleston.net

SATURDAY AUDIO EXCHANGEChicago's source for discontinued,
demo, used & new home audio equipment for 15 years. For information call
773 -935 -U -S -E -D or see our online
catalog at http://saturdayaudio.com

LLJ

0
á

www.leshoppe.com
1-800-988-7929
We bring our shop and expertise to your

LL

door.

vJ- w

dm

ter
Vogs

you [hThopson

Free Erochure & Demo Tafpee

LT Sound Dept AU -1

/

7980 LTParkway Uthonia,GA 30

information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.

2. Understand the seller's return and

returned merchandise, and whether
there is any "restocking" charge.

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-

;!

not covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the

ofIlunir t
Internet-http:/) Itsound.com
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Line (770)482.2485jExt 51

manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's war-

Buy -Sell -Trade

ranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced,

When You Want Smoothie Better Than Karaoke!
cc

o

1. Confirm price and merchandise

product comes with a U.S. manufacturers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are

Musk from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke

All brands of
High End Audio Since 1979

AUDIO CLASSICS
-Limited-

FREE condensed catalog!
8AM-5PM ET Monday -Friday

Phone/Fax

607-766-3501
www.audioclassics.com
3501 Old Vestal Rd.
Vestal, NY 13850

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !
We have equaled the high priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We
demvstity wire technology. Ask for literature.

AND MORE: Audio/Video Components. DDS
and other I lome 'theater Components. Speakers
Component stands. Accessories - & MORE
Call 800 321 2108 2.' hrs/dal' for free catalog

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Cherry 11111. NJ 081)34

FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE
SOURCE FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO
TAPES AND ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL
TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE. SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION,
3586 PIERCE DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 TAPE ;8273), IN GA (770) 458-1679. FAX: (770) 458-0276.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-

ALOG, 3023 E. Sangamon Ave.,
Springfield, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644.
AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE FET-VALVE hybrid tube and
SImega III active feedback preamplifiers, amplifiers, DACs, in-

verters, more, achieve dynamic liquidity, stunning clarity,

facturers assert that, even if the

SINGERS!RVOCALVSE
BackgroundUnlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available
N

tection.

refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for

AUDIONIDEO DEALS
"-AZ

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your pro-

FOR SALE

what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,

including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by
credit card, you may have a greater
recourse in the event the advertiser
does not perform. (Check the complaint
procedures of your credit card compa-

nies). For phone orders, make a note

of the order including merchandise
ordered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's name.

5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of the

order, you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a refund.

rugged durability through precision engineering. Plus economical AVA kit or wired circuits for classic Dynaco and Haller chasis
attain ultimate musical faithfulness. Free illustrated catalog! Audio by Van Alstine, 2202River HillsDrive, Bumsville, MN 55337.
(612)890-3517. Fax: (612) 894-3657. info@ avahifi.com http://
www.avahifi.com/

MUSICAL CONCEPTS SIGNATURE
Signatures mods have arrived with HyperFast diodes,
BlackGate caps. Add HyperFasts and BlackGates to
any component! Signature updates available for previous
mods! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy,

B&K, Dyne (tubes too!) and Haller! NEW!!! Single -

Ended PA -3 frontend board for Haller ampsunbelievable sound! Signature CD Players are ready!
Highly regarded CDT -4 Transport $795. Marantz, Rotel,
Pioneer CD mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood
Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304. 314-447-0040.

AUDIO CONNECTION

NEW JERSEY'S BEST SELECTION
BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW FOR LESS THAN $50,000!

Vandersteen
* B and W

* Rotel
Sonic Frontiers
Audible Illusions

Proac

AudioQuest
Quicksilver

Kimber Kable

Cardas

Wadia

Cary
Arcam
Audiolab
Ayre

No mailorder: 8&W, Rote!

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona New Jersey 07044

Phone (973) 239-1799 Fax: (973) 239-1725

http://www.audioconnect.com

LOUDSPEAKERS
Read about the famous NEWFOAM,,. D.I.Y. Speaker
Repair process in "Stereo Review" June 1996
Standard and Deluxe NEwFOAM,., kits available www.NEWFOAM.com

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back Worldwide Speaker Repair since 1979
NEWFOAM,. 3047 West Henrietta Road Rochester, NY 14623.2531 USA
voice (716) 444-3680 fax (716) 427-9337 video (716) 447-44)7
.. "New Foam's price was hag of what I had paid previously. I recommend
he company highly.- David Adler, "Audio Magazine" February 1997

It (NEW FOAM) looks like a good value and a darn good idea." Dr. Allan
Powell, Host -Tech Talk" radio program KAMU-FM Texas A 8 M University

Phone Toll Free

FAX Toll Free

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM

1-800-2FX-FOAM

6. Merchandise substitution without

1-800-639-3626

your express prior consent is not

Global 800 Phone

NEWFOAM Now WITH

allowed.
7. If you

+ 800 4NEW-FOAM

VIDEO TELEPHONE

have a problem with your

+ 800 4639-3626

order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the

ON1-Y 0 E

1-800-239-3626

TECH LINE SUPPORT

BRpND

consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.

WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,

NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.

w.0 mhSPeaker.corm
Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory direct from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn NY

11205 (718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email
OhmSpeaker@AOL.com

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36 dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan
versions. DB SYSTEMS, POB 460, RINDGE,

NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

TRUE SUBWOOFERS
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.
New HSU TRU

SUBS will extend
the bass of your
stereo or video
system for that "air
shaking all around
you" effect.

HSU Research HRSWI 2V

Here's what experts are saying about HSU TRU SUBS:
"The TN1225H0 plays louder (over 110 dB with program
material) and goes deeper (a true 25Hz extension) than an
of the competitive subs I have tested in its price or size class'
Tom Nousaine, Stereo Review, November 1997

-This product (TN825) sets new standards for subwoofer
performance at $400.' "106 dB at 30 Hz, 100 dB at 25 Hi
Richard Hardesty, Widescreen Review. Vol 6, No. 4
150W TN1225H0.'111dB at 35 8 30 Hz, 106 dB at 25Hz.
These are very impressive figures for a single 12 -driver, but
even more significant is the low distortion and clarity achieved
at these high output levels'
Richard Hardesty. Widescreen Review, Vol 6, No. 4
"The Hsu had no problems with the incredble bass of anything
I threw at it It blends as well with music as it does with
movies one of the best deals on the market." Stacey Spears.
Secrets of Home Theatre and High Fidelity Volume 4 No. 2,

FINALE

Big speaker systems can usually produce a big
sound, though this is no guarantee of rich and
dramatic music. Dynaudio has built much of
its reputation with small systems that produce
the vibrant sound that larger systems promise
but rarely achieve. But to those who demand
the sound of Dynaudio with extreme low bass,
we are proud to offer the FINALE system. It
offers Dynaudio quality sound, but in a sound
stage that extends below 30Hz!

The Drivers
The FINALE woofer system uses the 30W100XL
woofer, a new and special
version intended for a bass
reflex alignment. This
woofer is combined with a
specially designed passive

May 1997. (http /hrnw.sdinfo.conVvolume_4_2/hsu12va html)

radiator.

The midrange utilizes the
15W75 and the D52AF.
The lower midrange is re-

Send for full details on the vastly improved new 12Va,
the 10V, and our new TN series. Write or call:

HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave Unn L. Santa Fe Springs. CA 90670

HSU
RESEARCH

1.800.554.0150 (Voice)
1-562-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

E-mail hsures@eanhhnkne
Websne: Mipvrwww.hsuresearch corn,

Sold factory direct with a 30 day tnal - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturers detect warranty

produced by the 15W75
with a 3" voice coil. The
unique design principle of
this driver allows for a wide
dynamic range and an airiness in reproduction which

can master even the most
complex musical passages
with ease.

The upper midrange is covered by the D52AF. This 2"
dome midrange seamlessly

JBL

tills the gap between the 15W75 and the

$499/PR JBL 4312C(BK), $799/PR JBL

MC/VISA/Discover-no CODs
Callwith make & mo
for best price
Phone
ne 24 hrs. 704-697-9001

or Toll Free

800-747-3692

P.O. Bon 1088 Flat Rock, NC 28731

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

for the serious speaker enthusiast! We
are a nationally known electronics dis-

tributor that takes pride in our huge
selection of products and our first rate
customer service. We stock a dizzying array of audio related components
including raw loudspeaker drivers for
home and car, home theatre products,
connectors, wire, test equipment, plus

numerous accessories. So what are
you waiting for ... call for your FREE

Source
Code: AUM
268 page catalog today!
Parts Express
725 Pleasant Valley Dr., Springboro, Ohio 45068.1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 FAX: 513/743.1677
E-mail: sales®parts-express.com

1-800-338-0531

ROTTEN SPEAKER FOAM?
Toll Free 1 -888 -FOAM ROT (1-888-362-6768) SIMPLY
SPEAKERS, 11203 49th St. N., Clearwater, FL 33762.
www.simply-speakers.com. D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS FOR
ANY SPEAKER. FACTORY SERVICE-ALL BRANDS.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! VISA/MC/DISC/
AMEX.

LAKESIDE ACOUSTICS
Introducing the MV -250, designed by industry

veteran, Ron Nelson. The same technology
that made the Nelson -Reed 8-04, a favorite

among audiophiles & critics alike, is now available in a more affordable 2 -way system. An 8 -

OHM nominal impedance & 92DB efficiency

ensures compatibility with a wide range of

amplification. Call for details about our 30 day
home audition program. 419-836-2029.

RECORDS
HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowned LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98, East
Wareham, MA 02538. Call 508-295-2508.

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts-Expert Consultations,
All Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country includ-

ing Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS.
1-800-982-2620. www.needleexpress.com
KAB ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS

Preserve + Enhance = Restore"

cuits,

2922 Plainfield NJ 07062-0922 Visa/MC/AmEx.

The Dynaudio Esotec D260 tweeter, is used to
cover the upper frequency range. The unique

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
jackets, sleeves, etc. CABCO-641, BOX 8212, COLUMBUS,
OH 43201. (614) 267-8468. JProto1 @aol.com

musical reproduction with an airiness usually
only obtainable with an electrostatic speaker,
yet the D260 still possesses the dynamic range
and power handling of a dynamic loudspeaker.

CATALOG 908-754-1479 www.KABusa.com P.O. Box

WANTED TO BUY
AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS High
End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., 3501

Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY 13850. Phone: 607-766-3501
8am-5pm EST Mon -Fri.

The Result
The FINALE is a concept for the music listener
who demands the absolute best, and enjoys the
challenge of building an exacting state-of-theart system for the reproduction of music.

The kit price for all parts without cabinets is
$1775.00 per pair. Oak veneered cabinets are
available for $950.00 per pair. Cabinets have

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

STEPP

The Parts Express catalog is a must

tweeter, without the use of radical filter cir-

1" oak veneered walls on all sides and come in
natural oak or black stained oak finishes.

Save $$$ with original kit!
Kits to fit any speaker-Advent, AR, JBL,
Bose, Infinity, EV, etc.
Surrounds, adhesive & instructions

CATALOG

ELECTRONICS

"Serving The Record Collector and Sound Enthusiast" FREE

chambering of this tweeter ensures faithful

4312MKII MONITORS NEW! USED BY 70% OF RECORDING STUDIOS FOR MIXING & EVALUATION. 12db X -OVER
NETWORK, 3 -WAY WITH 12" WOOFER, 5" MIDRANGE &
DOME TWEETER, 100 WATT CAPACITY. MFC.UST $899
WALNUT. PARAGONS $13,999 DELIVERED. HARTSFIELD
085s $6,999(REPRO)-$17,999(ORIG)/PR. OLYMPUS S8 -R
$3,999/PR-L200 $1,999/PR. W.E. 300Bs $350/EACH(NEW)
CATALOG $10. SHIPPED WORLDWIDE (UK -$297, EUROPE -$325, JAPAN -$350). VISA/MC. HAL COX, SINCE 1947.
(415) 388-5711, FAX: (415) 388-3359. 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

SPEAKER

A DYNAUDIO SPEAKER KIT

"To my even greater surprise, it integrated splendidly with the
Sound Lab A -2X... Thanks Hsu Research for coming up with
this sonic bargain..." Rome Castellanes, Audio Shopper,
Vol. 3 No. 3, April 1997 (http//www.cdrome.coiwhsu html)
"...output to rival many 18 inch subs along with the rare ability to
homogenize almost perfectly with high.performance main
speakers....rated flat way down to 20 Hz but in my room it went
even lower, and could get stomach -churning loud if you asked it "
Dan Sweeney, Audio/Video Shopper. December 1996

LOUDSPEAKERS

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX. 608.831.3771
e-mail madisound@itis.com

Web Page http lwww.itis.comlmadisound
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ALWAYS PAYING TOP FOR: Tube Marantz, McIntosh,
Western Electric equipment. Vintage speakers, units, from

Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, EV. Garrard 301.
Thorens TD -124. P.O. BOX 80371, San Marino,
CA 91118-8371. Telephone: (626) 441-3942. DAVID YO
(My word's like a signature.)

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. The

Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. WEB SITE Catalog:
www.tsto.com
WANTED: TUBE HI FI, CORNERMORN SPEAKERS! Altec,
Jensen, Marantz, Leak, Quad, McIntosh, Western Electric, EV,
JBL, Tannoy ETC. Sonny (405)737-3312. Fax 3355.

MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

SERVICES

CABLE TV

CABLE TV

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored by
Richard Modaffeh. independent consultant to Audio Classics,
Ltd.. inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. AUDIO
CLASSICS, LTD. 3501 Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY 13850.
Phone: 607-766-3501, 8am-5pm EST Mon -Fri.

FREE TV Cable catalog Products & Pricing on Revolutionary
Full Viewing Boxes with Dealership 800/676-6342.

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great Price

and Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed. EAGLE
ELECTRONICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/Amex/Disc
accepted.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30
DAY TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW

Ht- f0i tie asses

C.O.D. CALL NOW: 1-800-586-9920.

Our components feature state of the art designs and
the best quality parts...we leave no stone unturned in
the pursuit of sonic perfection!

$Í ós

CABLE TV
WE WILL BEAT ANY
ADVERTISED PRICE

phonostsges, active crossovers & ac line conditioners
fully assembled or sold as kits. Affordable to cost -no -

ANTITY
D SUCOUNTS

object models available. Plus we offer the largest

1 Year Warranty

assortment of parts & circuit modules for the hobbyist.

Our 200 page catalog is just $12 U.S. & Canada $18
International (refunded w/order). Call 303.470.B5R5
Fax: 303.791.5783 or E -Mail: wlabs©ix.netcom.com

[4E1

_

P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198
Visit our Website for info: hltp://www.welbomelabs.com

O zur :mmiumm

o

30 day money back guarantee

Call Us Last!

T.0 V.

1-800-582-0989

CABLE T.V.
Converters & Equipment
Lowest rices guaranteed!

30 Day Money

Back guarante:
1 -year warranty(

\

DEALERS
WELCOME!

800-888-5585
,

LE BOX

MIKERO CHIPS
9AM-8PM Eastern
FEDERAL EXPRESS DELIVER
NO FLORIDA SALES

Premium Grade Parts
Excellent selection of audiophile parts at fair prices &

prompt shipping! Extensive in stock inventory
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
INFINICAP, HovLANo, MIT sit 1:11 AP, NOLEN, SCR, RH-Car,
NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATT':, CAUIxX'K, VISHAY, MIL1.s,

Hol.co, Rr.ISIA, TKD, ALPS, Noiur. FAR, DEF LY PANLIs,
CARDAS, KTMItix, ACRo ircH, & pure silver chassis wire-.,

Link your TV-Descrambler-Computer into one system.
Experience the possibilities of surfing the NET using
your cable box remote.
Financing available.
FREE cable TV decoder included with every purchase.

800-835-2330

Michael Percy, Ana 526, Inverness, CA 94937

BLANK TAPES

lNs

ABLE TV
CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS
iv4aRA!FfFI

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245-6000
We'll beat any price' 5.95 SHIPPING FREE CAT.
MAXELL

1 49
1.99
DAT-124 Paz, 8 99 XLII.S 90
T.120V
1.69 T 120 HGX 2 39
3 49 ST 120
6 99
L-750BT
57-160
7.99 DAT- 124 P,._ 6 99
MDW-74
8 97
5.99 U035-90
TDKDVC60 10.99 119-90

TAPE WORLD

TDK

CDR74

FUJI
1.99

D-90
SA -90

1

79
49

SVHST1206 49

HI8120

5.99

DR -1,90

69

SAX90
SAX100

1_99

T-120SHG 2?9

2 09

? 4:

21./G 8- '2257',

T 120 EHG

I:A' 120

a'

-'ax-,

.

2205PRIt4G 51 BURR PA 16003 FAX SW -322-8273

OVER 500 DIFFERENT. SAME DAY SHIPPING M -F 8-5

.

-.

Crosby, TX 77532.

HOME THEATER
LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS- GIANT 5' - 25' ULTRA -BRIGHT

HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURES!!! SEAMLESS SCREENS
TO 25'!!!"DEPIXELATION PROCESSORS", UNBEATABLE

PRICES !

!

!

FREE CATALOG !

!

!

POLI -VISION (717) 489-3292.

INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20

page Electronic Catalog- http://www.AVHTS.com/

MID TIM
ADVERTISERS
Reach proven
mail order buyers!
looking for purchasing information and advice. Advertise your
products and services in a lowcost environment that sells.
Millions of your prime prospects

can be found in the industry
leading titles of

HExnou diodes, Seto foil inductors. all types of audio
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits. hospital grade plugs, tubes,
tools, ICs, super selection of damping materials 81 feet.
Intemational/c were as circler% are especially welcome!
Phi 'ne (415) 669-7181 or fax (a 15I 669-7594 tiir a rat:J,p.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
CRANK YOUR COMPUTER UP!! AWE64 "Gold" Sound
Blaster $199. Check/MO. Gordon Grant, P.O. Box 857,

They turn to us when they are

LP -TV R

Don't Pay More!

SATELLITE DESCRAMBLER. PROGRAMMING PACKAGE
AUTHORIZES ANY SATELLITE TO RECEIVE ALL CHANNELS AVAILABLE, INCLUDING PREMIUMS & PAY -PER VIEWS. $99.95. 800-333-6150. www.satellite2000.net

1+

1.800.639.5542

203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

579 XLII -90

SATELLITE TV

MC, Visa, COD

RN ON CHIPS `°

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.

DAT-120

MENT. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!

ALLBRANDS or call TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check
our Monthly Specials!

VEGA ELECTRONICS

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SONY

DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAIN-

CONVERTERS / EQUIPMENT

Single -ended and push-pull tube amps, linestages

WELBORNE LABS

SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/

EQUIPMENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS &

Super High Fidelity Audio Equipment
Made in the U.S.A

r,it

PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -

ABSOLUTELY LOWEST
WHOLESALE/RETAL PRICES!
MASTERCARD VISA DISCOVER AMEX COD
MO FL SALES

1-888-430-4301

http://www.wwcableboxes.com

Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply

call us Toll -Free and reserve
your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am- 5pm EST)
or
FAX: 212-767-5624

AD

INDEX
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ADVERTISER

WEB SITE/E-MAIL

TELEPHONE

2-3

Adcom

www.adcom.com

732/390-1130

21

Belkin Components

www.belkin.com

800/2-BELKIN

75

Bose/Wave Radio

Number 621.381 or 778.5) is published monthly
by Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of Hachette Filipacchi USA,
Inc., at 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
Printed in U.S.A. at Dyersburg, Tenn. Distributed

by Warner Publisher Services Inc. Periodicals
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86

Brick Wall

www.brickwall.com
info@brickwall.com

800/528-0313

13

Bryston, Ltd.

www.bryston.ca

800-632-8217

Cambridge SoundWorks

www.hifi.com

800/367-4434

Carver

www.carver.com

425/482-3400

47
7

77

Celestion

732/390-1130
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Crutchfield

www.crutchfield.com

800/955-9009

18, 19

Definitive Tech

www.definitivetech.com

410/363-7148

17

Enlightened

www.eadcorp.com

515/472-4312

dress and a recent address label. If you have a
subscription problem, please write to the above

10, 11

Harman International

www.harman.com

55

Harman Infinity

www.infinitysystems.com

800/553-3332

85

J&R Music World

address or call 303/604-1464; fax, 303/604-7455.
Back Issues: Available for $6.95 each ($8.25 Canada; $13.25 other foreign) in U.S. funds. Please add
$1.00 for the Annual Equipment Directory (Octo-

61

JVC Musical Industries

xrcd@jvcmusic.com

800/NC-1386

68

Kimber Kable

www.kimber.com

801/621-5530

23

KEF

www.kef.com

732/390-1130
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Klipsch

67

Legacy

www.legacy-audio.com

800/AUDIO-HI

9

M&K Sound

www.mksound.com

310/204-2854

CIV

Martin Logan

www.martinlogan.com

785/749-0133

74

Morel

27

Music Connection Corp.

www.musicmaker.com

Now Hear This (NHT)

www.nhthifi.com

800/NHT-9993

71, 73

Paradigm

www.paradigm.ca

905/632-0180

78

Paragon

www.paragonacoustics.com
800/224-7599
highend@paragonacoustics.com

8

5

800/221-8180

Boulder, Colo. 80321-2548. Allow eight weeks for

change of address. Include both old and new ad-
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800/KLIPSCH
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

617/277-6663

PLACE LABEL HERE
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Philips/Magnavox

www.mmhometheater.com

888-486-6272

87

Pro Sound Stage and Lighting

www.pssl.com

800/672-4268

53

Rotel

65

Seneca Media

15

SONY

82

Sound City

81

Southern Comfort

29

Vandersteen

www.vandersteen.com

209/582-0324

62

Velodyne

www.velodyne.com

408/436-7270

25

Winston

www.everycd.com

MOVING? Please give us
8 weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

978/664-3820

NAME

800/EVERYCD

ADDRESS

CITY

www.soundcity.com

800/542-7283

STATE

ZIP

1(303) 604-1464
FAX 1(303) 604-7455
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TDI< CD-RXG
74 -MINUTE RECORDABLE CD
As far as I know, TDK is one of only two companies making
"consumer" recordable CDs (Pioneer's the other). The good news
and bad news about consumer CD -Rs are inseparable. First, the
good news: They will work with consumer CD audio recorders,

whereas CD -Rs meant for computer and pro audio use will not.
That's because CD -Rs for home audio use are coded to tell the
recorder that it's okay to record onto the blank. The CD -R recorders
made for computer and pro audio use do not require this code, and

MB Quart QP 805 Headphones

discs for those markets don't carry it.

Part of the bad news about CD-Rs-including the pro audio and
The QP 805 ($199) is a lightweight, closed back stereo head
computer versions-is that they're write -once media: As soon as a track
phone based on an MB Quart professional model. Frequency
has been recorded, the audio is there permanently-you can never erase
range is rated at 20 Hz to 20 kHz, sensitivity at 98 dB. The over
it. The other part is that
all weight is a nonfatiguing 8 ounces, though con home audio discs cost far
struction seems quite durable, with a strong metal
more than the pro/comframe (padded for comfort) and impact -resistant
puter version, to cover a
earcups. You position the earcups by pushing or Recordable CD
royalty fee that's distributed to performers, corn pulling; an accordion like, flexible plastic cover CD-RXG
posers, lyricists, and music publishers. When I last
mu, use only.

keeps your hair from getting caught in the ad

justable section of the band. MB Quart gets extra
points for making the heavy-duty cord a generous
10 feet long; it's terminated with a quarter inch
stereo jack
I was impressed with the QP 805's sound. After

\

101
74

-

shopped for home CD -Rs, TDK's CD-RXG had a suggested retail price of $16 each and the cheapest I could
find it was $6.99 through a mail-order outfit. The sug-

['In

gested retail price recently dropped to $8.99, so the
mail-order price should also drop significantly. How ever, professional/computer CD -Rs are street priced
as low as $1.99 each.
The TDK CD-RXG blanks worked perfectly in my Pioneer PDR-04 recorder, with

leaving the 'phones plugged into a receiver for a
day, to break them in, I hooked them up to an Audio
Alchemy Class -A headphone amp and plugged in a
no glitches or dropouts. This green disc can be labeled with a felt-tip pen, and the
CD player and a DAT recorder for some serious lis
jewel box contains a blank liner for song titles and other information. The CD-RXGs
tening. I sampled a re
come in 60- and 74 -minute versions, but because the difference in street price is only
mastered version of about 50¢per disc,you might as well buythe more generous length.
g
Lynyrd Skynyrd's first
Once a CD -R has been recorded and its table of contents is finalized, any CD player

GRAM. A-

album, a direct -toDAT folk recording,

ánd some classical
and jazz recordings.
On all of them, the

QP 805 sounded
balanced, with-

can read it. However, many DVD players can't, even though they can play commercially
recorded CDs; my Panasonic DVD-A300, for example, would not recognize the TDK disc.
As with TDK digital and analog tape, I love the quality of the TDK CD-RXG recordable
CD disc. I just hate the price; otherwise, the grade would be higher. (TDK: 12 Harbor Park
Dr., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050; 800/835-8273.)
John Gatski

out the excessive

bass or sizzly
treble I have
h e a rd from

Terk built the FM Pro FM -30 (5119.95) to survive outdoors and look fairly inconspicuous indoors. It's designed to mount horizontally against a wall, ceiling, or attic floor. Its shape is clean and
other head- simple, and you can paint it to match your walls, but it's a bit large (57 x 21 x PA inches) and you
may find it hard to conceal the RF cable (not supplied) to your tuner.
Mounted about 15 feet lower than the antenna on my chimney, the FM -50 outperformed it slightly on
Imaging
was very most stations, producing somewhat cleaner-and stronger-signals. (A mast -mounting kit costs $19.95.)
The Terk's pickup pattern is a fat figure 8, with its built-in signal amplifier making up for some of the gain
good, placing such fine details as claslost
at the edges of the pickup pattern. Terk says the overall gain is consistent across the FM band, which
sical-guitar finger squeaks in natur-

ph ones.

al sounding space.
The QP 805 felt snug on my ears
at first but soon stretched out a bit

and became comfortable. The
closed back design attenuated
outside noise reasonably well.

seemed to be the case; not all companies can make that statement

about their antennas. The FM -50's built-in amp did a very nice job at

my suburban house, raising output without adding audible noise. It
probably helped that the passive part of the antenna is a half -wavelength,
not quarter -wave, design, so the amp had a reasonably strong signal to
start with. In Manhattan, the FM -50 outperformed a passive whip antenna
most stations and did not overload, which many amplified antennas do

Overall, the QP 805 is a good -on
in the city. However, one station with heavy multipath did come in better
sounding, comfortable, well-

made pair of headphones.
(MB Quart Electronics: 25
Walpole Park South, Walpole, Mass. 02081; 508/6688973.)
John Gatski

when the Terk was oriented vertically.

Power for the FM -50's amplifier is sent up the RF cable via a supplied
junction box, which must be connected at your tuner's input. If the amp is
off, the antenna works fine but has less gain. The junction box has an on/off switch for
the amp, and an LED on the antenna glows when the amp is on. (Terk Technologies: 63
Mall Dr., Commack, N.Y. 11725; 800/942-8375; www.terk.com.)
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Ivan Berger
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The

ROAR.

The

Rumble_

Ringsideseats

resounding

to every

punch
since 1946.
The

POWER
of

KLIPSCH.

AliveAnd, stunningly
real.PKlipsch first stepped
into the ringof bigtineater sound
g
PP

in 1946 with the unveiling of the patented Klipschorn® and the introduction of horn technology. This
technology continues today as the hallmark of Klipsch speaker design. delivering the most authentic
sound reproduction possible. It's no contest-for theater sound that ranks as the perennial heavyweight favorite, choose Klipsch. Wíth the Klipsch Synergy 3. I Horre Theater System'" in your corner.
you're ringside for all the action. Thunderous power. Devastating punch. Auditory dynamite wrapped
up in a solid, compact package. Visityour Klipsch audio retailer to hear, feel and experience the
distinctive Klipsch difference. It's Alive.
Learn more about the heart and science of the Klipsch sound by calling 1 -800-KLUPSCH.
or for the surfing savvy, visit us online at www.klipsch.com.

Klipsch

L
L

C

A LEGEND IN SOUND.
'1' F.ñlw.lt hk AP nsit+nYTul

STATEMENT
e vo l u t

i

cE

12

the ultimate expression of Ma-tin-Logans persisterit commitment to
attaining the mcst
sour_dreproductiln potslle

-

Manifesting the dream-the -wart and sjuJ of an uncoffiprOmising
approach to perfec3tion, it exc..' i iíi-'s complete mast"in the
seamless melding of electrostatl_
namic technologies.

limitles hanciwidth, simitkss dynam-c range, limf

dob

recision
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I'.l). Bo 707, law-elce, KS si(44 tel(78 51 749-01 3 3 fax(785) 749-5320
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mlcgcn@idir.net

